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Abstract 

To address the challenges in modern industries and to improve Industry 4.0 capability, 

digitalised design methods and solutions need to be more integrated and self-adaptive. 

However, current approaches for production design and planning are decentralised and human 

centric. This project aims to use and develop digital methods that can provide adaptive design 

and planning for manufacturing systems in line with the challenges in Industry 4.0. 

The core problem in designing and planning for manufacturing systems in this project is the 

assembly line balancing problem (ALBP), which defines the basic configuration of a 

production system and the basic operational arrangements. ALBP, together with other aspects 

of a production system, have been studied by simulation and optimisation techniques. In 

existing methods, both simulation and optimisation methods and tools have been developed 

for the focused problem, however, there are still great challenges to overcome.  

In previous simulation methods, human expertise and intervention is required to generate 

candidate production solutions and perform simulation applications. This humancentric 

feature limits the usage of simulation and becomes unfavourable when production system 

design problems grow more complicated and bigger in size. Previous optimisation methods 

are insufficient in dealing with the complexity in real-world production systems. The 

decision-making for different design variables is commonly discrete in different optimisation 

procedures. Furthermore, requirements in real-world production systems are not fully 

addressed, such as the re-optimisation of existing production lines. These gaps weaken the 

applicability of available tools and existing methods in guiding production system design in 

realistic environments. 

To overcome these challenges, first this work develops adaptive simulation methods based on 

the discrete event simulation method (DES). The developed adaptive simulation modelling is 

capable of automatically performing simulation activities without human interventions.  
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Secondly, this work develops intelligent algorithms, genetic algorithms (GA), to 

mathematically optimise the core decision problem. New initialisation methods, repair 

methods, termination functions and a multi-objective genetic engine are developed and 

validated. The developed GAs are capable of generating better solutions with less 

configuration investment, for multiple objectives. Additionally, the generated solutions are 

achieved with better computational efficiency than current methods available in the literature. 

The developments in simulation and optimisation further lead to a partnership of these two 

methods and form a simulation-optimisation (S-O) decision system. The proposed decision 

system is capable of determining line balancing, workforce assignment, and buffer allocations 

in a single decision-making process, which does not exist in the literature. All the 

developments in this project are validated with benchmark problems from the literature along 

with a real industrial test case. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

 

1.1 Background 

In this section, a general background to the manufacturing industry is introduced. The 

subsection 1.1.1 briefly introduces the development of manufacturing systems, from the 

moving assembly line invented by Henry Ford to the most recent concept, Industry 4.0. In 

subsection 1.1.2, different decision problems involved in production design and planning, 

which are faced by the manufacturing industry today, are summarised. Subsections 1.1.3 and 

1.1.4 describe the techniques and methods used to tackle those decision problems, and the 

trends and challenges in existing approaches.  

The main message of this section is that, with the newly emerging requirements and goals of 

the manufacturing industry, there lies a good opportunity to further exploit and develop 

existing techniques and methods to form the next generation of production design and 

planning tools.  

1.1.1 A brief history of manufacturing 

It is well known that Henry Ford’s invention of the moving assembly line in 1913 marked the 

beginning of the mass production paradigm. Thereafter manufacturing systems have evolved 

from job shops which feature general-purpose machines, low volume, high variety and 

significant human involvement, to high volume, low variety dedicated manufacturing systems 

(DMS) [1]. During the nineteen seventies, parameters such as quality and speed of delivery 

besides cost became primary concerns. Thusly, in the nineteen eighties the concept of flexible 

manufacturing was introduced in response to the need for mass customizations and for greater 

responsiveness to changes in product, production technology, and markets.  
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In the nineteen nineties, the focus shifted from the realization of one product to the ability to 

realize many variants of a product, possibly using the same manufacturing system. The 

reconfigurable manufacturing concept has emerged in an attempt to achieve changeable 

functionality and scalable capacity.  

Throughout that last decade, the manufacturing sector has been confronted with an increasing 

variety of products and the consequent reduction of production volumes, together with the 

continuous shortening of products’ life cycle [2]. Nowadays, gaining a bigger slice of the 

market is not just a matter of having the best product, but it is also necessary to reach the 

customer as soon as possible. In these trends, new generations of technologies and concepts in 

the manufacturing industries have been proposed in different countries. Industry 4.0 was 

initially established by the German Government in 2012 [3], which was followed by similar 

promotions in other countries, such as the United States, Japan and China. Keywords of 

Industry 4.0 revealing the technology-related trends include big data, artificial intelligence, 

automation, digitalisation, robots, and cyber-physical systems [4].  

1.1.2 Decision problems in manufacturing 

Designing a production line is a series of decision problems in different stages, such problems 

include production design, process selection, line balancing, line layout design, and 

production scheduling [5]. The focused production design problem in this work is the line 

balancing (LB) problem, which is known as the assembly line balancing problem (ALBP) as 

more strictly defined mathematically. ALBP is one of those problems where domain expertise 

does not help very much: whatever the number of years spent in solving it, one is each time 

facing an intractable problem with an enormous number of possible solutions and no real 

guidance on how to find the optimal solutions in the best way [6]. Automating and 

digitalising the solutions of LB thusly cater to the requirements of Industry 4.0 in particular.  

Although many algorithms have been established for ALBP, to provide guidance for real-

world productions, there are several challenges in ALBP solutions. The first difference 

between real-world line balancing and ALBP is that many of the ALBP approaches implicitly 
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assume that the problem to be solved is at the beginning of the design and planning process 

for a brand-new production line and only solve the problem at a static time point. However, in 

practice, a vast volume of real-world line balancing tasks involve existing lines, where the 

target line typically needs to be rebalanced rather than balanced. The ignorance of the real 

evolutions of a production line is viewed as the gravest oversimplification of the classic 

ALBP solutions [6]. The second challenge in addressing the needs in real-world production is 

that more complexity should be considered in a line balancing solution, which is split into 

different decision problems in existing approaches. Currently, ALBP solutions only contain a 

few variables with realistic constraints simplified, which leaves a big gap in acquiring enough 

information which can guide the planning and execution of a production line in the real 

world. 

1.1.3 Simulation technologies for manufacturing 

Since its inception, simulation has been a popular methodology to solve many real-world 

complex problems. There is a long history of the application of simulation to manufacturing 

system design and analysis. The earliest relevant paper found is from 1969 [7]. A simulation 

model presents a detailed representation of a production system, production procedures, shop 

floor layout, labor arrangement, production cycle times and even machine breakdowns. Based 

on the input information, the simulation results show the throughputs, utilisations and 

material flows of a production scenario without the need to build up the experimental 

production system or to disturb the existing production lines [8]. Thus, simulation enables 

users to evaluate their system by creating ‘what-if’ scenarios, which in return facilitates 

system behavior analysis and decision-making capabilities before touching the real-world 

environments [9].  

It was in the general manufacturing system design area that simulation initially gained 

popularity [7]. Initially models were coded using general purpose programming languages. 

The successful application of simulation in this area led to the development of specialised 

subroutine libraries and comprehensive simulation languages and software packages. In the 
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new emerging trends of Industry 4.0, modelling and simulation of production systems, which 

traditionally requires expertise and manual endeavours of analysts, needs to be developed to 

be automatic and thusly cooperate with other technologies to address the challenges of real 

production system design.  

1.1.4 Decision-making methods for manufacturing 

Equipped with simulation techniques, analysts in manufacturing industries are able to analyse 

and consequently optimise production performances. The most common optimisation method 

in manufacturing is what-if scenario analysis, where simulation models with different 

parameter scenarios are run [10]. What-if scenario analysis allows the study of the impacts of 

different parameter and different configurations on the target production system and the 

comparison of different parameter settings.  

Another traditional optimisation method in manufacturing industries is manual optimisation. 

These methods usually utilise simulation results and analysis of relationships between 

parameter configurations and performances, which leads to manual identification of optimal 

solutions. The disadvantage of these two traditional optimisation methods is the difficulty 

rising in the generation of abundant possible parameter configurations to find the actual 

optimal solutions when the solution space becomes large and complex. 

In recent decades, with rapid developments in computational capabilities, there has been a 

trend in the development of optimisation algorithms, where artificial intelligence (AI) has 

attained a rising interest in recent years. These optimisation algorithms are used to search for 

and generate optimal production system parameter configurations instead of manual 

participations in traditional optimisation methods. However, optimisation algorithms face 

difficulty in finding optimisation solutions when the problem size, the involved variables, and 

the complexity of the problem increases. In other words, for stochastic and complex systems, 

mathematical optimisations are less utilised and S-O approaches become potential alternative 

[9].  
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For large and complex problems, simulation-optimisation (S-O) is a practical alternative [9].  

It has been noted that a promising avenue of research is the integration of simulation and 

optimisation methods. S-O is a powerful decision-making tool for modelling real-world 

systems with complex relationships between various entities and resources, and subsequently 

identifying the best system configuration design [9]. While optimisation algorithms search 

through the solution space and provide optimal production system parameter configurations, 

simulations can provide evaluations and comparisons of proposed solutions with detailed 

production performance contained in simulation results. However, simulation and 

optimisation have been traditionally considered separate approaches in the operational 

research field. In a recent review of assembly optimisations using DES, 70% of the reviewed 

papers applied either no optimisation at all, simple manual optimisation, or ‘what-if’ 

scenarios analysis for optimisations [8]. 

1.1.5 Summary 

In the background of newly emerging challenges for manufacturing industries, Industry 4.0 

has been proposed and set as the direction for the manufacturing industry in the following 

decades. To address the challenges in Industry 4.0, the next generation of production facilities 

are described as adaptive, intelligent and able to react to environmental dynamics [11]. Any 

transition to enhanced automation/digitalisation of the production facilities in the physical 

domain needs parallel evaluation in the prediction methods used to design them and support 

this transition. Therefore, together with the production facilities, the decision-support tools for 

the design and planning of production systems should also be digitalised and automated to be 

adaptive and intelligent. 

Facing the turbulent market requirements and the goals of Industry 4.0, there are great 

challenges in existing manufacturing industries regarding the decision-support tools as 

described previously. Such challenges first include the current reliance on human expertise 

for modelling and analysis, which is common and typical in simulation applications. In 

existing methods, simulation modelling requires manual interventions and human expertise. 
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This is time-consuming and not efficient when there are multiple design alternatives required 

to be investigated and compared in the background of Industry 4.0. The second challenge is 

that the disconnections existing in the decision-making for different decision problems and 

the utilisation of different decision-making techniques. As stated earlier, balancing and re-

balancing, the determinations of different variables (such as required system cycle times and 

required hardware resources) of a production line, the impacts different realistic constraints 

have on the production system, are usually split into different decision problems. These 

disconnection leaves a gap in reaching the complexity and providing enough information in 

real-world productions. The situation is similar with decision-making techniques, where 

simulation and optimisation methods have been treated separately in production design and 

planning while they both have advantages and disadvantages, which can lead to a partnership 

of these two techniques. The interrelations among different decision problems and different 

decision-making techniques are necessary as well as themselves to reach the complexity in 

realistic physical environments, therefore instead of applying a single problem/technique at a 

time, more than one problem/technique should be integrated to take part in decision-making 

processes to provide more applicable guidance on real-world productions. 

1.2 Aim and Objectives 

As mentioned previously, to address the requirements of the dynamics in markets and the 

goals of Industry 4.0, the decision-support tools for the design and planning of production 

systems need to be digitalised and automated to be adaptive and intelligent. Future self-

adapting design/development systems with reduced or no reliance on human expertise, have 

the potential to support this need particularly, as they may better exploit and integrate aspects 

of simulation and optimisation. The aim of this project is to develop such a decision-support 

tool that can provide adaptive and intelligent decision-making for complex decision problems 

in manufacturing and more applicable guidance for real-world production system design. The 

originality of this project is highlighted in Error! Reference source not found.. 
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1. Perform a thorough literature review, investigate the state-of-the-art decision-support 

methods and techniques for production design and planning, and identify the gaps in 

existing literature and the potential of current methods and techniques, which may 

support and enable the aim of this project. 

2. Based on the literature review, form a preliminary framework of the self-adapting 

decision system, and find the appropriate technique and packages for decision-

support functionalities. 

3. To reduce the current reliance on human expertise, develop and automate 

functionalities required by a simulation application to form a digital tool such that 

manual efforts involved in simulation methods are minimised. Original automatic 

model generation and simulation run macros are developed regarding this objective. 

4. Cover more complexity in the solutions with more information for decision problems 

with ALBP as the focused central problem. This includes covering more decision 

variables and more realistic constraints in the decision-making process, and 

considering the balancing of a production line not only at a static time point. An 

original GA with original genetic operators and functions is developed to cover 

multiple decision variables in a single analysis step. Based on this GA, other two GAs 

are developed for realistic constraints including balancing production lines for both 

short-term and long-term productions and involvements of different labour groups.  

5. Integrate simulation and optimisation to form an automatic and self-adapting 

decision-support tool which can make the best use of the cooperation of these two 

methods. Specifically, an original framework, S-O decision system is developed 

regarding this objective. 

6. Test the proposed decision-support tool on a realistic production design and planning 

problem from the manufacturing industry. Therefore, showcase the benefits of 

decision-making process using such a tool towards the challenges of Industry 4.0. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows: 

In Chapter 2, literature is reviewed on topics about decision-support methods and techniques 

for production design and planning. 

In Chapter 3, a basic structure of the intended decision-support tool is originally proposed, 

together with packages / languages selected after the literature review. 

Chapter 4 presents the functionalities of the originally proposed digital tool including new 

automatic model generation and simulation run macros for automatic simulation applications, 

which is also tested on benchmark problems from the literature. 

Chapter 5 to Chapter 7 are focused on improving solutions for decision problems in 

production design and planning. In Chapter 5, the optimisation approach is improved and new 

genetic operators and functions are developed to cover more decision variables in a single 

decision-making process.  In Chapter 6, the decision-making process is extended from a static 

time point and further includes the optimisation for re-optimisation when there are changes in 

the production system. In addition, new GA is proposed to fit multi-objective optimisation.  In 

Chapter 7, the complexity of the decision problem is increased by adding realistic constraints 

into the problem. Two-chromosome GA is developed to deal with the problem and its 

increased complexity. 

In Chapter 8, approaches developed in previous chapters are integrated to form the complete 

decision-support tool which combines simulation and optimisation for the decision-making 

process. 

In Chapter 9, an industrial exemplar is introduced to test the developed decision-support tool. 

In Chapter 10, the thesis is reviewed, and the main contributions are summarised. Areas for 

future research are also discussed.   
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Chapter 2 Literature & Technology Review 

In this chapter, literature on the state-of-the-art decision-support methods and techniques for 

production design and planning are reviewed and summarised. In the first section of this 

chapter, the general background is introduced. Following on from the general background, 

different decision problems in production design and planning are introduced. In the later 

sections, decision-making methods, including optimisation, simulation and the combination 

of these two methods are summarised regarding the focused problem in this work. 

2.1 General Background 

In recent decades, the manufacturing sector has been confronted by the need for an increasing 

variety of products and product variants. The resultant continuous shortening of development 

lead times and product life cycles has been a great challenge [12]. Today, gaining a greater 

proportion of a market share is not just a matter of having the best product, but it is also 

necessary to be able to deliver to the customer faster and more flexibly. These challenges in 

global marketplaces are forcing manufacturers to create flexible production systems which 

can function in a state of continuous adaptation in order to meet evolving product 

requirements and individual customer needs. This can often mean shorter production runs 

with more setup changes on the factory floor to service a growing need for the customisation 

of products and the processes required to manufacture and assemble them. Under such market 

needs, production systems have to be agile, efficient, and ultimately intelligent and adaptive 

together with the decision-support tools that drives production systems [11, 13]. Moreover, to 

fulfil the potential of cyber physical systems as part of the 4th Industrial Revolution [4], 

decision-support tools need specialised algorithms which can add intelligence which is 

needed to facilitate self-adaption without the intervention of planning specialists.  
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To summarise, the desired decision-support tool is endowed with intelligence and adaptivity 

catering to today’s challenges and the goals of Industry 4.0. The intended intelligence first 

lies in introducing intelligent algorithms and other tools, especially artificial intelligence (AI) 

to the decision-making process for production design and planning. The aimed adaptivity 

exist in both provided solutions and the decision-making process to generate those solutions. 

For the solutions, adaptivity means they are adaptive to changes and variations that can 

happen in a production system. As for the decision-making process, adaptivity indicates the 

need for external interventions to be minimum. Such interventions are outside the decision-

support tool, examples include expertise to generate simulation models, basic parameter 

assumptions to start and terminate optimisation routines, and the incremental and discrete 

nature of processes and data flows required to generate solutions. 

In contrast to the features of the desired decision-support tools, current approaches are 

human-centric, discrete and disconnected. Important endeavours in decision-making 

processes, such as simulation model generation and the drafting of input parameters, rely on 

human expertise and operations. The definition of different decision problems and variables 

are usually split into discrete processes despite their mutual interactions. Furthermore, 

although AI and intelligent algorithms for optimisation have been developed and applied in 

decision problems in production design and planning, they are typically considered separately 

from simulation methods. Simulation and optimisation both have advantages and 

disadvantages and cover different aspects of a decision-making process. Intelligent and 

adaptive decision-making cannot neglect either one of these two methods. 

2.2 Decision Problems in Manufacturing 

A number of crucial decisions have to be made in the designing and planning for a 

manufacturing system. These decision problems, including the focus of this work, are first 

introduced in this section. Following on from this, an overview on the focused decision 

problem and the methods dealing with it are introduced in section 2.2.2. In section 2.2.3 to 
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2.2.6, first the simplest situation of the focused problem is introduced, which is followed by 

the introduction of more complex versions of the focused problem with more realistic factors.  

2.2.1 Different decision problems in production planning 

Designing and planning for a manufacturing system is a complex problem where a large 

number of decision variables are involved. When first designing and planning for a 

manufacturing system, the inputs from customers are demands for product quantities and 

delivery lead time, which then can be translated into required productivities. The outputs of 

designing and planning covers many decision variables, such as the types and amounts of 

resources to invest, and the details of the way in which productions executed in the required 

manufacturing system, such as system cycle times and the arrangements of operations. 

According to the stage of a design and planning process and involved decision variables, the 

designing and planning for a manufacturing system is usually split into several decision 

problems [14]. These decisions include: 

1) Product design or product family constitution, 

2) Process selection, 

3) Line balancing, 

4) Line layout design, 

5) Production scheduling. 

The product design problem is concerned about the characteristics of products so that user 

needs can be met. The process selection problem aims to select the set of processes from a 

pool of possible ones such that related cost and time can be optimised. The line balancing 

problem then assigns selected processes to different workstations with certain objectives, such 

as minimising the cost or time. In the line balancing problem, workstations are usually 

assumed to be equally equipped and manned, but in practice each workstation may have a 

number of parameters to define the number of parallel machines, assigned workforce group 

and buffer capacity. The layout design problem is also considered in this case. Another set of 
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detailed information to be obtained for real-world production is that the scheduling of 

individual tasks assigned to workstations. The production scheduling problem considers the 

effects of auxiliary times between different processes performed on the same workstation. 

The focused decision problem in this work is the line balancing (LB) problem, which is 

known as the assembly line balancing problem (ALBP) as more strictly defined 

mathematically. ALBP is considered to be one of the main challenges in the design and 

planning of a manufacturing system. This is because of its complexity as a combinatorial 

optimisation problem and due to the influence, the problem variables and constraints have on 

the economic performance of a manufacturing system [15]. The significant effects ALBP has 

on the economic performance of a manufacturing system is not only because of the decision 

variables, such as the amount of workstations, and the impact of these variables on the total 

investment cost. The significance also arises from the fact that the solutions to ALBP have 

direct effects on subsequent decision problems. The complexity of ALBP has been 

abundantly stated in previous literature that even the simplest version of ALBP is NP-hard 

[16]. As the result of its complexity, it has been pointed out that ALBP is one of those 

problems where domain expertise does not help to improve the decision-making process. This 

fact greatly supports the need for new digitalised decision-support tool for the decision-

making for ALBP.  

2.2.2 ALBPs 

As mentioned previously, the main decision problem to be addressed here in this project is 

ALBP. In a manufacturing system, especially assembly lines where ALBP is conceptualised, 

there are many workstations where tasks are performed. Products are built incrementally 

flowing through the workstations [17]. ALBP focuses on the way those different tasks with 

constraints are assigned to different workstations such that production objectives are 

optimised.  

The most important constraint in ALBP are the precedence constraints. Often the precedence 

constraints, which are caused by technological and organisational conditions, are represented 
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using an acyclic directed graph 𝐺 =  (𝑉, 𝐸) . 𝑉  and 𝐸  stand for vertex and edge in the 

precedence graph. An example of such a precedence graph is shown in Figure 2-1. Where the 

nodes represent individual tasks and the linking arrows represent precedence constraints 

between the specific tasks, e.g., in Figure 2-1 Task 3 cannot begin until Task 1 is completed. 

  
Figure 2-1. Precedence graph for a 12-task example 

The goal of ALBP is to assign different tasks to different workstations such that production 

performances are optimised. There are several specific objectives/configuration parameters to 

describe and gauge productions, such as the line/system cycle time of the intended line and 

the amount of workstation. According to the objective that an optimisation routine is run for, 

ALBP is further divided into a number of types [18, 19]: 

1) ALBP-1: for a predefined line cycle time, minimise the number of line workstations 

required, 

2) ALBP-2: for a predefined number of line workstations, minimise the line cycle time,  

3) ALBP-E: maximise line efficiency E, which is the ratio of ‘the sum of the task times 

of all tasks’ divided by the product of the line cycle time and the number of line 

workstations, 

4) ALBP-F: for the predefined line cycle time and number of line workstations, decide 

whether a feasible assignment of all tasks to the workstations is possible such that the 

maximum workstation time does not exceed the cycle time. 
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The four ALBP types often are considered individually and thusly do not make allowances or 

provisions for situations which can arise in a real production design scenario. For example, a 

key requirement deriving the design will be the customer order with no indications on specific 

configuration parameters (either required workstation quantities or system cycle times). None 

of the configuration parameter mentioned above are known. Thus it is not only necessary for 

the design team to consider individual versions of the ALBP, but also to derive a solution 

iteratively to cover different production objectives and configuration parameters.  To achieve 

this, the minimum number of workstations required for the production line should be 

estimated making assumptions on the cycle time needed to meet the required demand (ALBP-

1) and with the assumption that limiting the production resources (workstations) will 

minimise cost. Once the impact of workstation variation is understood, the total cycle times 

for the best workstation candidate designs need to be further studied to ensure that they meet 

demand and with the assumption that reducing cycle time (ALBP-2) will minimise both direct 

costs (labour) and indirect costs (equipment and infrastructure idle time). Thus ALBP-1 tries 

to minimise the number of workstations with a given cycle time without considering whether 

the assumed cycle time is optimal. ALBP-2 tries to minimise the cycle time with a given 

number of workstations while the number of workstations may not always be determined at 

the beginning of the process. ALBP-E is looking for the optimal combination of the ‘number 

of workstations’ and ‘cycle time’, which gives the best efficiency, while ignoring that both 

the number of workstations and the cycle time can be constrained by the required demand and 

typically (in real design problems) by available resources (equipment, infrastructure, space 

and budget). In real-world production scenarios, manufacturers are confronted with customer 

production demands and their practical considerations of costs. An optimal combination of 

the two design parameters giving the best efficiency may not be the best choice for 

manufacturers. Examples include the situation where the same number of workstations is 

selected as in the optimal combination, but the system cycle time can be longer than the one 

in the optimal combination because of lowered labour quantities and inventory level. Finally, 
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ALBP-F, which focuses on the existence of feasible solutions, and does not create detailed 

production plans but indicates if solutions are potentially available. 

ALBP was first mathematically formulated and has been studied since the 1950s [20]. 

Methods proposed to solve ALBPs are typically divided into two categories: exact methods 

and approximate methods: Exact methods include integer programming as well as the branch 

and bound (B&B) method, etc. [15]. Given the NP-hard nature of all types of ALBPs [16], the 

time required to obtain an optimal solution with an exact method increases exponentially with 

the size of the problem or instance considered. Consequently, approximate methods are 

necessary for the solution of problems with a large number of tasks and precedence [5]. 

Popular approximate methods include simple heuristics and metaheuristics. There is a clear 

trend that the popularity of simple heuristics since 1950s has reduced and metaheuristics has 

started to dominate with the rising of computational powers and artificial intelligence (AI). 

Among the available metaheuristics, the most popular method applied in the literature is the 

Genetic Algorithm (GA). Researchers typically state their selection of a GA for the solution 

of ALBPs because they have been successfully demonstrated on a wide variety of 

combinatorial problems [21]. They have been effectively used to solve complex problems 

with multiple constraints and they have been proven to be capable of generating optimum 

solutions faster than other optimisation algorithms. Different methods for ALBP have been 

summarised by Becker [22], Scholl [23], Boysen [24, 25], Battaïa [15], Saif [18], 

Sivasankaran [26], Tasan [27] and Aytug [28].  

It is also worth considering the available commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software on the 

market which provide line balancing tools [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. COTS software for line 

balancing can be divided into a number of categories.  These include:  

1) Simulation-based software which allows an engineer to perform what-if scenario 

analysis. However each alternative configurations must be provided by the user 

(Delmia Quest [34], ARENA [29], SIMUL8 [30], and Witness [31]);  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0925527312004616#!
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2) Automatic line balancing which actually mainly focuses on labour balancing (Timer 

Pro professional [32] and ProPlanner [33]).  

However, these software packages do not provide automatic solutions to the typical types of 

line balancing problems as mentioned (minimising number of workstations or cycle time) in 

the previous section. To the authors best knowledge, the only commercial software that can 

optimise the number of workstations is Optline. However, the core algorithm of this software 

is a Grouping GA which uses variable-length chromosomes and was originally designed for 

the ‘bin-packing problems’ [35]. The SALBP is mathematically the bin-packing problem with 

a partial order (the set of precedence constraints), thus in the context of this work which seeks 

to improve performance, the features of the Grouping GA may result in inefficient precedence 

management. 

In conclusion, both the literature and the commercial solutions do not provide an approach 

which without engineering intervention, can optimally solve ALBP from only customer 

demands to solutions covering configuration parameters required to describe and gauge 

productions. 

2.2.3 SALBP 

The most common version of ALBPs is the Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem 

(SALBP) [36], which arises from the mass production of a single product on a paced 

production line. The common focus on SALBP is because the techniques and tools to treat 

SALBP are building blocks for the solution of more general and complex production 

problems and hence the rational for firstly focusing on this problem type. 

In general, SALBP research aims to develop methods for the optimal definition of the number 

of workstations or assignment of tasks to workstations. Literature summarises SALBP as 

[16]: 

1) a mass-production problem of one homogeneous product on a serial line, without 

feeder lines or parallel elements,  
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2) a problem in which all tasks are undertaken in a predefined mode and thus no 

processing alternatives exist, 

3) a paced production line with a fixed common cycle time, which is defined to deliver a 

desired output quantity per period of time, and where task times are deterministic, 

4) a problem with sequence task processing with precedence restriction, and with no 

assignment restriction on task besides the precedence constraints, and where tasks 

cannot be split among two or more workstations. 

Most of the existing methods are focused to solve SALBP. As stated in the previous section, 

the first category of methods to solve SALBP is exact methods. This category is not 

favourable when the size of problems increases. The second category of methods is 

approximate methods, the most popular one among which is GA.  Previous GAs focusing on 

solving SALBP have been coverd by Tasan [27] and Aytug [28]. Although the subject matter 

around the application of GAs to line balancing is well covered in each case, the common 

weakness to date has been the required constraining of the problem and the lack of methods to 

solve problems considering only the task attributes. In the literature, only one type of SALBP 

is studied at a time, and most of the literature is focused on SALBP-1 and SALBP-2, which 

indicates that some design parameters are input data and are assumed known at the beginning 

of the GA optimisations. However, this is not the case in realistic production problems. When 

first designing and planning for a production system, the only input that is tupically known is 

the customer demand and relevant information on task attributes, such as operation times and 

precedence constraints. The system cycle time and the number of workstations are both 

design parameters to be answered by production designs, instead of given conditions as in 

SALBP-1 and SALBP-2. Thusly the question remains that whether the configuration 

parameters can be covered in a single decision-making process. In the event that this can be 

achieved, how is the time to converge a solution impacted and are solutions better quality 

relative to those already presented in the literature (based on the constraining of the problem)? 
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2.2.4 Re-balancing ALBP 

A complexity that is not usually considered in existing methods on ALBP is that for most 

instances the problem is solved only at the beginning of a new production system. However, 

line balancing does not only happen once at that static time point in the real world. Vast real-

world line balancing tasks will happen for existing lines, when the target line need to be re-

balanced as it evolves with time and changes are introduced to it throughout its whole life 

cycle. Particularly, in actual applications, the need for a re-balancing oriented design is 

significant due to the occurrence of a wide variety of possible modifications in the input 

parameters, such as: 1) changes in product features, including tasks entering and leaving the 

system, and variations in technological precedence relationships; 2) increase and decrease in 

performance task time, reasons include the consequence of adopting new equipment and 

labour variation, such as workforce maturity, use of contract based operators, staff turnover, 

etc.; 3) modifications to the cycle time, due to changes in market demand. The ignorance of 

the life cycle evolutions production lines is viewed as the gravest oversimplification of the 

classic ALBP solutions [6]. Thusly, this ignored complexity of re-balancing existing lines is 

the focus of this section. 

When re-balancing/re-configuring occurs, production cost rises as a consequence of factors 

related to the re-balancing modifications, such as operator training and equipment switching. 

It is pointed out that with the aid of modern technology and the goals of Industry 4.0, the 

ultimate goal of a production system under current global market conditions is to create a 

‘living factory’ that can rapidly adjust its production capacity while maintaining high levels of 

quality from one part to the next [37]. Therefore, the adaptivity of an existing production line 

resulting from evolution in its variables and its subsequent re-balancing, should be considered 

alongside the production line in its whole life cycle. This adaptivity guarantees a high long-

term profit-to-cost-ratio and rapid return on investment of reconfigurable manufacturing 

systems. 
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In the literature, very few studies look at the re-balancing of an existing line. Sculli [38, 39], 

Van Oyen et al [40], and Gel et al [41] considered the short-term adjustment problem, 

concerning the re-balancing of an existing line, when fluctuations in operator output rates or 

equipment failures occur. Such methods proposed dynamic work sharing as a solution to 

avoid temporary imbalance on the line. However, they do not look at the long-term decision-

making process and fit the re-balancing scenarios into a long-term decision framework where 

customer demands change through different production periods. Additionally, none of the 

existing methods utilised GA methods to provide or support line redesign, despite its 

successful application in other ALBPs and the re-balancing were descried as a index which 

can be easily fit into GA as an objective. This is the main deficiency in the research on re-

balancing ALBPs. 

2.2.5 ALWABP 

Another complexity in real-world production that is considered here is that different 

workforce groups have direct effects on production performances. Recently, more and more 

effort has been paid to generalised assembly line balancing problem (GALBP) to reflect real-

world industrial problems [42]. In ALBP where different workforce levels are not considered, 

the workstations are assumed to be equally equipped. Therefore, the only factor affecting the 

cycle time of a workstation is what tasks are assigned to it. When different workforce groups 

are introduced, task times are directly related to the involved manual operations. The 

calculation for cycle time of a workstation based on the assign tasks is not valid anymore 

because of the variations of task times due to manual operations. Thusly, when different 

workforce groups exist in a manufacturing system, which is a common situation, the 

assignment of workforce groups to tasks is as important as the assignment of tasks to 

workstations. This leads to the problem focused in this section, the assembly line workforce 

assignment and balancing problem (ALWABP). ALWABP tries to distribute workforce 

groups as well as tasks to optimise production performances. It is worthy to give the reader a 
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gauge on the complexity of ALWABP, that even without the consideration of workforce 

groups the problem is already NP-hard. 

ALWABP was first introduced by Miralles [43]. The main difference that distinguishes 

ALWABP from SALBP is that in ALWABP, task times vary depending on workforce 

capabilities of the different labour groups. ALWABP was first introduced to consider 

assembly lines with disabled operators, where a worker is found efficient to accomplish a 

particular set of tasks but may be inefficient on (or even unable to carry out) another set of 

tasks [44]. In addition to disability, the difference of workforce capabilities and efficiencies 

also exist between different labour groups, such as full-time employees and contract workers. 

Hence, in the above situations, task times in the same production line can differ depending on 

worker skills. ALWABP seeks the best assignment of the assembly tasks to workers as well 

as the tasks to workstations in accordance with optimising the production performances. 

As in the case of other ALBPs, four different types of ALWABPs are defined [19]: 

ALWABP-1, ALWABP-2, ALWABP-E and ALWABP-F. The ALWABP-1 and ALWABP-2 

are dual problems. The variables are the number of workstations and the system cycle time. In 

ALWABP-1, the number of workstations is minimised with a given cycle time. While in 

ALWABP-2, the cycle time is minimised with a fixed number of workstations. ALWABP-E 

looks for a combination of these two variables to maximise the efficiency of the line. 

ALWABP-F focuses on finding out whether a task/worker assignment exists indicating a 

certain number of workstations for a given cycle time.  

As a result of its complexity matching the situations in real-world productions, ALWABPs 

are not well studied in the literature and require more attention to, and much less that on 

ALBPs as described in the previous sections. In the previous literature, most research covers 

ALWABPs focused on ALWABP-2, and optimise the line for a single objective [45, 46, 47, 

48, 49, 50]. The only previous work to investigate ALWABP in the context of multi-objective 

optimisation is [51]. However, it is clear that in the real environment of assembly lines, two or 

more objectives are significantly desired to be achieved simultaneously [52]. In most cases, 
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these objectives can be conflicting and therefore the search for multi-objective solutions is not 

straightforward. Obviously, there is not enough previous research on ALWABP to cover the 

optimisation for multiple objectives.  

2.2.6 ALBP with uncertain task times 

As mentioned earlier, there are many assumptions in SALBP which simplifies the problem 

from the complexity witnessed in real-world productions. The assumption to be relaxed here 

is the one about task times. The majority of previous studies on ALBP consider deterministic 

task times. However, the values of task times are usually not known exactly at the point when 

line balancing decisions have to be made. Systems such as AutoMost [53, 54] can 

predetermine task times but these do not cover differences between individuals. In manual 

assembly lines, the effectiveness of the workforce depends on work rate, skill level, and 

motivation, which causes these differences and the resultant task time variations. For a 

production line design which does not consider task time variation, deviations in individual 

task times between individuals may disproportionately impact production, decreasing 

efficiency and ultimately resulting in production which does not meet customer delivery 

targets. Demonstrated approaches to model uncertain task times are: 

1) Random variables with known probability distributions [55] [56]. 

2) Fuzzy numbers with known membership functions [57] [58]. 

3) Stability analysis: the stability radii of optimal solutions are analysed in the whole 

design space with respect to variations of the processing times of the manual tasks. A 

line balance is considered to be stable if it is optimal for any sufficiently small 

variation of the processing times [59] [60].   

4) Minmax regret: the absolute maximum regrets of each solution are studied for all 

possible scenarios. The regret, or opportunity lost, of a solution is defined as the 

difference between the cycle time of a solution in a scenario and the optimal cycle 
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time for the scenario. The goal is to obtain the solution with the minimum absolute 

maximum regret [61] [62]. 

5) Cardinality constrained robustness: a subset of tasks is considered to reach their worst 

possible operational time values with the other tasks assumed to stay at some normal 

level [63] [64].  

6) Optimising a robustness indicator: Chica et al. studied the robustness of assembly line 

configurations indicated by robustness indicators based on overload size [65] [66].  

The latter four categories of modelling methods are also categorised as robust optimisation. 

Focusing on single-product assembly line problems, most of the papers mentioned above did 

not investigate ALBPs with uncertain task times using GAs. The only work to consider task 

time variation and the use of a GA for optimisation considered task times as random variables 

with known distributions in [67], the assumed random distribution of which may become 

obstacles in using this method in real-world decision-making processes. If the required 

precise data is available to describe the distribution correctly, stochastic modelling may work 

well to support decision-making. However, reliable data might not be available in realistic 

scenarios. The practical alternative approach is to decrease the sensitivity of the complete 

assembly line performance to the variations in individual task times. 

2.2.7 Summary 

The focus of this section is ALBP, which is considered as one of the main challenges faced by 

the industry whenever designing and planning for a production line because of its complexity 

and high impacts on economic performances of a production system. GA is selected to solve 

ALBP in this project because of its demonstrated capability in solving complex combinatorial 

problems. GA is the most popular metaheuristic in methods dealing with ALBP and has been 

successfully applied to solve several versions of ALBP. However, in existing methods, there 

are still obvious gaps to reach the required completeness and complexity in real-world 

productions: 
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1) SALBP is the most commonly studied version of ALBP. Regardless of the 

abundancy of the attention paid to SALBP, the decision-making for involved 

decision variables are usually separated in different decision-making processes with 

no relations to typical customer demands, which are usually the only known and 

most important inputs in real-world production problems.  

2) Strictly speaking, ALBPs have not been considered in an adaptive fashion to re-

balance existing production lines in previous literature as ALBPs are usually solved 

only once in the beginning of the design and when planning for a new production 

line. The evolution of an existing production line and the need for re-balancing has 

been barely studied. However, as noted earlier, modern industries are faced with 

rapidly changing markets.  

3) The ALWABP is a generalised version of the ALBP to include the complexity of 

different workforce groups and only has started to obtain attention in the research 

community over the past few years. This is not the case with SALBP where multi-

objective optimisations are abundantly investigated, existing studies on ALWABPs 

mostly focus on single-objective optimisations, which seldom meet the needs for the 

solution of multi-objective production problems. In the real environment of assembly 

lines, two or more objectives are likely to be desired simultaneously [52].  

4) The relaxation of assumptions about deterministic task times in ALBP gives rise to 

another generalised version of ALBP, ALBP with uncertain task times.  In existing 

methods, reliable data is usually assumed to be available and thusly utilised to make 

estimations of the uncertainties of task times. However, this is not always the case in 

the real world.  
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2.3 Optimisation Technique 

Following on from the last section, the focus of this section is GA. First the general aspects of 

a GA are introduced, which subsequently leads to the application of GA in ALBP, the focused 

decision problem in this work.  

2.3.1 Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic Algorithms (GA) are population-based search techniques that employ probabilistic 

transitions to seek out an optimum solution in an iterative manner [68, 69]. A typical GA 

operates as shown in Figure 2-2. During each iteration, a population of individuals are 

maintained, evaluated and modified. Each individual in a population consists of a string of 

genes and represents a potential solution to the problem, also called chromosome. The genetic 

representation which converts a solution of a problem to a chromosome is called encoding. 

Symmetrically, the converting of a chromosome to a solution of the problem is called 

decoding.  

Initialisation describes the method to generate the initial population. After the initial 

population is generated, the process moves into the iteration stage. Fitness, as a measure of 

the ability to survive, is evaluated via the predefined objective function. The ‘fitter’ solutions 

within each population are chosen as “parents” with predetermined probability to create the 

next generation. This process is known as selection. Genetic operator crossover transmits 

good characteristics of parents to offspring, while a mutation genetic operator aims to ensure 

the diversity of the potential solutions and to prevent a premature convergence to local 

optima. Generally, a direct use of genetic operators can rarely ensure offspring feasibility 

regarding the constraints. To overcome this shortcoming, repair methods are used in many 

cases to fix infeasible chromosomes. The above process is repeated until the termination 

criterion is met. 
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Figure 2-2. Flow diagram for the implementation of a typical genetic algorithm (GA) 

The fitness of an individual in a GA is calculated based on the optimisation objectives. Most 

problems in nature have several (often conflicting) objectives to be satisfied. Different 

objectives are effectively different perspectives to view the systems and they coordinate 

different variables systematically. Furthermore, some objectives can be contradictory. A 

suboptimal solution is not the globally optimal solution in most cases. The performance of the 

production system regarding an objective might not be improved without sacrificing the 

performance regarding other objectives. A solution with one objective achieving the best 

value, the suboptimal solution, can behave very poorly when other objectives are weighed in. 

Therefore, the solutions to multi-objective optimisations exist in the form of a trade-off 

between objectives. However, many of these problems are treated as single-objective 

optimisation (SOP) problems by transforming all but one objective into constraints. The main 

disadvantage of this transformation is that the search space is largely minimised. While multi-

objective optimisation (MOP) usually provides a set of solutions, SOP only offers one 

solution [70]. In this sense, MOP can offer significant benefits over the isolated single 

solution because MOP allows analysts to choose from an optimal set regarding more practical 

detail in their realistic environments. 

2.3.2 Task-oriented GA for ALBP 

For ALBP, there are generally two encoding approaches, task-oriented and workstation-

oriented representations. The more popular encoding method is task-oriented representation, 

also known as sequence-oriented representation, where the chromosome indicates the 

sequence of tasks being arranged on assembly lines. Example GAs are presented in references 

[71, 21, 72, 73], where task-oriented representations are applied to solve ALBP-1 problems. 
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Although task-oriented GAs have shown their capability in solving SALBP-1, they do not 

perform as well for ALBP-2 as demonstrated in [68]. In this case both task-oriented and 

station-oriented GAs were tested on the same problem, and where the task-oriented GA 

performed to a lower level than the station-oriented GA in terms of both the convergence 

speed and the quality of the output solution. The reasons may lie in the fact that different 

sequence-oriented encoded chromosomes can result in identical assignments, since different 

orderings of the tasks on a workstation will give different sequenced-oriented chromosomes. 

As the core objective of an ALBP is to assign tasks to workstations, when a task is assigned 

the ordering of the tasks is not considered within the evaluation function. As a consequence, 

the operations’ probabilistic transitions between generations (crossover and mutation) which 

aim to produce diversity in the offspring, may not add the desired diversity since the 

operations may simply change the ordering of the tasks within workstations. This reduced 

diversity may result in analysis not efficiently searching the design space and converging to 

only local optima. 

The most common initialisation methods involve the random creation of the first generation 

of chromosomes. Two approaches are frequently applied. The first uses random number 

algorithms to create chromosomes without any consideration to feasibility [71]. The 

feasibility of each chromosome is subsequently checked, which in ALBP is the task 

precedence compliance. Any infeasible chromosomes are then repaired. In the second 

approach constraints are applied to the random creation of the first generation of 

chromosomes using heuristics, which ensure all generated chromosomes are feasible such as 

in [21, 73]. 

The most common crossovers are two-point crossover [21, 72] and partially mapped 

crossover (PMX) [71, 73]. Many other crossover operators also exist and have been examined 

in the literature [71] including enhanced edge recombination, order crossover, uniform order-

based crossover, and cycle crossover. In the preceding work PMX has been demonstrated to 

be superior to other operators on task-oriented chromosomes for SALBP.  
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Considering mutation operators, the most frequently applied approach is reciprocal exchange 

(RE). Again, many other methods have been employed with in SALBP research including 

scramble mutation, insertion, inversion and displacement, etc. In the comprehensive study on 

different mutation operators, RE is proved to perform the best among all studied mutation 

operators for task-oriented chromosomes [71]. 

Both crossover and mutation operators together with the initialisation procedure can produce 

unfeasible chromosomes violating the precedence constraints. A repair method is necessary to 

keep the feasibility of chromosomes regarding precedence constraints. For a task-oriented 

GA, the repair method proposed by Kim [71] is commonly employed to fix the infeasibilities 

of chromosomes [21]. 

When considering multiple objectives, weighted sum of different objectives is usually used to 

aggregate different objectives in previous GAs, where weighted objectives (such as number of 

workstations and workload smoothness) are combined into a single function [73, 21, 72]. 

However, even if the weighting applied to each objective is managed carefully, the drawback 

of a basic linear combination will still exist. To illustrate this, consider a problem with both 

workstation number and workload smoothness as important metrics. In the literature the 

number of workstations normally has a higher priority over the workload smoothness. With 

an aggregate approach the weighting of the workstation number may then be greater than the 

weighting of the workload smoothness. However, the magnitude of the achievable workload 

smoothness is highly influenced by the number and magnitude of task times, e.g., for a small 

problem with less than 20 tasks, individual tasks of the order of hundreds of seconds will 

result in workload smoothness significantly larger than that for a set of task times with 

smaller magnitudes, say of the order of seconds, even though the smoothness percentage 

variation may be actually the same. Thus the weightings need to be considered for each 

problem set and will significantly impact on the optimisation search and the solution 

converged upon. 
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The strategies used to select individuals to form the next generation in the evolvement are 

Tournament selection and Elitism strategy. The individuals of the current generation are 

selected according to their fitness values, to originally produce offspring to form the next 

generation through Tournament selection [74]. The selected individuals first undergo 

crossover and mutation operations. Elitism strategy  [75] is then applied to allow best 

individuals to carry over to the next generation without being accidentally destroyed. This is 

achieved by determining if the best individual in previous generations is better than the best 

individual in the new generation, then the worst individual in the new generation is replaced 

with the best in the previous generation. After this, the next generation is finally settled.  

The termination of GA within previous works is commonly dependent on the number of 

iterations/generations [21, 71, 72]. However, the number of iterations required by different 

problems is dependent on the complexity and size of the problem and the configuration of the 

particular GA, which is usually obtained by the experience and observations of experts after 

running numerous times the GA on the particular problem.  

2.3.3 Workstation-oriented GA for ALBP 

In contrast to the fact there are several GAs developed for task-oriented ALBP, the only GA 

found with station-oriented representations for ALBP is the HGA proposed in [68]. In this 

work, the initial population is randomly generated satisfying the precedence constraints. 

Genetic operators proposed by the authors, HSX for crossover and HSM for mutations, are 

employed for genetic operations. To repair the infeasibilities of chromosomes, a repair 

method, called adaption step in the paper, is proposed and applied.  

In the paper, HGA has been demonstrated to effectively provide optimal/near-optimal 

solutions for ALBPs and outperform preceding task-oriented GA solutions and three 

heuristic-based approaches. In addition to the advantage of station-oriented representations as 

noted in the previous section, HGA can use more problem-specific information as applied in 

the heuristic approaches thus more efficiently guide the optimisation search.  
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Although the ALBP-2 is well covered in this paper, utilisation deviation is the only objective 

guiding the optimisation search. However, as mentioned earlier, there are multiple objectives 

to measure the desired production system, and multiple-objective optimisation usually 

outperforms single-objective optimisation in detecting the optimal solutions.  

2.3.4 Multi-objective optimisation for ALBP 

Existing GAs dealing with ALBP as mentioned in previous sections are either simply using a 

single objective or combining different objectives with different weights into a single sum 

function to guide the optimisation. These two methods are essentially the same in terms of 

using only one single value to differentiate different individuals. However, there are methods 

available which can actually measure different individuals regarding different objectives with 

no further interpretations of fitness values.  

The NSGA II algorithm was proposed by Deb et al [76] for the Pareto optimality of multiple 

objectives and has been applied to the assembly line balancing problem, where Pareto fronts 

are selected as the optimal solutions. Pareto front consists of the set of non-dominated 

solutions as shown in Figure 2-3. The details of NSGA II are shown in Table 2-1.  

Pareto optimality was applied in a previous work using artificial bee colony algorithm for 

ALBP [52]. However, different objectives are considered to be equally important in that 

work. This can lead to a situation which is not consistent with the aim of assembly line 

balancing with equally important objectives leading to the most diverse solutions in terms of 

objective values instead of most ideal solutions for ALBP objectives. As a consequence, it is 

necessary to modify the NSGA II algorithm to better utilise Pareto optimality and fit the 

specifics of a line balancing problem.  

Table 2-1. Pseudo code for NSGA II 

Step 1 Create random parent population with population size n. 

Step 2 Apply crossover and mutation operators to the parent population to create 

offspring population with population size n. 

Step 3 Add up the offspring population with parent population to make a combined 

population of size 2n. 
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Step 4 The combined population is organised based on non-dominated relations. The 

Pareto front is the grade 1. Grade 2 is the Pareto front of the combined 

populations with the grade 1 removed, and then so on and so forth (see Figure 

2-3). Non-dominated sorting algorithm is used to identify the different grades of 

the non-dominated solutions (in Figure 2-4). 

Step 5 For each grade, solutions are sorted and selected according to crowding 

distances. Tournament selection is applied based on the crowding distances. 

The selected solutions thusly form a new population with population size n. 

Step 6 The procedure is terminated if generations reach a certain amount. Otherwise, 

go to step 2. 

 

 
Figure 2-3. Non-dominated relations among a set of solutions 

 
Figure 2-4. NSGA II procedure 

2.3.5 Summary 

To summarise optimisation techniques introduced in this section, especially the ones dealing 

with ALBP, the conclusions include: 
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1) Two types of encoding methods are used for ALBP in GAs: task-oriented 

representation and workstation-oriented representation. Although task-oriented GA is 

more popular, workstation-oriented GA outperformed it in dealing with ALBP-2.  

2) In terms of genetic procedures of a GA, existing GAs all depend on the number of 

iterations/generations of the optimisation process to terminate. However, the required 

number of iterations differ for different problems. To fit in a digitalised for decision-

support tool automatic and adaptive decision-making process, the termination 

criterion is required within the optimisation itself and thus one which is calculated 

based on the solutions being generated during the optimisation process. 

3) Existing GAs commonly uses one single value, either weighted sum of different 

objectives or simply a single objective, to guide the optimisation process. Multi-

objective optimisation GA applying Pareto optimality was developed, and Pareto 

fronts were used in other optimisation techniques. Thusly, existing GAs have to be 

modified to allow multi-objective measurement for fitness values in optimisation 

developments. 

2.4 Simulation Technique 

The simulation techniques discussed here are focused on manufacturing system design and 

operation. There are four popular simulation techniques which are widely used in business 

and manufacturing. Different simulation techniques are introduced and compared in this 

section. 

2.4.1 Comparison of DES and Other Simulation Methods 

It has been noticed that Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is the most widely used simulation 

technique [77] for the development of production systems. DES identifies and answers 

questions about the effects of changes on processes. It models systems as a network of queues 

and activities where state changes occur at discrete time points. The basis of DES is that each 
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activity currently active is checked for its finishing time. It is used among a variety of 

industries for a wide scope of operational management applications including scheduling, 

production planning and inventory control, process engineering, and inventory management, 

supply chain management and project management purposes [77].  

The main advantages of DES are that first it can model the stochastic behaviour of systems. 

Secondly it supports decision-making at tactical and operational levels [77]. The main 

disadvantages of DES include that expertise that is required to build up the required models, 

and the data gathering can be time-consuming. 

The second most popular simulation technique is System Dynamics (SD). This is an aspect of 

systems theory which is used to understand the dynamic behavior of complex systems. The 

basis of the method is the recognition that the structure of any system, the many circular, 

interlocking, sometimes time-delayed relationships among its components, is often just as 

important in determining its behavior as the individual components themselves. A wide range 

of industries have adopted SD, including semi-conductor manufacturing, automotive and 

software development [78]. Its use has been focused on such domains as policy and strategy 

development, project management, as well as knowledge management. The reason for this is 

that SD is more appropriate for strategic decision-making, high level perspectives, and 

qualitative analysis. The main disadvantage of SD is that it relies less on hard data and 

requires high user engagement.  

Another popular simulation technique is Agent-Based Simulation (ABS). This considers each 

player within the problem as an agent and every agent’s strategic behaviour is modelled in 

relation to the classic strategy concepts [78]. Agent-based modelling is a class of 

computational science for simulating the actions and interactions of agents with a view to 

assessing their effects on the system. It combines elements of game theory, complex systems, 

emergence, computational sociology, multi-agent systems, and evolutionary programming. 

Monte Carlo methods are used to introduce randomness. ABS has been applied in supply 

chain optimisation and logistics. 
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Apart from those popular simulation techniques, a so-called Hybrid Simulation (HS) has also 

emerged. This technique brings together two or more of the mentioned simulation methods: 

DES, SD and ABS to solve a problem. The best know example of such an approach is the 

combination of DES and SD, which can be found in papers focused on ‘Enterprise Modelling 

and Simulation’. It is concluded that HS is the trend in the coming decade in [78] in 2010 and 

it has been seen the numbers of papers on this topic has grown rapidly since 2010 [79]. 

HS has the potential to combine advantages of different simulation techniques therefore 

making full use of those techniques. Although it has promising potential, the development and 

application of HS still lacks adequacy. Validations of HS involves diverse challenges： the 

modeller needs to be familiar with the validation approaches for each method combined in HS 

to validate models; intermodular verifications also needs more rigorous methods. In 

applications of HS, only a small fraction of published models is actually used to inform real-

world decisions. In a recent review, only 2% of 139 studied papers described a real-world 

implementation [79]. 

2.4.2 DES aided production 

As stated previously, DES is the most popular simulation technique. DES arranges changes in 

the system in chronological order. The system is updated whenever an event / update occurs. 

A simulated factory floor is shown in Figure 2-5. On the shop floor, production resources are 

located in the order of production sequences. The white arrows in the figure indicate the 

production sequences and thus the material flow directions. The parts first come into the 

production system from a source and go through a serial of operations as shown in Figure 

2-5Error! Reference source not found.. After different operations are executed, finished 

parts come to the end of the production system and leave. Operators can also be simulated 

within a DES model, as shown in the figures, operators work at the workstations where 

manual labour is required. 
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Figure 2-5. An example of a simulated factory floor in DES 

DES has been applied to a wide range of industries, from aircraft assembly to chemical 

production. DES has proven its capacity to detect the performance of stochastic dynamic 

systems and the wide distribution of DES applications in different domains can be seen in 

Figure 2-6.  

DES is suitable for answering specific operation related questions. It is convenient for 

detailed process analysis, resource utilisation analysis, queuing problems and other relatively 

short-term analyses. The applications of DES in different papers regarding different problems 

can be seen in Figure 2-7. 

DES results provide insights into the simulated production systems with measuring and 

analysing manufacturing metrics and thusly help manufacturers achieve top-level goals. 

Common top-level goals include: improving customer experience and responsiveness, 

improving product quality, improving efficiency, reducing inventory, ensuring compliance, 

reducing maintenance, increasing flexibility and innovation, and reducing costs and 

increasing profitability.  
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Research has been performed to identify the most important metrics that measure the 

production performance and therefore the top-level goals [80]. Important production metrics 

involved in this work in DES include lead time, time to make changeovers, throughput, 

capacity utilisations, rate of new product introduction, and total manufacturing cost per unit 

excluding materials. The top-level goals of production divide production metrics into groups. 

When improving customer experience and responsiveness, the lead time and the time to make 

changeovers should be minimised. When improving efficiency, throughput and capacity 

utilisation should be maximised. The rate of new product introduction is a measure that can 

increase flexibility and innovation, while the total manufacturing cost per unit excluding 

materials measures total cost and profitability. The definitions of the production metrics are 

described as follows [80]: 

1) Lead time measures the speed or time it takes for manufacturing to produce a given 

product from the time the order is released to production, to finished goods. 

2)  Time to make changeovers measures the speed or time it takes to switch a 

manufacturing line from making one product over to making a different product. 

When improving efficiency. 

3) Throughput measures how much product is being produced on a line over a specified 

period of time. 

4) Capacity utilisation measures how much of the total manufacturing output capacity is 

being utilised at a given point in time. 

5) Rate of new product introduction indicates how rapidly new products can be 

introduced to the marketplace and typically includes a combination of design, 

development and manufacturing ramp up times. 

6) Total manufacturing cost per unit excluding materials measures all potentially 

controllable manufacturing costs that go into the production of a given manufactured 

unit, item or volume. 
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Figure 2-6. DES application in different sections (papers found in ScienceDirect concerning 

DES in different domains, 2017) 

 
 Figure 2-7. DES application in different question solving (papers found in ScienceDirect 

concerning DES regarding different problems, 2017) 

Although DES has been applied in a wide range of industries and problems, most of the 

simulation studies in the literature address a narrow set of manufacturing problems or single-

use applications of DES. Any change to be made in DES models require manual operations 

by expert users with domain knowledge. Furthermore, DES as any other simulation 

technique, does not generate candidate solutions itself. The scenarios simulated in DES 

containing parallel values for decision variables are inputs requiring external input and again 

relies on human interventions and expertise. The challenges in modelling and simulation of 

manufacturing systems using DES are in developing general-purpose architectures for 

simulation which enable model reuse and reliance on human expertise [81, 82].  
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2.4.3 Summary 

DES is the most popular simulation technique for the development of production systems. 

This popularity is gained because DES provides detailed insights into modelled production 

systems with important metrics detected. To date, DES has been successfully applied to 

various sections of the industry to solve various problems. Therefore, DES is selected to 

perform simulations for manufacturing systems in this project.  

However, as stated earlier, the challenges in applying DES lie in the fact that simulation 

model generations highly rely on human expertise. In previous applications of DES, there is 

no general-purpose architecture to allow either the automatic simulation model generation and 

modification without human operations, or the generation of candidate solutions without 

external human interventions. To fit in an adaptive and automatic decision-making process 

and relevant functionalities, DES has to be digitalised to minimise the reliance on manual 

operations such that no manual efforts are required to generate and run simulation models 

from production data including workstation quantities, task assignments and task information. 

2.5 Decision-making methods for manufacturing 

As stated earlier, simulation is powerful in evaluating simulated manufacturing systems and 

has been applied to various sectors. But simulation does not generate candidate solutions 

itself, it needs production design and planning solutions input from elsewhere. In this sense, 

optimisation can provide production design and planning schemes for simulation, therefore 

simulation can realise the potential to formulate viable production designs. On the other hand, 

optimisation approaches commonly use simulation to represent and assess the particular 

problem for output solutions. The core advantage of simulation is its ability to deal with 

complex processes, either deterministically or stochastically, with limited mathematical 

sophistication. This advantage allows the possibility to validate design and planning solutions 

proposed by optimisation in a more realistic environment with more practical details detected. 
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It has been noted that a promising avenue of research is the integration of simulation and 

optimisation methods. Simulation-optimisation (S-O) is a powerful decision-making tool for 

modelling real-world systems with complex relationships between various entities and 

resources, and subsequently identifying the best system configuration design [9].  

Despite the potentials of the combination of simulation and optimisation methods, in 

operational research, simulation and optimisation have been traditionally considered separate 

approaches in the field, despite the fact that increasing computational power allows these 

approaches to be combined without prohibitive computational expense. In a recent review of 

assembly optimisation research using DES, 70% of the reviewed papers applied either no 

optimisation at all or simple manual or ‘what-if’ scenario analysis for optimisation, despite 

the availability of various optimisation algorithms [8]. 

S-O has been very limitedly applied for production design and planning. Examples of DES 

combined with AI algorithms dealing with production system designs are [67, 83, 84], where 

simulation provides detailed insights into individual production system designs and 

optimisation algorithms search through the available solution space. However, in these 

particular references, dedicated simulators are developed for a S-O combined framework [85, 

86]. The basic structures and logics of lines are embedded into these simulators, which means 

they can only generate very similar variants of a single production line.  

The potential of S-O in making decisions for real-world and complex production systems also 

lies in the possibility to consider more than one decision problem in a single decision-making 

process with a decision-support tool. To improve the final line performance, it is necessary to 

consider more than one decision problem described above simultaneously [2]. Integrated 

decision-making methods can offer significant benefits over isolated ones to solve complex 

systems like manufacturing systems. Integrated decision-making allows the determination of 

solutions and the connection of solutions for problems emerging on different levels of detail 

thusly to avoid sub-optimal decisions on a design problem. Research has recently evolved 

towards formulating and solving more complex problems integrating different decision-based 
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problems. The process selection problem and the line balancing problem are collectively 

considered in [87, 88, 89]. The line balancing problem and the production scheduling are 

integrated into optimisation in [90, 91, 92]. The line layout design problem and line balancing 

problem have also been studied simultaneously in the literature. In [67, 93], the buffer 

allocation problem and the line balancing problem are integrated. In [94, 95, 96] the number 

of identical workstations or operators are considered together with the line balancing problem. 

However, line balancing and line layout design specifying ALBP, workforce assignment 

problem (WAP) and buffer allocation problem (BAP) are rarely studied simultaneously in the 

literature despite the close interaction they have on each other.  

2.5.1 Summary 

To summarise decision-making methods described above in this section, conclusions are as 

follows: 

1) Simulation and optimisation have been used separately for decision-making in 

production design and planning. But the advantages of these two methods form the 

potential to form S-O frameworks for integrated decision-support tools. With the aid 

of optimisation, simulation can realise the potential to formulate viable production 

designs with automatic and adaptive design and planning solution generations 

provided by optimisation. With the aid of simulation, optimisation has a more 

realistic environment to validate generated solutions with more details provided. 

2) Existing a S-O frameworks in production design and planning are comparatively 

limited to a small scope of scenarios because the simulators are dedicated to highly 

specified production systems. 

3) The potentials of S-O framework exist in the possibility to consider more than one 

decision problems simultaneously. This greatly helps to increase the complexity and 

range of problems considered in the decision-making process and therefore provide 

more applicable guidance for real-world production design problems. Such a 
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decision-making framework can run alongside a factory for its whole life cycle and 

adapt to changes which happen resulting from environmental changes. 

2.6 Knowledge gaps 

In this chapter, the topics related to the research scope of this work have been reviewed. The 

limitations of existing methods are identified as follows: 

1. ALBP is the central problem focused in this work. The main limitations in studies on 

ALBPs are twofold: 

a) The most studied type of ALBP is SALBP. However, the decision-making 

processes for involved decision variables are usually discrete and detached 

from realistic scenarios where customer demands are the only knowns. 

b) Studies on more generalised ALBPs are still limited. One significant gap 

noted in existing literature is that the re-balancing of existing production lines 

is usually neglected. More realistic details need to be considered, such as 

uncertain task times and different labour groups, which add more constraints 

to optimisations and increase difficulties for algorithms to find optimal 

solutions. There are very limited methods dealing with these generalised 

ALBPs in existing literature. 

2. GA is selected as the method to solve the focused decision problem, ALBP. Existing 

GAs dealing with ALBP commonly uses one objective or weighted sum multiple 

objectives which is essentially one single value to guide the optimisation process. 

However, better methods to deal with multi-objective optimisation problems exist, 

such as Pareto optimality. Therefore, existing GAs needs to be improved to allow 

multi-objective measurement for fitness values in optimisation developments.  

3. DES is selected as the simulation technique to simulate and evaluate production 

design and planning. To date DES has been applied and developed for traditional 
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products and production systems. The challenges in applying DES lie in the fact that 

simulation model generations highly rely on human expertise, which is highly 

inefficient and time-consuming when testing and comparing different alternatives in 

production design and planning. For desired adaptive decision-making, DES 

modelling must be digitalised and automated to remove the current reliance on the 

input of an expert human analyst. 

4. The S-O combination is a method of great potential although the combination of these 

two methods has not been well studied especially in the scope of research in this work. 

The advantages of both techniques can be integrated and therefore form a partnership 

to cover different aspects of the decision-making process for production design and 

planning. This versatility allows a S-O framework to have the potential to run 

alongside a production system throughout the whole life cycle and adapt to changes 

over time. Thus, in this work, a S-O combination is selected to form the structure of 

the intended decision-support tool. 

5. After the profound literature review, the identified gaps in the existing literature 

validate the aim and objectives of this work. The desired decision-support tool is 

endowed with intelligence and adaptivity catering to today’s challenges and the goals 

of Industry 4.0. Existing methods, however, do not possess the desired features as 

described. Decision-support tools should be developed based on current approaches 

and improved regarding the shortcomings in addressing ever-changing environmental 

dynamics and the goals of Industry 4.0. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

In this chapter, specific techniques applied to solve problems in the scope of the study in this 

work are identified. In the first two section, details are provided to explain why those 

techniques are selected regarding the needs in this work. Following this, a proposed 

framework that coordinates different techniques is introduced. The functionalities of the 

proposed framework will be validated individually and together using benchmark problems 

from the literature.  

3.1 Programming Method for Optimisation 

To run GA for optimisations, there are mainly two types of options: commercial package and 

general-purpose programming language. Examples of commercial packages include 

GeneHunter [97] and specialised toolboxes in Matlab [98]. The advantage of using 

commercial software is the availability of various well-developed functionalities. Usually 

users input parameters and other information and wait for those functionalities to run to give 

outputs. The disadvantages, however, also attribute to the well-developed functionalities. 

These already defined functionalities limit the flexibility of managing and modifying the 

logics driving the optimisation algorithms, which are built and distributed in those 

functionalities. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the optimisation problem to solve here, ALBP, 

can require problem-specific information and heuristics to be embedded within the GA to 

improve computed results. This indicates the possibility to customise existing GAs and the 

flexibility of programming method for GA is necessary. Therefore, commercial packages are 

not selected for optimisation in this work. 

The second category of method is general-purpose programming languages, such as C, C++, 

C#, Python, JAVA, etc. The elements that separate Python from other programming 

languages especially catering to the needs in this work are: 
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1) Python is designed to be simple to read and programme. Conventional syntax is not 

as important as in other programming languages, which makes it easier to work with 

for research study and collaboration purposes. This is a common advantage for any 

type of development using programming languages and not only benefits this work. 

2) Python is universal for various development needs, such as system operations, web 

development, scientific modelling and much more. As different approaches are 

employed in this work, such as optimisation, simulation and subsequent data 

communications, this advantage is especially desirable for the developments in this 

work. 

3) Python has a healthy, active and supportive community, which is a result of its 

popularity and wide application. This active community ensures that there will be 

shared experience or timely help for issues that can happen during the development of 

functions in this work. 

3.2 DES Software for Simulation 

To perform DES simulations, an appropriate simulation tool is critical. In this chapter, 

different DES software criteria and packages are summarised and compared.  

Software used to develop simulation models can be divided into three categories. First, there 

are the general-purpose programming languages, such as C++, C and Java. Second, there are 

simulation programming languages, examples being GPSS/H, SIMAN V and SLAM II. 

Third, there are the commercial packages [99]. In the first category, the general-purpose 

programming languages are not designed for simulations and will not help simulation analysts 

directly. Therefore, people who use general-purpose programming languages must program 

all details of the functionalities, such as simulation model generations, event-scheduling 

algorithms and report generators, to perform simulation runs. Nowadays, very few people are 

using the first category to develop simulation models [99]. In the second category, there are 
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the highly structured process-interaction simulation languages. But they are ideal to be used 

to simulate systems of great complexity. In the third category, simulation packages have 

survived and thriven over a number of decades. One important characteristic is that 

simulation packages have output analysers and data management functionalities, which 

support managing all the input and output data.  

3.2.1 Criteria of simulation packages 

Many papers and books have stated their preferred list of important criteria for simulation 

software selection.  

According to Nikoukaran and Paul [100], the top ten simulation features in general are: 

1) A consistent and user-friendly interface 

2) Database storage capabilities for input data 

3) An interactive debugger for error checking and code tracing 

4) Interaction via a mouse 

5) A troubleshooting section in the documentation 

6) Storage capabilities for simulation models 

7) Storage capabilities for simulation results 

8) Ability to input data by command and keyboard 

9) A library for reusable modules of simulation code 

10) Ability to graphically display input, output, and run-time statistics 

However, the selection of simulation software finally depends on the application needs in 

different cases. It is recommended in [99] that researchers should ‘beware of fancy 

advertisements and demonstrations’. It is critical to know which criteria are appropriate and 

the purpose of the criteria you select and that you will need them for your specific 

applications. The choice of software is a matter of relevance to a particular application, which 

requires expertise in both the area of the tool and the particular application area. 
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3.2.2 Comparison of QUEST and other simulation packages 

The majority of research in the area has applied commercial DES software to model systems 

which include: QUEST, Witness, Promodel and Arena [10]. 

Based on literature concerning simulation packages, different characteristics and 

functionalities for a range of simulation packages are summarised and compared to conclude 

on the most appropriate software for this project (see Table 3-1). The criteria applied here are 

listed according to the actual needs for this work. The green area in each row in Table 3-1 

means the software has pertinent functionality to realise the specific criterion. The orange and 

red area in each row indicate that the software does not have enough capabilities regarding the 

stated criterion. 

The item ‘other data compatibility’ captures the compatibility of different file types for 

inputing data, while ‘programming potential’ indicates how much the software can be 

customised using programming language to fit the specific purposes. It is shown in Table 3-1 

that the only software included in the investigation that allows enough possibilities of 

programming and programmed customisations is QUEST. To achieve adaptive simulation 

modelling and automate simulation model generation and run, ‘programming potential’ is an 

essential feature for the simulation software in this project. Therefore, QUEST is selected 

among all studied software. 
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Table 3-1. Simulation software comparison 

Criteria  Quest Visual 

component  

Rockwell 

automation 

Promodel  Witness Auto-

mod 

Ar-

ena  

The 3D 

display of the 

layout of the 

shop floor 

       

Animation         

The 

manufacturin

g process 

specification  

       

Material 

handlings  

       

Labor 

specification  

       

The ability to 

simulate the 

randomness 

of events in 

the system 

       

Statistics         

Input 

efficiency 

       

Other data 

compatibility  

       

Programmin

g potential  

       

Cost analysis        

Built-in 

optimisation 

capability 

       

Red colour indicates 

the simulation package does 

not have the functionality 

Orange colour 

indicates the simulation 

package has the functionality 

with modest capability 

Green colour 

indicates the simulation 

package features the 

functionality 

3.2.3 Summary of DES software comparison 

According to the fitness of different software packages for the actual needs in this project, 

QUEST was selected to perform the DES simulation activities. The most persuasive reason 

why QUEST is ideal is that it has a unique programming language, which enables the 

programming of logics for workstations, and settings of simulation runs. Models built via the 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) can be built using the built-in programming language without 

the repetitive operations needed when using the GUI. This functionality is critical for the self-

adaptive simulation modelling realisation.  
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3.3 Decision System  

Based on the identified gaps in the literature and the aim and objectives of this project, a 

decision system is proposed as shown in Figure 3-1. The dashed lines in Figure 3-1 indicate 

the data flows between the customer and the decision system, while the solid lines show the 

data flows between different modules in the decision system. The original inputs going into 

the decision system from an external source/customer are customer demands including 

necessary production information, such as task cycle times and task precedence, and 

production goals, such as desired productivity. After the decision system finishes the design 

and planning processes, the final outputs back to customer are the decision variables and 

production performance results. These decision variables define the configuration of a 

production line and the ways in which it operates, which includes the quantity of invested 

workstations, buffer sizes and human operators. Together with this, production performance 

is output, covering the utilisation rates of hired resources and simulated productivity. 

The design process of the decision system for production lines follows an order: the design 

first satisfies the hard factors then the soft ones. Here, all factors are defined according to the 

factor’s importance and flexibility. For instance, the amount of workstations is a ‘hard factor’ 

because of significant effects it has on the productivity rate of a production line and 

investment cost, and solution possibilities it defines for other configuration parameters, such 

as buffer sizes and amounts of operators. In comparison, the number of operators needed for a 

production scenario can be determined after ‘hard factors’ are settled and modified according 

to the demands during production, even dynamically, named herein as a ‘soft factor’. In this 

sense, the relatively soft factors can be seen as variables in the design process compared to the 

harder factors. This design order guarantees reasonable design efficiency and sufficient 

design space. 
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Figure 3-1. The structure of the decision system 

The decision system has three individual modules taking different roles in the decision-

making process: Information Module, Optimisation Module, and Simulation Module. The 

following chapters in this thesis are also organised regarding this structure as shown in 

Figure 3-2. The Optimisation Module deals with ‘hard factors’ and defines the basic 

configuration of a manufacturing system. ‘Hard factors’ include workstation quantities and 

system cycle time (therefore production rate of the line). Intelligent algorithms are applied to 

go through solutions spaces for design variables including the number of workstations and 

task assignments. The Simulation Module takes the outputs from the Optimisation Module 

and adds on more details by performing simulation experiments in more realistic 

environments. It explores possible solutions for ‘soft factors’ and output simulated production 

performance corresponding to the modelled ‘soft factors’. ‘Soft factors’ include operator 

quantities and buffer sizes. The Information Module does not take part in the decision-making 

process and is designed to transfer and interpret data into predefined types and formats, such 

that different functionalities of the decision system can cooperate smoothly. 
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Figure 3-2. Developments for different functionalities in this thesis 

 

Python is selected because of the described reasons in a previous section to be the main 

programming language for the decision system, especially the Information Module and 

Optimisation Module. In the Optimisation Module, GAs are developed and specialised for 

problems focused in this work, instead of adapting well-developed Python libraries. 

The software QUEST is applied in the Simulation Module for model generations and 

simulation runs. Furthermore, to minimise the reliance on human operation and expertise in 

simulation modelling, QUEST is customised and programmed to automate relevant 

functionalities.   

The proposed decision system combines different modules with different techniques as stated 

to cover different aspects of a production system. While the Optimisation Module covers the 

main decision problem, ALBP, and basic configuration parameters of a production system, 

the Simulation Module provides more realistic scenarios and detailed simulation results. 

Consequently, the proposed decision system with combined techniques is capable of 

providing detailed production solutions with a range of decision variables and production 

performance results. Intelligence is added to the decision-support tool by using an intelligent 

algorithm, GA, in the Optimisation Module. Relevant functionalities in different modules are 

all digitalised and automated to improve the efficiency of the decision-making process and 

minimise the need for external interventions.  

Adaptivity is the desired feature of the decision-support tool and exists in the proposed 

decision system in different modules and within the total integrated framework. In the 

Optimisation Module, adaptivity lies in the solutions generated in adapting to changes that 

happen in a production line. In the Simulation Module, adaptivity is the way simulations are 
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created and run, which removes the need for expert interventions for simulation modelling, as 

required in traditional simulation applications. As for the whole decision system, the nature of 

the applied intelligent algorithms and the digitalised automatic functionalities allow the 

framework to have the potential to run alongside a production system throughout its whole 

life cycle and adapt to changes. 

3.4 Validation approach 

The main plan to validate the proposed methods and approaches is (shown in Figure 3-3) 1) 

first select case studies/benchmark problems from the literature and run and replicate 

published results; 2) after benchmark problems, set up and solve more challenging problems 

that cannot be solved using the published methods to validate the effectiveness of the 

proposed decision system and progress towards the overall aim and objectives of this work. 

 

Figure 3-3. Validation approach for different modules 

1) For the Simulation Module, the functionalities are first validated against case studies 

in the literature, which include the details to perform simulation experiments and 

relevant results. The Simulation Module is tested to automatically import data, 

generate simulation models, run simulations, and output simulation results. The 

output results are compared to original ones in the literature.  

Before the Optimisation Module is developed, the problem to test the Simulation 

Module is the generation of production design solutions. Therefore, a preliminary 

design approach for production configuration designs is used tentatively.  
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2) For the Optimisation Module, the developed GA is first run on benchmark problems 

in the literature, especially the cases in [101, 102]. Resultant optimisation 

performance and calculation efficiency are compared against existing methods. After 

validating the functionalities of the developed GA, benchmark problems are made 

more complex, with more realistic constraints to check whether the developed GA is 

capable of solving more complex problems. 

3) After the different modules are tested and validated, they are integrated together to 

form the decision system. The decision system is validated by the effectiveness of the 

complete decision-making process including optimisation and simulation for 

benchmark problems and an industrial case study. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, methods and approaches to meet the project aim and objectives are identified. 

To summarise this chapter: 

1) Python is selected as the main programming language because it is easy to work with 

and is versatile to perform the coordination of the different development needs.  

2) QUEST is selected to perform simulations because its built-in language allows easy 

customisations to digitalise and automate relevant functionalities to generate models 

and output results.  

3) Optimisation and simulation are implanted into modules and integrated to form a 

decision-support tool, the decision system, to provide adaptive decision-makings for 

design and planning for production systems. The aimed adaptivity exists in the 

proposed decision system in different modules and the integrated framework. 

4) Validation methods are systematically designed to test the individual modules and the 

overall decision system.  
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Chapter 4 Adaptive Simulation Modelling 

Development 

In this chapter, developments of functionalities in the Simulation Module that enable 

automatic and adaptive simulation modelling are introduced to automatically generate 

simulation models, run simulations, and output simulation results with feeding in input files. 

Firstly, original macros programmed to realise these functions in the selected software are 

explained. Secondly, because DES, as well as any simulation method, does not generate 

solutions itself, a preliminary solution design approach is proposed to generate solutions for 

the testing and validation of the developed macros. Finally, developments in this chapter are 

tested and validated with case studies from the literature. 

4.1 Problem Statement 

As stated in the previous chapters, DES has been applied for the development of production 

systems as it can model the behaviours of production systems and therefore support decision-

making at tactical and operational levels. The disadvantage of DES is also obvious that it 

relies on human expertise to build up the simulation models. However, when designing and 

planning for a production system, usually design parameters have alternative values to be 

simulated and compared against each other, such as the quantity of resources and control 

strategies. All these variants of design parameters indicate that to design and plan for a 

production system, typically multiple simulation models must be generated and run instead of 

a single model. If the simulation model is manually generated and run every time a parameter 

candidate is applied, it will be time-consuming. In this sense, automatic model generation and 

simulation run macros have been programmed to realise adaptive modelling with the selected 
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DES software QUEST, instead of a step-by-step process to perform simulations using the 

graphical user interface (GUI) of QUEST. 

4.2 Automatic Model Generation and Simulation Run 

Automatic model generation and simulation functionalities are achieved and programmed into  

novel macros in the same order as in a manual simulation application. There are four general 

procedures in the workflow to create a simulation model and obtain simulation results as 

shown in Figure 4-1. First the hardware which forms the basic configuration of a production 

system is formulated, and then operational details are specified. These two procedures 

complete the generation of the simulation models. After the simulation model is created, 

simulation is run, results are obtained and written into output file, which include produced 

parts, utilisations of resources and buffer sizes. 
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Figure 4-1. The workflow to generate simulation model and output simulation results 
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Figure 4-2. The structure of developed macros 

 

The structure of the developed macros organised in the simulation run macro is shown in 

Figure 4-2. All of the macros described here are originally programmed using the built-in 

programming language SCL and BCL in QUEST and embedded onto in the GUI of QUEST. 

These macros together constitute the Simulation Module. Once required input files are 

provided by the Information Module, the Simulation Module can read and obtain the 

information from the files provided by the Information Module, create the model, run 

simulations, and output simulation results automatically. During the whole process there is no 

need for external modification or manual model rebuilding. İn this sense, the automatic model 

generation and simulation run macros significantly improves the efficiency of the whole 

simulation workflow. 

There are a few macros created for QUEST to automatically execute the workflow. For the 

first procedure in the workflow, a macro called layout macro is programmed as shown in 

Table 4-1. This macro is created to set up the basic configuration of the shop floor by 
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introducing and locate workstations, buffers and human operators. The layout macro creates a 

source, workstations, buffers, human operators, and a sink on the shop floor. The quantities 

and locations of the workstations and operators are defined according to the input files, which 

are read in by the macro. 

Table 4-1. Pseudo code of layout macro  

Layout macro: simulation model generation part I with SCL 

1 Open layout data file for workstation quantity, labour quantity 

2 Create the source, workstations, sink on the shop floor and allocate them in 

a line 

3 Create and allocate buffers for each workstation and the source 

4 Create operators according to the labour quantity 

5 Close the layout data file 

 

For the second procedure in the workflow, two macros, specifically the process macro and the 

logic macro, are created for the intended functionality based on the underlying functions of 

the QUEST software (in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3). These two macros define how to perform 

productions on shop floor level and workstation level. The process macro defines the logics 

that exist on the shop floor, including the way raw parts come into the production system, the 

assignments of processes for workstations, the details of different processes (the cycle times 

and required operators, etc.), which are contained in the process data file, and the material 

flow through which parts travel in the system (the paths of parts from workstation A to 

workstation B and C, etc.), which is contained in the connection data file. It is noteworthy 

that the production systems focused are push systems as parts are released from a source and 

pushed through the system.  

The logic macro is created to specify the way a workstation operates. At any time a 

workstation may only work on one process of the processes which are assigned to it, so each 

workstation first needs to recognise the current part it is holding and the corresponding 

process required for the part. After identifying the current part and the current process, the 

reruired operator is summoned to arrive at the workstation before the workstation can actually 

start working on the part. With every element required in place, the logic macro tells the 

workstations to work on the part for the defined cycle time and send the finished part to its 
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buffer so it is available for the next part. The logic macro allows workstations to recognise 

different processes and behave accordingly. 

Table 4-2. Pseudo code of process macro 

Process macro: simulation model generation part II with SCL 

1 Open process data file for part name, interval arrival time (IAT), process 

information; open connection data file for connection information 

between elements 

2 Create the part class and name the part class 

3 Set the source to have part arrivals at defined IAT 

4 For each workstation, define the number of processes performed on the 

workstation 

5 For each process on a workstation, define the process: define the name, the 

cycle time, the part required to perform the process, and the labour needed 

to perform the process 

6 Mark the material flow by connecting source to buffer, buffer to 

workstations, workstations to buffers, and so on so forth until the sink.  

7 Close the process data file and the connection data file 

 

Table 4-3. Pseudo code of logic macro 

Logic macro: define simulation logic with SCL 

1 According to the part, acknowledge the corresponding process, acquire the 

needed labour to undertake the process, 

2 Work for the defined cycle time 

3 Transfer finished part to buffers 

 

With the above three macros, simulation models are completely generated. The next macro 

programmed is the write-out macro, which takes the simulation results and writes them into 

output files in formats as requested. Main results are the utilisation figures of resources, 

workstations and operators, of simulated production systems with all tested candidate design 

parameters (the parameters are introduced and discussed in later sections). 

Table 4-4. Pseudo code of write-out macro 

Write-out macro: simulation result output with SCL 

1 Create output file according to inputs (inputs are configured at each run) 

2 For each operator, read out the utilisation 

3 For each workstation, read out the utilisation and the amount of finished 

parts 

4 For each buffer, read out the maximum buffer sizes and the number of 

transferred parts 

5 Write the read results into the output file, close the file 
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The different macros complete specific functionalities while their working together can 

achieve automatic model generation and running of simulations. A final macro is 

programmed to combine and realise the stated functionalities in a single routine, the 

simulation run macro (in Table 4-5). The above macros are arranged in order of the workflow 

shown in Figure 4-1. In addition, the command that execute simulation runs for the third step 

in the workflow is inserted in the simulation run macro.   

Table 4-5. Pseudo code of simulation run macro 

 

An example of running the developed macros is shown in Figure 4-3 to Figure 4-6. In 

Figure 4-3 the highlighted button is the simulation run macro configured in QUEST GUI. 

Clicking on the button triggers the code encapsulated in it as shown in Table 4-5. As shown 

in Figure 4-3, after clicking on the button, firstly everything is cleared from previous models 

and a new shop floor is presented. In Figure 4-4, it is shown secondly the shop floor and 

workstations are configured. As hilighted in Figure 4-4, the layout macro, process macro and 

the logic macro are successfully implemented at this stage. After these macros and the shop 

floor set up, the simulation starts running with parts and operators travelling on the shop floor, 

and a ‘clock’ appears as hilighted timing the simulation in Figure 4-5. Once simulation runs 

to a certain time, simulation run automatically terminates as shown in Figure 4-6. The final 

macro, the write-out macro, is implemented and simulation results are written into csv files.  

Simulation run macro: overall control with BCL 

1 Clear everything and create a new environment in the GUI 

2 Compile the SCL macros 

3 Run the layout macro and process macro with inputs for data files 

4 Assign the logic defined in the logic  macro to the workstation 

5 Run the simulation for a certain time (the time is an input in each run) 

6 Set the background color, scale of the graphic interface 

7 Run the write-out macro to output simulation results 
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Figure 4-3. Example of running developed macros: part 1 
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Figure 4-4. Example of running developed macros: part 2 

 

Figure 4-5. Example of running developed macros: part 3 

 

Figure 4-6. Example of running developed macros: part 4 
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4.3 Preliminary Design Approach 

To validate the developed automatic model generation and simulation run macros in the 

Simulation Module, a preliminary design approach for production configuration designs is 

developed here. More systematic design techniques are developed and explained in later 

chapters. The preliminary design methodology in this chapter provides a platform where the 

developed macros can be fitted within a decision-making process, thusly demonstrating the 

functionalities. 

The production system design approach here in this chapter is customer demand oriented: the 

configuration parameters are calculated in line with customer demands and therefore desired 

throughput. The design process follows the design process of the whole decision system for 

production lines: from ‘hard factors’ to ‘soft factors’. First workstation quantities are 

calculated and then the labour quantities. 

The whole design process is divided into three levels (as the three steps shown in Table 4-6): 

process analysis, workstation quantity determination and labour quantity determination. The 

process analysis summarises input information, analyses different processes and divides them 

into groups according to the production requirement on workstations. The workstation 

quantity determination level estimates the quantity of workstations needed in the production 

system, and gives decision makers insight into possible quantities for workstations. In the last 

phase of the design process, the number of workers is evaluated and also a domain of possible 

values is proposed. The detailed design framework is shown in Table 4-6.  

This design approach assumes: 1) The workers are assumed to be cross trained, and they are 

able to work on every kind of workstation available on the shop floor, i.e., they are multi-

skilled. 2) The movement of all operators, at any time and between any workstations, is 

assumed to be equal to a duration calculated using a constant speed and fixed acceleration to 

that speed.  
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A problem from the literature [103] is used to explain the design approach as detailed in 

Table 4-6. In the first step, information including customer demand and process times are 

collected. Additionally, according to the problem described in the literature, there are 8 

different tasks in this problem which follow a linear order and are individually assigned to 

dedicated workstations. In determining workstation quantities, 𝑛𝑗 is calculated for each task 

(using the equation in step 2 in Table 4-6). The calculated results are 1, 3, 1, 2, 2, 3, 1, 1. This 

set of results are processed through simulation to check the simulated productivity. Note that 

the numbers here are the minimum possible quantities for each group of workstations. If the 

resultant productivity does not satisfy the customer demand, the quantities need to be 

increased until customer demand is met. In the explanatory example, the calculated results are 

simulated to be satisfactory. Consequently, the labour quantity is estimated with a range 

(using the equation in step 3 in Table 4-6). The minimum possible labour quantity in this case 

is 11, while the biggest is the total number of workstations 14. Simulations are set with 11 

operators at the beginning. In this explanatory example, 11 operators are not enough to meet 

the customer demand. Thusly, the labour quantity is increased by 1 every time until the 

customer demand is achieved. In this case, the minimum labour quantity satisfying the 

customer demand is 13. 

Table 4-6. The design framework 

Input  Customer demand: required productivity 

Process information: task times, precedence relations of tasks 

*Additional information: machine breakdowns, labour shifts 

Step 1:  

process analysis 

Summarise necessary simulation information 

Analyse production processes 

Step 2:  

workstation quantity 

determination 

Idealise throughput, the idea is to realise same cycle times for every 

operation by adding resources to time-costly operations. 

The minimum quantities of required workstations: 

𝑛𝑗 = ⌈
∑ ∑ 𝑡𝑖,𝑗

𝑘𝑞
𝑖=1

𝑝
𝑘=1

𝑡𝐴
⌉ 

𝑡: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

𝑡𝐴: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

𝑛: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑗𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠  
𝑘: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑘𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡  

𝑖: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡  

𝑗: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑗𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  

𝑝: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠  

𝑞: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑡  
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Step 3:  

labour quantity 

determination 

For a given demand level, the number of operators can be estimated 

based on the machines’ working time 

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛 = ⌈
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑡𝑖,𝑗

𝑘𝑜𝑝
𝑗

𝑞
𝑖=1

𝑝
𝑘=1

𝑡𝐴𝐿
⌉ 

 

𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑠 

 

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑠 

𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑠 

𝑠: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 

𝑡𝐴𝐿: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑒𝑟 

𝑜𝑝: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 

The domain of operator quantity is (𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥) 

Output The quantities of workstations 

The quantities of operators 

 *Information that is not essential for every problem 

 

4.4 Validation 

4.3.1 Case study 1 

The first case study is from literature [103] and essentially consists of a manufacturing line 

for a car headrest support work piece. This production scenario provides a single-model 

manufacturing example. The raw material comes from the supplier and it goes into the 

manufacturing line where a total of eight operations (see Table 4-7) follow a linear order to 

turn the raw material into a product. The overall optimization objective of the current 

configuration is to improve output while keeping reasonable machine utilisations. The authors 

in [103] optimised the original configuration through bottleneck improvements. In their 

simulation results they found that deburring is a bottleneck. To resolve this issue, they added 

a new workstation to that area. The optimised configuration produces 1662 products in the 

same manufacturing time of 24300 seconds while the original output was 1276. 

Table 4-7. Production process for case study 1 

Operation name Cycle time (sec) 

Cutting 4.62 

Edge Milling 33.9 

Bending I 12 

Milling A 20.58 

Milling B 20.58 

Deburring 36 
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Bending II 13.2 

Retouch 11.4 

According to the proposed methodology, the optimised quantities of workstations and 

workers was obtained. After running the developed automatic model generation and 

simulation run macros (similar to the example of running the developed macros is shown in 

Figure 4-3 to Figure 4-6), simulation models are generated and run as in Figure 4-7, Figure 

4-8 and Figure 4-9, and simulation results are output as in Table 4-8. In Figure 4-7, the 

material flows of the manufacturing system is indicated by the arrows, which starts from a 

source where parts come into the system, through the cutting machine, edge milling machines 

and other machines in the order shown in Table 4-7, and finally finishes at the retouch 

machine and leaves the system from the sink. In Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9, the results are 

recorded when the simulation runs are finished for the original configuration in [103] and the 

proposed configuration using the proposed methodology.  
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Figure 4-7. Material flow in simulation model of case study 1 

 
Figure 4-8. Simulation run results of configuration in [103] 

 

 

Figure 4-9. Simulation run results of proposed configuration 
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Table 4-8. Results comparison 

 Obtained results Results in [103] 

Operation Workstation quantity (utilisations of parallel 

workstations %) 

Cutting 1 (35) 1 (35) 

Edge milling 3 (83, 88, 86) 4 (77, 78, 79, 24) 

Bending I 1 (91) 1 (91) 

Milling B 2 (78, 78) 2 (78,78) 

Milling A 2 (78, 78) 2 (78,78) 

Deburring 3 (86, 87, 88) 3 (86, 92, 87) 

Bending II 1 (91) 1 (89) 

Retouch 1 (78) 1 (78) 

Operator quantity 

14 15 

Output 

1665 1663 

Based on the results obtained in this case study, a few conclusions can be drawn here. First 

the developed automatic model generation and simulation run macros are capable of the 

desired functionalities, generating simulation models, running simulations and outputting 

simulation results. When the configuration described in the literature is recreated using the 

macros, the same results are obtained: 1663 products are obtained in the simulated model as 

the figure is 1662 in the original paper. Secondly, in the design process following the design 

methodology described in the previous section, the macros are applied to generate different 

models. The adaptivity of the macros allows effortless simulation operations. Last but not 

least, following the proposed design methodology, one workstation less in the production 

configuration (for the edge milling process) is found to produce marginally more output (1665 

versus 1663). The reason for this is that although 4 workstations are equipped for the edge 

milling process, the utilisations of the 4 workstations are comparatively low, and the smallest 

utilisation figure is 24% as shown in Table 4-8. This indicates that the 4 workstations are not 

well utilised and some of the capacity is wasted. In contrast, in the design solution in this 

work, with one workstation less for the edge milling process, not only the cost is saved for 

one workstation and relevant factors (human operators and buffer sizes), but also the average 

utilisation of the workstation rises from 64.5% to 85.6%. The increase utilisation rates of 

workstations allows for less resource while keeping the output at the desired level. 
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It is also noteworthy that what reasons possibly cause the different performances between the 

designed configurations in the original paper and this work. In the original paper, bottleneck 

improvement was applied to improve the final output. Bottleneck improvement was achieved 

by adding additional workstations to the detected bottlenecks. If we consider the production 

line as a river with branches, bottleneck improvement can be considered as tidying up the 

branch which is blocked. However, there were no other considerations beyond this. The 

methodology proposed in this chapter was equivalent to keeping the throughput consistent 

from the beginning to the end of the line, which guarantees that there was no production 

congestion and also every machine has efficient utilisation. 

If a production line is always optimised in terms of the biggest congestion in the line, it would 

end up in endless bottlenecks or redundant idle machines. A bottleneck in a system is the 

place where the parts pile up. As a result of the differences between the task completion rates 

and material handling rates and the stochastic nature of a production system, there will always 

be some parts waiting to be processed in front of some workstations, which means that part 

pile-up is inevitable. If the biggest pile-up is considered as the bottleneck and a new 

workstation is added to solve the congestion, there will be a new bottleneck after this 

improvement. Authors in [103] applied bottleneck reduction strategy and added a new 

machine to the bottleneck area, which is the deburring machine in this case. However, after 

this optimisation, a new bottleneck exists in their optimised production configuration, which 

is the bending II machine. Even if we continue adding new machines to bottleneck areas, 

which is not feasible in real life, there will always be a machine with the biggest part pile-up. 

It is clear that the bottleneck situation will be endless if it is the only measure to optimise a 

production system. Thusly, more systematic methods are required to design and plan for 

parameters of a production system, instead of a workflow of simple calculations.  

4.3.2 Case study 2 

The second case study is an aircraft assembly production system design. The aimed 

production line is a mixed-model line, where different products requiring different processes 
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are assembled simultaneously on the same line. The production scenario described in [104] 

assembles 16 types of panels into an aircraft in the same production line, all of which have 

different assembly sequences and cycle times (see Figure 4-10). The required productivity of 

the assembly system is 10 sets of all panels in 1400 units of time. In this case study, both the 

production line and products are more complex than those in case study 1. Thus this case 

study is used to further test and complete the developed automatic model generation and 

simulation run macros. 

 

Figure 4-10. Panel assembly processes 

(Reference: [104]) 

Based on the methodology proposed in this chapter, the first step to design a production 

system is to summarise and analyse the necessary production information. Panels are divided 

into groups according to the type and order of workstations required by the assembly 

processes. The second step of the approach determines the quantity of workstations. Based on 

the preliminary design approach in Table 4-6, the quantities are estimated, and they are the 

same as the configuration in [104].  
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Table 4-9. Results for case study 2 

 Obtained results  Results in [104] 

Operation Workstation 

quantity  

Utilisations 

of parallel 

workstations 

(%) 

Workstation 

quantity 

(Average) 

Utilisations of 

parallel 

workstations 

(%) 

LD 3  94, 92, 89 3 94.3 

WC 1  86 1 86 

DD 1  79 1 79 

WA 1  78 1 79 

MR 2  88, 83 2 86 

Operator quantity 

 8 / 

 

After running the developed automatic model generation and simulation run macros, 

simulation models were generated and run as shown in Figure 4-11, Figure 4-12 and Figure 

4-13. In Figure 4-11, the material flows of all panels are shown by the white arrows. Because 

every panel has different production processes than others, the material flows here are more 

complex than the one in case study 1. However, every panel still follows the pattern where 

they come into the system from sources, travel through workstations and leave the system 

from the sink. In Table 4-9 it is shown that the utilisations of workstations in the generated 

simulation models are consistent with the results in [104]. 
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Figure 4-11. Material flow in simulation model of case study 2 

 
Figure 4-12. Simulation results with 7 operators 
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Figure 4-13. Simulation results with 8 operators 

Based on the results obtained for case study 2, a few conclusions can be drawn. In this case 

study, the developed automatic model generation and simulation run macros successfully 

generated models, run simulations and output results. The obtained results are consistent with 

the results in the original paper, which validates the developed macros. The designated 

adaptivity of the macros help to automate the simulation process thusly shortening the design 

process. 

In addition to workstation quantity identification in the original paper, labour quantity is also 

considered in this work. Following the proposed design methodology in the previous section, 

to determine the labour quantity a range of possible values is calculated. In this case, the 

possible labour quantity is 7 and 8. After both possible figures are tested in simulations, the 

appropriate labour quantity is 8 while 7 operators cannot meet the desired production rate. As 

shown in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13, when there are 7 operators, the final outputs of some 

panels are less than 10 sets and therefore miss the required productivity. However, every 

panel reaches 10 sets within the defined time when 8 operators are employed in the 

configuration. This means the proper number of workers for this configuration turns out to be 

equal to the number of workstations, which indicates each workstation is assigned with a 

dedicated worker, instead of common operators travelling among workstations wherever they 

are needed. The reason for dedicated operator assignment is that the utilisation of all 

workstations is very high (ranging from 78% to 94%) and there is a trade-off between 

workstation utilisations and the requirement for operator movements when the number of 

operators is below the number of workstations. When the utilisation of workstations is 

relatively high, the movements of operators on the shop floor may become ineffective and 

even more inefficient. While operators are moving on the shop floor, the workstation has to 

pause and wait for operators to continue manufacturing as workstations require human 

operators to conduct production activities. The temporary productivity of the waiting 

workstation is zero when it is awaiting an operator who is travelling to it. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

This chapter presents the developed adaptive simulation modelling, the functionalities in the 

Simulation Module in the proposed decision system for production lines as described in 

Chapter 3. The developed adaptive simulation modelling was validated against two case 

studies in the literature. From the results obtained for the two case studies and the fact that 

obtained results are consistent with the ones in the original literature, conclusions include that 

the developed automatic model generation and simulation run macros achieved the desired 

functionalities as they successfully generated models, run simulations and output results. In 

addition, although current simulation applications provide satisfactory outcomes in relation to 

targeted questions, significant potential exists for adaptive simulation modelling.  Unlike the 

previous authors in the two cases where simulation models manually generated and run, the 

adaptivity of the macros allows for automatic and adaptive simulation modelling, which 

reduces the reliance on expertise to build up simulation models in traditional simulation 

application as described in Chapter 2. This adaptivity will enable DES in the viable 

production designs for autonomous and self-adapting production systems. 

However, as stated previously, the methodology proposed in this chapter is only aimed at 

preliminary developments to provide a platform for the developed automatic model 

generation and simulation run macros to fit in and demonstrate functionalities. The need for 

more systematic and integrated production design and planning still exists, and thus are 

developed and explained in the following chapters.  
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Chapter 5 Genetic Algorithm for SALBP 

In this chapter, the developments of GA in the Optimisation Module for the main decision 

problem, ALBP, are introduced. The fundamental purpose of this chapter is to validate the 

original functionalities (new initialisation method, new repair method and new termination 

function) of GA and therefore the basic functions of the Optimisation Module. In addition to 

that, the potential to improve computational results and efficiencies is studied. The type of 

ALBP considered in this chapter is the simplest version, SALBP. First the developed GA is 

explained highlighting the differences compared to existing methods. Then the results of 

experiments and evaluations with the developed GA using benchmark problems in the 

literature are provided.  

5.1 Problem Statement 

This chapter focused on the simple line balancing problem (SALBP) and in particular the 

problem of optimally distributing assembly task assignments to a variable number of 

workstations to meet a specific production demand. In previous literature, SALBPs have not 

been solved using a single analysis step without the analyst intervention and simulation-based 

iteration to cover the definition of the optimum number of workstations, optimum system 

cycle time and the task assignment, and this capability does not exist within existing COTS 

software solutions as stated in Chapter 2. Although SALBP is the most studied type of ALBP, 

the decision-making for involved decision variables are usually separated in different 

processeswithout relating to customer demands which are usually the only known and most 

important input in real-world production problems. 

This chapter aims to develop and demonstrate a bespoke Genetic Algorithm (GA), 

GENALSAS (GENetic ALgorithm Single Analysis Search) for a single analysis search for 

the definition of multiple decision variables, including the optimum number of workstations, 
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optimum system cycle time and the task assignment. This will form the bases of the 

Optimisation Module within the complete decision system. 

5.2 New Genetic Algorithm for SALBP 

In this section, a new GA, GENALSAS, for SALBPs is described.  The overall architecture of 

GENALSAS is shown in Figure 5-1. In the left column, the procedure of the developed GA 

is shown while in the right column the original operators and function developed in this 

chapter are highlighted. 
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Figure 5-1. The overall procedure of the GENALSAS 

 

Major components of the GA are explained in detail with the overall procedure required to 

complete the SALBP process with the new GA, following at the end of the section. 

5.2.1 Encoding & decoding 

As the disadvantages of task-oriented representation have been clearly highlighted, the 

applied encoding method is a workstation-oriented representation, where the length of every 

chromosome equals to the number of tasks. Every gene on a chromosome represents the 

workstation the task is assigned to. Thus, in this way, with a workstation-oriented 
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representation, the ordering of different tasks on a workstation no longer can cause variant 

chromosomes. For an example of such a chromosome, see Figure 5-3. 

The decoding for a workstation-oriented chromosome is very straightforward. The genes on a 

chromosome explicitly represent the task assignments and thus the construction of a 

production plan is a direct single step. 

5.2.2 Initialisation 

Two types of initialisation are investigated, while one of them is originally developed in this 

chapter. The first initialisation is random generation (RG), which has been widely used in 

previous literature [71, 72]. With a given number of workstations, each gene on a 

chromosome is randomly assigned to a workstation. The RG process is illustrated in Figure 

5-3 for an example with 12 tasks where the number of workstations is assumed to be 5. 
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Figure 5-2. An example 12- task problem  

 
Figure 5-3. An example chromosome generated by RG 

The second initialisation method, the original method developed here, is the compound 

initialisation method (CI) which has three components to form the generations of 

chromosomes. The first component is the first initialisation method RG. The second 

component is labelled Structural Mapping (SM), was developed based on examination of the 

solutions with better fitness values obtained using the RG method. In these solutions 

regardless of the exact structure of a precedence graph, a tendency always held that tasks 

without or with few precedence constraints (such as task 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Figure 5-2) were 

assigned into lower numbered workstations, and vice versa with final tasks with significant 

precedence assigned into high numbered workstations. Thus the SM method considers the 

structure of the precedence graph by systematically distributing tasks to workstations 

according to their positions in the precedence graph. The first few tasks are assigned to the 

first workstation, the amount of which is given in the random partition, and so on and so forth 

until all tasks are assigned. An example of a SM generated chromosome resulting from the 

precedence graph presented in Figure 5-2 is illustrated in Figure 5-4.  
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Figure 5-4. An example chromosome generated by SM 

In the previous literature [71, 72, 73, 21], task-oriented GAs have in the main been used for 

SALBP-1s and they do not perform as well for SALBP-2 [68]. However, the task-oriented 

GAs still can be utilised to estimate the minimum number of workstations and for these to be 

used as seeds for subsequent optimisations with the chromosomes translated to station-

oriented chromosomes. Thus the third component of the developed initialisation method CI is 

to utilise the chromosomes obtained from an initial task-oriented GA (Seeding). The GA used 

for generating the seeds is based on the work of Kim [71] (explained in chapter 2.3.2). For the 

code of this method, see Appendix B: Python Code for Seeding. 

The CI method generates individual chromosomes using the three approaches already 

outlined, i.e., RG, SM and Seeding. The CI method simply creates a percentage of the initial 

population using each method. For example, if the CI ratio is set to 30/30/40 then 

chromosomes are created by the RG method for 30% of the time, by the SM method for 30% 

of the time, and by Seeding for 40% of the time. Consequently, chromosomes generated by 

RG, SM and Seeding separately account for 30%, 30%, and 40% in the initial population. The 

code for CI is attached in Appendix C: Python Code for the GA for SALBP. 
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5.2.3 Genetic operators 

Mutation operators are used to ensure the diversity of chromosomes in each population, such 

that premature convergence is avoided. Creep mutation (CM) is used in this chapter, where 

first a number of genes (the number is determined by the mutation rate) are randomly chosen, 

and then these genes are replaced with random values in the domain of the number of 

workstations. For example, in the case in Figure 5-5, two genes are selected, which are the 7th 

and 11th, and the original assign workstation 3 and workstation 5 are replaced with 

workstation 1 and workstation 4. 

 

Figure 5-5. The mechanism of CM 

5.2.4 Repair method 

Four types of repair methods are investigated, three of which are proposed for the first time in 

this work. The first type of repair method is the Adaption Step (AS) proposed by Kim et al in 

[68], which modifies unfeasible chromosomes according to precedence relationships 

described in the precedence graphs. The second and the third types of repair methods are 

developed from the adaption step using problem-specific heuristics to further improve the 

quality of the chromosomes. The second type of repair method, labelled Extreme Value 

Smoothing Repair (EVSR), is detailed in pseudo code in Table 5-1.  
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Table 5-1. The pseudo code for EVSR 

Step 1: Apply the adaption step. 

Step 2: Calculate 𝑇𝑗 and 𝐴𝑗. Consequently, obtain the 𝐽 ̂ and 𝐽. If a tie occurs, break 

randomly. 

Step 3: For 𝐽: 

If 𝐽 is the first workstation, 𝑁𝐽 is 𝐹𝐽+1. 

If 𝐽 is the last workstation, 𝑁𝐽 is 𝐹𝐽−1. 

In other cases, 𝑁𝑗 is the union of 𝐹𝐽−1 and 𝐹𝐽+1.  

Step 4: Pick the task with minimum processing time in 𝑁𝑗. If a tie occurs, break 

randomly. Move the chosen task to 𝐽. 

Step 5: For 𝐽 ̂: 
If  𝐽 ̂ is the first workstation, pick the smallest task in 𝐵𝐽, and move it to 𝐽 ̂ + 1. 

If a tie occurs, break randomly. 

If  𝐽 ̂ is the last workstation, pick the smallest task in 𝐹𝐽, and move it to 𝐽 ̂ − 1. 

If a tie occurs, break randomly. 

In other cases, pick the workstation with smaller workstation between  𝐽 ̂ − 1 

and 𝐽 ̂ + 1. If a tie occurs, break randomly. If the chosen workstation is 𝐽 ̂ − 1, 

pick the smallest task in 𝐹𝐽, and move it to 𝐽 ̂ − 1. If the chosen workstation is 

𝐽 ̂ + 1, pick the smallest task in 𝐵𝐽, and move it to 𝐽 ̂ + 1. If a tie occurs, break 

randomly. 

The third type of repair method is labelled Sequential Smoothing Repair (SSR) and the details 

of the method are presented in pseudo code in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2. The pseudo code for SSR 

Step 1: Apply the adaption step. 

Step 2: Calculate 𝑇𝑗, 𝐴𝑗, and 𝐹𝑗.  

Step 3: For every workstation, if the workload is not greater than 𝑐𝑡, pick the task with 

minimum processing time in 𝐹𝑗+1 . If a tie occurs, break randomly. Move the 

chosen task to the current workstation if the updated workload is not greater 

than 𝑐𝑡. 

Step 4: Every time a task is moved, repeat step 2, and proceed to step 3 until the last 

workstation. 

𝑇𝑗 and 𝐴𝑗 here in Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 are the workload and task assignment of each 

workstation indicated by the genes in a chromosome. Based on 𝑇𝑗  and 𝐴𝑗 , 𝐽 ̂, 𝐽  can be 

calculated, which are the workstation with the maximum/ minimum workload. 𝐹𝑗 and 𝐵𝑗 are 

further calculated on 𝐴𝑗  and precedence relations that the tasks can be moved forward/ 

backward to other workstations are collected. For each workstation, 𝑁𝑗, the union of 𝐹𝑗 and 

𝐵𝑗, is the neighbour task set. 

The fourth type of repair method, labelled Compound Repair (CR), combines the three 

already outlined methods, i.e., AS, EVSR, SSR. Like the compound initialisation method, the 
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ratio for repair is defined as a percentage. For example, with a ratio of 30/30/40 the chance of 

repair by the AS method is 30% of the time, the chance of repair by the EVSR method is 30% 

of the time, and the chance of repair by the SSR method is 40% of the time. At this point it is 

important to note that the EVSR and SSR methods are more computationally expensive 

compared to the AS approach. If the time complexity of the AS to be a unit time, then EVSR 

has time complexity at most 3 and SSR has time complexity at most n in the worst case. Thus, 

setting the ratio between the three methods is a balance between the quality of chromosomes 

in terms of fitness value and calculation time. For the original code of these methods, see 

Appendix C: Python Code for the GA for SALBP. 

5.2.5 Fitness measurement 

As stated in Chapter 2, the simple weighted sum approach has obvious disadvantages, and it 

is desirable that the priorities of different objectives are considered in the fitness 

measurement. Fitness measurement exists to measure and compare the individuals generated 

during the optimisation search. Thus we propose a fitness measurement which is in the form 

of a hierarchical comparison. When comparing any two arbitrary individuals, each 

chromosome is measured regarding two fitness indices: 𝑓1:  system cycle time and 𝑓2: 

workload smoothness. Objective 𝑓1 is considered to have higher hierarchy than 𝑓2 as 𝑓1 has a 

bigger macro impact on the performance of a production system. When two chromosomes are 

compared, first the fitness values of 𝑓1 are compared. If one of the two chromosomes has a 

smaller value of 𝑓1 , then the other chromosome is considered to be the worse. If two 

chromosomes have same values of 𝑓1, then the comparison moves onto 𝑓2. The chromosome 

with smaller value of 𝑓2 is the better chromosome. The details of the hierarchical comparison 

are presented in Table 5-3, where 𝑝 and 𝑞 indicate two chromosomes. Situations covered in 

Table 5-3 consider 𝑝 is the better chromosome, and situations other than the ones in Table 

5-3 will return 𝑞 as the better chromosome. 

Table 5-3. Hierarchical Fitness Evaluation 

First comparison Second comparison Whether p is better 
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𝑝
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𝑞
  T 

𝑓1
𝑝

= 𝑓1
𝑞
 𝑓2

𝑝
< 𝑓2

𝑞
 T 

5.2.6 Termination criterion 

In the literature, the common method to terminate an optimisation is a fixed number of 

iterations/generations. However, the rate of convergence can be sensitive to many elements of 

the problem including the initial seeding, the problem and its representation, the employed 

genetic operators and the fitness measurement. There are more effective methods than simply 

defining the number of generations to be completed. This is especially true when dealing with 

multi-objective optimisation as the corresponding fitness indices can differentiate in terms of 

both their realistic meanings and the types of optimal values. Some objectives have explicit 

optimal values which usually act as the termination criterion for the optimisation, e.g. if the 

objective is only a limited number of workstations, the optimisation can be terminated 

whenever a solution with the predefined number of workstations is generated. However, some 

objectives can have vague or unrealistic optimal values. For example, the theoretical optimal 

value for workload smoothness is 0. Consequently 0 may be used herein as the optimal value 

for 𝑓2, but in most cases no solution will have the workload smoothness as 0 because of the 

finite volume of tasks and their unconstrained discrete times. Thus during an optimisation the 

workload smoothness of the best solution may approach 0 but no solution may ever reach a 

value of 0. In this sense, a value ‘close’ to 0 should be set as the termination criterion for 𝑓2 

instead of the theoretical optimal value of 0. Additionally the exact value which can be 

achieved will vary in different optimisation cases, e.g. the achievable 𝑓2 could be 0.1 for a set 

of tasks with smaller task times, while it could be 10 for a set of tasks with bigger task times. 

So the exact optimal values for fitness indices with vague optimal values should be calibrated 

by the optimisation itself, and so as to terminate the program. 

This work applies a new approach where the calibration of the achievable, optimal value and 

the termination of the optimisation is realised by the termination function. The core logic of 

the calibration for the optimal value for an objective is explained as follows using workload 
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smoothness as an example: Record all the achieved values and select the best one which 

cannot be surpassed with a defined probability. The probability is measured by the 

termination function:  

 

𝑋 <  𝑒−𝑘𝜌 (5.1) 

where 𝑋 is a uniformly distributed random variable in [0, 1] whose value is generated every 

time the inequality is applied in the termination procedure of a GA, where 𝑘 is a coefficient, 

and 𝜌 is the fitness value. The termination function is applied every time a new generation is 

populated. The inequality is very likely not to hold in the beginning of the optimisation. When 

the inequality holds, the calibration finishes and the achievable optimal value is finally 

selected. 

To explain the method consider the example results which are shown in Figure 5-6, in the 

first population, the best individual has a fitness value of ‘Point1’ as shown in Figure 5-6. 

After the selection, crossover and mutation process, the best individual in the second 

generation improves in comparison to the one in the first generation and has a fitness value of 

‘Point 2’. In some generations, the best individual may not have a better fitness value 

compared to the previous generation, such as ‘Point 3’. Whenever a generation fails to evolve 

an individual with a better fitness value, the inequality is applied with the current best fitness 

value. It is most unlikely that the algorithm will fit the inequality with fitness value of ‘Point 

2’, because the fitness value gives a comparatively small value of 𝑒−𝑘𝜌, and the odds of a 

uniformly distributed random value falling into the range [0, 𝑒−𝑘𝑓2]  is very low. So the 

iteration is very likely to proceed to the next step, and a greater fitness is found in the fourth 

generation as ‘Point 4’.  

Iterations continue until point n. If after the nth generation, it fails to surpass the fitness value 

of ‘Point n’, the inequality is applied (and a new value for 𝑋 is generated) after each failure. 

The chance for a sequence of 𝑚 independent uniformly distributed variables to be greater 

than 𝑒−𝑘𝑓𝑛 , is (1 − 𝑒−𝑘𝑓𝑛)𝑚 . This value tends to 0  as 𝑚  tends to infinity with the ratio 
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depending on 𝑓𝑛 . Additionally, it is more likely that the inequality will be broken with 

𝑓𝑛compared to 𝑓2, because 𝑓𝑛 gives a much greater value of 𝑒−𝑘𝜌. In other words, with 𝑓𝑛, 

[0, 𝑒−𝑘𝑓𝑛] covers a bigger range in interval [0, 1] (see Figure 5-7). 

The coefficient 𝑘 is parameterised to mediate the inequality. If all values keep the same, the 

inequality with a smaller 𝑘  is easier to hold (see Figure 5-8), and vice versa. Thus the 

coefficient 𝑘 also enables the users of the GENALSAS to control the process of the GA 

according to their available computational resources and time budget. 

With the aid of the termination function, the task-oriented GA running for seeding (described 

in section 5.2.2) is ensured to calibrate the appropriate optimisation time and terminate the 

optimisation for each individual case. 

 
Figure 5-6. A simplified optimisation progress 
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Figure 5-7. Different fitness values give different 𝒆−𝒌𝝆 values 

 
Figure 5-8. Comparison of different values of 𝒌 coefficient 

5.2.7 Selection scheme 

Tournament selection and the Elitism strategy are applied to select individuals from the 

current generation to form the next generation. The details of these two strategies are 

explained in Chapter 2. 

5.2.8 The overall procedure 

GENALSAS has been originally developed in Python from scratch. The library for the 

genetic operators and the genetic engine have been developed as part of this work and are 

therefore completely original. The overall procedure is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The 

developed operators and functions which are completely new and represent a contribution by 

this work, are shown in Table 5-4 with original operators and functions applied in relevant 

procedures in the general procedure of a GA. The code for these original methods is attached 

in Appendix B: Python Code for Seeding and Appendix C: Python Code for the GA for 

SALBP. 

Table 5-4. Pseudocode for overall GA optimisation procedure 

Step 1: Seeding: apply the seeding GA and obtain n. 

Step 2: Initialisation: generate the initial population using CI. 

Step 3: Evaluation: evaluate the initial population using the Hierarchical Fitness 

Evaluation. 

Step 4: Selection: select individuals and copy to the new generation using 
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Tournament strategy. 

Step 5: Genetic operation: apply crossover (HSX) and mutation (CM) to the new 

generation. 

Step 6: Evaluation: evaluate the new population using the Hierarchical Fitness 

Evaluation. 

Step 7: Elitism strategy: finalise the new generation 

Step 8: Termination criterion: stop the optimisation if the termination criterion is 

met. Otherwise, go to step 4. 

 

5.3 Experimental Evaluation  

To validate the proposed GA, case exemplars are taken from literature benchmark problems. 

In the studied case exemplars, GENALSAS only has the minimum information (customer 

demand and task information) as inputs and is expected to generate solutions covering several 

design variables, including workstation quantities, system cycle times and task assignments. 

The examples for case exemplars are based on problems in the literature [73, 102]. Case 

problems in [102] are most commonly used as benchmark problems in the literature when 

developing solutions for SALBPs, while [73] is a most recent work that uses a different case 

problem than the ones in [102] . Case 1 is the 12-task problem in [73]. Case 2, 3 and 4 are the 

45-task, 70-task and 111-task problems individually in [102]. For Case 1, the constrained 𝑐𝑡 is 

1.08. For Case 2, 3 and 4, 𝑐𝑡s are 110, 380 and 16,700 based on assumed customer demand 

levels. For each case, the information input into the optimisation is the task times and the 

precedence relations. The inputs for Case 1 is shown in Table 5-5. Precedence graphs and 

task times for the other cases can be viewed in Appendix A: Benchmark Cases. 

Table 5-5. Inputs for Case 1 

Tasks Task times Precedence relations 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

0.2 

0.4 

0.7 

0.1 

0.3 

0.11 

0.32 

0.6 

0.27 

0.38 

0.5 

(1, 3), (1, 4) 

(2, 4), (2, 5) 

(3, 6), (3, 7), (3, 8) 

(4, 8) 

(5, 10) 

(6, 9) 

(7, 9) 

(8, 9), (8, 10) 

(9, 11) 

(10, 11) 

(11, 12) 
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12 0.12 

 

For all four case problems, outputs required to validate against the literature are:  detailed 

production plans detailing the number of workstations and task assignments with respect to 

individual stations. Operational cost must be minimised and the system must include time to 

cope with unexpected events (buffers). The 𝑐𝑡 in the resulting production plan should also be 

minimised. The operators for the new GA approach proposed in this work, are compared to 

the equivalent operators used in the previous GAs. Each test case has been run for 2500 

generations (which is the average number of generations calibrated by the termination 

function), the mean results are shown in the following sections.  

Table 5-6. Information for case problems 

 Problem  Reference  𝒎 𝒄𝒕 

Case 1 Yu [73] 12 1.08 

Case 2 Kilbridge [102] 45 110 

Case 3 Tonge [102] 70 380 

Case 4 Arcus [102] 111 16700 

5.3.1 Comparison of different genetic operators 

The proposed initialisation method (CI), repair method (CR) are compared to existing 

methods in the literature [68], and the results shown in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 indicate 

the GENALSAS generates better solutions with less calculation time in terms of the number 

of generations. In Figure 5-11 GENALSAS with the proposed operators is compared to 

Kim’s algorithm [68]. From Figure 5-9 to Figure 5-11, the main outcomes from this 

comparison are:  

1) The proposed initialisation method (CI) enabled the GA to converge to a feasible zone 

faster than RG (by around 1500 generations) in Figure 5-9. The proposed initialisation 

method also outputted solutions with lower (by 0.1%) cycle time and reduced utilisation 

deviation (by 34.3%) relative to the comparator method. Utilisation deviation is the measure 

of workload smoothness, a lower utilisation deviation indicates a better workload smoothness. 
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2) The proposed repair method (CR) was compared to the only available repair method for 

workstation-oriented chromosomes [68], and the GA with CR converged faster (by around 

1500 generations) and gained better results in terms of both cycle time and utilisation 

deviation as shown in Figure 5-10. 

3) With the same number of generations, the GENALSAS outperformed HGA in [68] with 

faster convergence and better results in terms of both cycle time (by 0.1%) and utilisation 

deviation (by 133.5%) in Figure 5-11. 

A notable difference in results between the results in the literature and those generated with 

GENALSAS can be seen in Figure 5-11. The fluctuations of the lines during the evolution 

process exist because of the Hierarchical Fitness Evaluation. In general, the evolution aims 

for chromosomes with less cycle time. However, chromosomes with the same cycle times 

may have different utilisation deviations, and the chromosome with lower utilisation 

deviation is considered to be better, but the offspring of which by mutation or crossover 

operators may have higher cycle time than the individual parents. The line in the figures goes 

up when this happens. When the offspring crossover with other chromosomes in the pool and 

generate new offspring with its utilisation deviation and less cycle time, the line in the figures 

goes down. The chromosomes usually evolved to have less cycle time and utilisation 

deviation after such fluctuations.  
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Figure 5-9. Result comparison of different initialisation methods 

 
Figure 5-10. Result comparison of different repair methods 

 
Figure 5-11. Result comparison of different GAs 

5.3.2 Comparison with existing GAs 

Case 1 was based on work by Yu & Yin [73], for the desired 𝑐𝑡, the given result includes five 

workstations with a 𝑐𝑡 of 1. The equivalent result obtained by GENALSAS is shown in Table 

5-7. For the same production requirements, GENALSAS gives a production plan with one 

workstation less compared to the result obtained by Yu & Yin (the second row of Table 5-7). 

Even if the number of workstations is kept the same (at five), the resulting production plan by 

GENALSAS has a smaller system cycle time and a smaller smoothness index (which is 

calculated using Yu & Yin’s method to enable fair comparison), see the third row of Table 

5-7. Previous GAs studying similar benchmark problems as Case 2 and Case 3 are 
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summarised in Table 5-8. As stated previously, existing GAs have focused on either the 

optimisation of the number of workstations with fixed cycle time or the cycle time with a 

fixed number of workstations. GENALSAS generates equivalent solutions to those produced 

by the GA with weighted sum methods (the first and second rows of Table 5-8) and better 

solutions to single-objective GA (the third and fourth rows of Table 5-8) in terms of the 

number of workstations. GENALSAS generated optimal solutions that are identical with 

theoretical optimal solutions in these two cases.  

In addition to generating better or as good results compared to the results in the literature in 

terms of one design variable, either the number of workstation or the system cycle time, 

GENALSAS generates solutions covering both design variables. Furthermore, the task 

assignments for optimal solutions are shown (in Table 5-7 and Table 5-9) while they are not 

published in the literature. 

Table 5-7. Results comparison for Case 1 

𝒏 𝑐𝑡 smoothness assignments GA 

5 0.98 0.245 ['Station1', 1, 2, 4], 

['Station2', 3, 6], 

['Station3', 7, 5], 

['Station4', 8, 10], 

['Station5', 9, 11, 12] 

[73] 

4 1.02 0.0024 ['Station1', 1, 2, 4, 5], 

['Station2', 3, 7], 

['Station3', 8, 10], 

['Station4', 6, 9, 11, 12] 

GENALSAS 

5 0.9 0.0846 ['Station1', 1, 3], 

['Station2', 2, 7], 

['Station3', 4, 8], 

['Station4', 5, 6, 10], 

['Station5', 9, 11, 12] 

GENALSAS 

 

Table 5-8. Results comparison for Case 2 and Case 3 

Problems Optimal 

solution 

Given 

information 

Output 

result 

Assignment 

published 

Objective 

function 

GA 

Kilbridge 

45-task 

SALBP1: 

[110, 6] 

SALBP2: 

[6, 92] 

𝑛: 6 𝑐𝑡: 92 No Weighted 

sum 

[68] 

Customer 

demand 
𝑛: 6 

𝑐𝑡: 92 

Yes Multi-

objective 

GENALSAS 

Tonge  

70-task 

SALBP1: 

[380, 10] 

SALBP2: 

𝑐𝑡: 364 𝑛: 11 No Single 

objective 

[72] 

Customer 𝒏: 𝟏𝟎 Yes Multi- GENALSAS 
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[10, 352] demand 𝒄𝒕: 352 

 

objective 

5.3.3 Managerial impact of the study 

For each case problem, GENALSAS obtained detailed production plans which satisfy the 

given production information and customer demand. The assignment results for Case 2, 3 and 

4 are shown in Table 5-9. 

Table 5-9. Task assignments for case problems 

 uti assignments 

Kilbridge 

45-task 

0 ['Station1', 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12], ['Station2', 6, 10, 11, 13, 14, 

17, 30], ['Station3', 15, 18, 24, 25, 27, 29, 32, 37, 43], 

['Station4', 16, 19, 20, 23, 26, 31, 33, 35], ['Station5', 9, 21, 22, 

34], ['Station6', 28, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45] 

Tonge 

70-task 

0.8165 ['Station1', 1, 5, 15, 16, 18], ['Station2', 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 17, 19], 

['Station3', 8, 9, 10, 11], ['Station4', 12, 13, 14, 22, 57], 

['Station5', 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 30], ['Station6', 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 

33, 58], ['Station7', 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 48, 49, 53, 

62], ['Station8', 44, 45, 46, 51, 63, 64], ['Station9', 41, 47, 52, 

54, 55, 59, 66, 67], ['Station10', 42, 43, 50, 56, 60, 61, 65, 68, 

69, 70] 

Arcus 

111-task 

32.8513 ['Station1', 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 29, 37, 45], 

['Station2', 8, 14, 15, 16, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 31], ['Station3', 23, 

27, 32, 39, 40, 41, 51], ['Station4', 28, 34, 36, 42, 47], 

['Station5', 35, 43, 44, 50, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 61, 64], ['Station6', 

33, 62, 63, 65, 70, 72, 74], ['Station7', 69, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80, 

81], ['Station8', 7, 19, 21, 30, 38, 46, 48, 49, 52, 53, 58, 60, 79, 

82, 83, 84, 89], ['Station9', 71, 87, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95], 

['Station10', 66, 67, 68, 85, 86, 88, 90, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 

102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111] 

It is noteworthy that GENALSAS not only provides production plans with minimum number 

of workstations satisfying production constraints, but also the achieved system cycle times are 

largely minimised from the constrained cycle times given by the customer demands with each 

solution demonstrating a desirable level of workload smoothness. The workload distributions 

among workstations are shown in Figure 5-12 to Figure 5-15. The required system cycle 

times required to meet the customer demands are shown by the top horizontal line (such as 

1.08 in Figure 5-12) in each figure in Figure 5-12 to Figure 5-15. The spaces between the 

columns and the top horizontal line show that there are gaps between achieved system cycle 

times and required ones. This has two effects on managerial aspects: 1) cost related to 

equipment infrastructure utilisation and human workforce is minimised; 2) the designed 
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production line will have spare/buffer time and thus in the required time to react to 

unexpected events. Furthermore, compared to results in the literature, solutions covering more 

design variables, from workstation quantities to achieved system cycle times, are more 

complete and more meaningful in directing real-world production. 

 

Figure 5-12. Workloads of workstations for Case 1 

 

 
Figure 5-13. Workloads of workstations for Case 2 
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Figure 5-14. Workloads of workstations for Case 3 

 

 
Figure 5-15. Workloads of workstations for Case 4 

5.4 Conclusions 

The proposed approach to the SALBP using a new GA, GENALSAS, has consistently 

demonstrated that it can obtain detailed plans with minimum information, contrasting 

previous literature and available commercial software which require multiple solution 
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searches, and typically manual intervention, for the definition of the optimum number of 

workstations, the optimum system cycle time and the task assignments.  

Simultaneously, better performing solutions are obtained by GENALSAS. For the case 

problems examined the algorithm developed is demonstrated to perform optimisations more 

efficiently, i.e., with better solutions obtained within less generations as shown.  For example, 

solutions with less workstations are obtained by GENALSAS for both Case 1 and Case 3 

compared to previously reported in existing task-oriented GAs. However, it is noteworthy that 

even better solutions with better performances are obtained, they are not guaranteed every 

time for every case in SALBP because of the nature of GA as all other probabilistic methods. 

Because a single analysis search is applied for the definition of the optimum number of 

workstations, the optimum system cycle time and the task assignments, GENALSAS not only 

provides production plans with the minimum number of workstations satisfying production 

constraints, but also the achieved system cycle times are largely minimised from the 

constrained cycle times given by customer demand. In addition to the fact that cost related to 

equipment infrastructure utilisation and human workforce is further minimised, the optimised 

solutions enable the simulated factories to work more efficiently and have more spare time 

(buffer) to react to unexpected events.  

With the GENALSAS developed in this chapter, the aim and objectives of this work is met in 

developing new GA for SALBP solutions with multiple design parameters (system cycle 

time, workstation definition and task assignments) covered in a single run. However, in 

previous literature and COTS software, these design parameters have not been provided in a 

single analysis step without interventions. In comparison to existing methods, where the 

decision-makings for different decision variables are discrete and separate, the capability of 

GENALSAS in generating solutions covering more design variables is more meaningful and 

applicable in directing real-world productions. Furthermore, as described in Chapter 2, both 

the literature and the commercial solutions do not provide an approach which without user 

intervention can optimally distribute assembly tasks to a variable number of workstations to 
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meet a specific production demand and set of system design constraints. In comparison, 

GENALSAS provides the decision-making process with customer demand as inputs, which is 

a more realistic scenario in real-world productions.  

The GENALSAS developed in this chapter fits into the proposed decision system as 

functioning as the bases of the Optimisation Module. Therefore, the main body of the 

decision system, including the Simulation Module and the Optimisation Module, has now 

been constructed. But the decision problem considered in this chapter is SALBP, which is the 

simplest version of ALBP. More realistic constraints and scenarios should be considered for 

ALBP, and such developments extend to later chapters. 
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Chapter 6 Genetic Algorithm for adaptive 

ALBP 

In this chapter, the GA developed in Chapter 5 is further improved for adaptive ALBP. The 

adaptivity of ALBP focuses on keeping the performance of production solutions and 

minimising the relevant cost when variations take place in the planned production system. 

First the improvements of GA to measure and optimise adaptivity are introduced. Then the 

improved GA is tested using benchmark problems from the literature. 

6.1 Problem Statement 

As stated in Chapter 2, methods dealing with generalised ALBPs are very limited in the 

literature. The generalisations of ALBP towards the real-world production in this chapter are 

twofold: the consideration of uncertain task times and re-balancing of existing production 

lines. These two generalisations allow the generated solutions to have the desired adaptivity 

for production design and planning solutions, which mainly lies in the Optimisation Module 

regarding the structure of the decision system.  The adaptivity caters to changes happening 

over short-term and long-term production periods. In the short term, production solutions are 

adaptive in maximising the insensitivity of production performances regarding the variations 

of task times caused by manual labour involvement. In the long term, production solutions are 

adaptive in minimising the impact of the changes of production configurations by minimising 

task re-assignments between different production periods. 

Another gap in the literature to be addressed in this chapter is the application of multi-

objective fitness measurements to guide the optimisation process. A multi-objective GA in the 

literature is improved regarding the needs of ALBP. 
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6.2 Modified NSGA-II for Adaptive ALBP 

The overall procedure of the GA and fitness measurement applied in this chapter is developed 

based on a multi-objective GA, NSGA-II. More details of NSGA-II and general GA are given 

in Chapter 2. The overall architecture of the GA in this chapter is shown in Figure 6-1. In the 

left column, the procedure of the developed GA is shown while in the right column the 

original operators and function developed in this chapter are highlighted. 

 
Figure 6-1. The overall procedure of the modified NSGA II 
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6.2.1 Optimisation objectives 

Four objectives are to be optimised in the modified NSGA II algorithm. Two of them are 

minimising system cycle time in Eq (6.1) and minimising utilisation deviations among 

workstations in Eq (6.3). The third objective, a new objective, stability index, is introduced, 

which aims to maximise the insensitivity of line performance with respect to the possible 

variations of task times between individual operators. The three objectives are calculated as 

shown in Eq (6.1) - (6.3):  

This new objective measures the gap between the assigned workstation time and the system 

cycle time required by the customer, 𝑐𝑡𝑐𝑑 . It is inevitable that some of the assigned 

workstation workloads are smaller than the system cycle time due to the indivisible nature of 

tasks. Thus a gap between the assigned workstation workloads and the system cycle time 

could be used as a buffer time for manual inconsistencies. It is therefore logical that if the 

manual tasks are to have greatest variation, it is desirable that any unavoidable gaps between 

the assigned workstation workload and the system cycle time is concentrated at workstations 

where manual works are assigned. In doing so the inevitable variation of processing times 

associated with manual operations coincide with assignment gaps and thus reduce the 

potential for such variation to impact the production efficiency of the whole line.  

The idea of the new objective is similar to stability analysis [59, 60] in that it attempts to 

achieve the most insensitive solutions with respect to the possible variations of task time 

between individual operators. However, the approach is different from stability analysis 

where the analysis is only valid if the whole design space is explicitly represented. However, 

because of the NP-hard nature of ALBP, the whole design space is not always attainable and 

min (𝑓1) = 𝑐𝑡 (6.1) 

min (𝑓2) =
1

𝑛
∑ |𝑇𝑗 − �̅�|

𝑛

𝑗=1
 

(6.2) 

max (𝑓3) = 𝜇 = ∑ (𝑐𝑡𝑐𝑑 − 𝑇𝑗)
𝑛

𝑗=1
  

(6.3) 
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thus stability analysis may only be applied to small-sized problems (problems with 20 tasks or 

less). 

The fourth objective is first introduced in [105], measuring the costs related to all possible 

task movements in Eq (6.7). The core logic of this objective is quantifying the similarity 

between initial and new task assignments. To evaluate the new objective, two sets of tasks are 

defined: the first set describes the tasks on the same workstation as task 𝑖 in the initial task 

assignment, while the second set describes the tasks on the same workstation as task 𝑖 in the 

new task assignment: 

𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖 =  {𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝑘
0 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑘

0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖}, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚 (6.4) 

𝑇𝑁𝐵𝑖 =  {𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝑘
1 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑘

1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖}, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚 (6.5) 

where the 𝑆𝑘
0 is the task assignment on workstation 𝑘 in the initial task assignments. It is 

noteworthy that in [105], the number of tasks 𝑚  can vary in the new task assignments. 

However, if the number of tasks or even some tasks vary in the new task assignments, the task 

numbering needs extra subtlety on the consistency in the initial and the new tasks. For 

example, operation k is commonly configured in the initial and the new production processes, 

but it will have different numberings in the task group of the two scenarios since tasks are 

usually numbered according to precedence relationships. For the new production, if the 

precedence graph changes, operation k can have a different numbering, thus the numbering 

operation k should be unified when calculating 𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖 and 𝑇𝑁𝐵𝑖. 

After defining two sets of tasks, the similarity between initial and new task assignments are 

quantified by the ratio of the number of tasks assigned to the same workstation as task 𝑖 in the 

initial and the new task assignments: 

𝑆𝐹𝑖 =
𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 {{𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖}  ∩  {𝑇𝑁𝐵𝑖}}

𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 {𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖}
 

(6.6) 

where the cardinality is the number of elements in the group. 
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The objective is finally measured by the mean similarity factor (MSF) between the new and 

the initial task assignments. Maximising the MSF is maximising the similarity between two 

task assignments.  

6.2.2 Encoding & decoding 

The encoding and decoding methods are identical with those described in Chapter 5. A 

workstation-oriented representation is used for chromosome encoding. Where the length of 

every chromosome equals the number of tasks to be completed on the line and each 

chromosome. Gene represents the workstation the task is assigned to. This makes decoding 

very straightforward as the genes explicitly represent the task assignments and thus the 

construction of a production plan is a direct and single step. 

6.2.3 Genetic operators 

The genetic operators applied in this chapter are identical with those developed in Chapter 5. 

To create initial populations a compound initialisation method is applied to gather 

chromosomes generated by two different methods, structural mapping (SM) and seeding to 

generate initial populations.  

The heuristic structural crossover (HSX) method proposed in [68] is used for crossover 

operations. Additionally, a Creep mutation operator (CM) and a compound repair method and 

self-calibration method are separately used for mutation and repair operations of 

chromosomes. For more details of the mentioned operators, the reader is referred to Chapter 

5.  

6.2.4 The overall procedure of the modified NSGA II 

The modified NSGA II has been originally developed in Python. NSGA II is modified in this 

work to give the aim of ALBPs a priority to distinguish different individual solutions in a 

generation, which is minimising the cycle time. The modified NSGA II algorithm 

max (𝑓4) = 𝑀𝑆𝐹 =
∑ 𝑆𝐹𝑖

𝑚
𝑖

𝑚
  

(6.7) 
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incorporating the noted refinements in the previous sections is illustrated in Table 6-1 and 

Figure 6-1. The main difference in this modified NSGA II and the original NSGA II 

compared to other GAs lie in the selection process while other genetic procedures, such as 

initialisation, crossover and mutation, are kept the same. Thus in Figure 6-1, the originality of 

the work in this chapter is highlighted in accordance with the selection procedure. The novel 

code is attached in Appendix D: Python Code for Modified NSGA II. 

Table 6-1. Pseudo code for modified NSGA II 

Step 1 Create random parent population with population size n. 

Step 2 Apply crossover and mutation operators to the parent population to create 

offspring population with population size n. 

Step 3 Add up the offspring population with parent population to make a combined 

population of size 2n.  

Step 4 The combined population is first divided into layers based on different cycle 

times. On a layer, non-dominated relations are identified, and dominated 

solutions are ruled out. 

Step 5 To form the new generation, individuals on the top layer first get selected, 

and so on and so forth until the new generation reaches the population size n. 

In the case that there is not enough individuals to form a generation, solutions 

in the combined population are randomly selected until a generation is 

fulfilled. 

Step 6 The procedure is terminated if generations reach a certain amount. Otherwise, 

go to step 2. 

 

 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Case study 

The studied case is one of the problems which was examined in Chapter 5 from the Tonge 

problem, and the precedence relations are kept the same as attached in Appendix A: 

Benchmark Cases. The precedence graph and task time information are taken from a problem 

described in the literature [102]. Some of the tasks are assumed to require human operator 

assistance, and the labour-involved tasks are same as in [21]. The original problem requires 

manual engagement for almost all the tasks. Herein, only tasks which require skill 2 level are 

retained as manual processes. All other tasks are assumed to be completed by autonomous 
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machines and robotics. In summary, compared to the optimisation experiments in Chapter 5, 

labour-related tasks and relevant task times (if variations apply) are additional problem inputs. 

The additional input information is shown in Table 6-2 which is required for the optimisation 

together with precedence relations and task times.  

Table 6-2. Labour-related information 

Task 

numbering 

Task 

time in 

period 

1 

Task 

time in 

period 

2 

Human 

operator 

requirement 

Task 

numbering 

Task 

time in 

period 

1 

Task 

time in 

period 

2 

operator 

requirement 

1 17 17 N 36 40 40 N 

2 66 67 Y 37 2 2 N 

3 54 54 N 38 1 1 N 

4 52 52 N 39 3 3 N 

5 6 6 N 40 13 13 N 

6 88 88 N 41 16 16 N 

7 21 21 N 42 25 25 N 

8 128 128 N 43 21 21 N 

9 68 68 N 44 43 43 N 

10 70 70 N 45 30 30 N 

11 85 87 Y 46 83 83 N 

12 21 21 N 47 89 81 Y 

13 134 134 N 48 56 61 Y 

14 135 135 N 49 59 59 N 

15 94 94 N 50 43 43 N 

16 90 90 N 51 11 11 N 

17 50 50 N 52 26 26 N 

18 143 150 Y 53 44 44 N 

19 19 19 Y 54 121 121 N 

20 54 53 Y 55 38 38 N 

21 50 55 Y 56 68 68 N 

22 40 42 Y 57 22 22 N 

23 73 73 N 58 7 7 N 

24 12 12 Y 59 16 16 N 

25 152 161 Y 60 32 32 N 

26 42 42 Y 61 25 25 N 

27 45 45 Y 62 27 27 N 

28 74 74 N 63 156 156 N 

29 26 26 N 64 28 28 N 

30 11 11 N 65 15 15 Y 

31 31 31 N 66 26 26 Y 

32 50 50 N 67 18 14 Y 

33 102 102 N 68 72 72 N 

34 46 46 N 69 23 23 N 

35 35 35 N 70 27 27 N 
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For the hypothetical problem, the productivity required by the customer demand is 1000 

products in 380,000 units of time, which is 380 units of time to produce each product unit. 

Two periods of production are involved in the studied case. The first period is designing for a 

new line, and a solution generated in the first period (the solution with 355 as system cycle 

time in Table 6-3) is selected to be the existing configuration for the line to adapt in the 

second period. In the second period, labour-involved operations are randomly modified 

regarding the task times (the variations are subject to a normal distribution with 0 for 𝜎 and 5 

for 𝜇 ), which mimics the situation in the real world where labour skills can vary and 

consequently lead to variations in operation times. Optimisation results for the two periods 

are shown in Table 6-3 and Table 6-4. The original results also include more individuals 

which have system cycle time greater than 380. However, according to the customer demand, 

those individuals are excluded and not shown here. 

From Table 6-3 and Table 6-4, it is clear that the modified NSGA-II is able to generate a 

map of solutions with different fitness values regarding even the same objective. A few 

conclusions can be drawn: 

1. There can be multiple solutions with the same system cycle time. The final choice 

will then depend on the user assessing the range of options considering both CAPEX 

and OPEX using the developed solution details. 

2. The solutions satisfying the customer demand sill covers a range of system cycle 

times. This is because different layers of solutions sorted by the system cycle time, 

help to save solutions with enough diversity in system cycle times.  

3. Compared to results for the first period, the results for the second period have the 

same range of possible system cycle times. This means that the multi-objective search 

does not lose the performance of system cycle time. This is meaningful in ALBPs, 

where minimising system cycle time is of great importance.  
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4. In the optimisation results for the second period, the MSF ranges between 0.42 and 

0.58 (with the potential range [0, 1]). This indicates that when adapting existing line 

to changes, it is possible to reserve the original configuration to an extent.   

5. In the generated solutions, the required production rate and thus the customer demand 

are satisfied while the adaptivity of solutions are maximised. In the optimisation 

results for both periods, more than 90% of the generation solutions have stability 

indices higher than 200, which means at least 74.1% of the gap between the assigned 

workstation time and the system cycle time required by the customer is now utilised 

as the used as a buffer time for manual inconsistencies In the optimisation results for 

the second period, all solutions have MSF within a range as [0.42, 0.58].  

Table 6-3. Optimisation results for the first period 

System cycle time Fitness results 

(in the format of [system cycle time, utilisation deviation, stability 

index]) 

355 [[355.0, 2.6, 290.0]] 

356 [[356.0, 2.8, 290.0]] 

357 [[357.0, 3.0, 290.0]] 

358 [[358.0, 3.4, 290.0]] 

359 [[359.0, 3.2, 290.0]] 

360 [[360.0, 3.4, 290.0]] 

361 [[361.0, 4.2, 290.0]] 

362 [[362.0, 4.2, 268.0], [362.0, 4.8, 290.0]] 

363 [[363.0, 3.6, 290.0]] 

364 [[364.0, 4.2, 290.0]] 

365 [[365.0, 5.4, 290.0]] 

366 [[366.0, 7.2, 290.0]] 

367 [[367.0, 5.2, 290.0]] 

368 [[368.0, 6.4, 290.0]] 

369 [[369.0, 5.6, 290.0]] 

370 [[370.0, 5.4, 290.0]] 

371 [[371.0, 5.4, 290.0]] 

372 [[372.0, 5.8, 290.0]] 

373 [[373.0, 6.4, 290.0]] 

374 [[374.0, 6.0, 253.0]] 

375 [[376.0, 12.0, 197.0]] 

376 [[355.0, 2.6, 290.0]] 

377 [[377, 7.199, 30.25]] 

378 [[378, 7.8, 27.375]] 
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Table 6-4. Optimisation results for the second period 

System cycle time Fitness results 

(in the format of [system cycle time, utilisation deviation, stability 

index, MSF]) 

356 [[356.0, 2.28, 247.0, 0.52]] 

357 [[357.0, 2.64, 246.0, 0.51]] 

358 [[358.0, 2.64, 246.0, 0.51]] 

359 [[359.0, 2.6, 272.0, 0.5]] 

360 [[360.0, 2.84, 272.0, 0.5]] 

361 [[361.0, 2.96, 272.0, 0.46], [361.0, 3.16, 272.0, 0.47], [361.0, 3.76, 

272.0, 0.51]] 

362 [[362.0, 3.36, 272.0, 0.48]] 

363 [[363.0, 3.84, 246.0, 0.54]] 

364 [[364.0, 3.8, 246.0, 0.54]] 

365 [[365.0, 4.0, 272.0, 0.57]] 

366 [[366.0, 5.84, 246.0, 0.54]] 

367 [[367.0, 6.24, 272.0, 0.54], [367.0, 5.64, 252.0, 0.58]] 

368 [[368.0, 4.2, 246.0, 0.5], [368.0, 4.4, 272.0, 0.55], [368.0, 4.24, 

246.0, 0.51]] 

369 [[369.0, 6.4, 272.0, 0.47]] 

370 [[370.0, 6.08, 246.0, 0.5], [370.0, 6.88, 246.0, 0.51], [370.0, 6.2, 

262.0, 0.48]] 

371 [[371.0, 4.8, 246.0, 0.46], [371.0, 5.16, 272.0, 0.49], [371.0, 5.12, 

272.0, 0.48], [371.0, 6.44, 272.0, 0.57]] 

372 [[372.0, 5.0, 246.0, 0.53]] 

373 [[373.0, 6.24, 272.0, 0.51]] 

374 [[374.0, 6.4, 272.0, 0.48]] 

375 [[375.0, 6.56, 272.0, 0.52]] 

376 [[376.0, 6.2, 231.0, 0.52]] 

377 [[377.0, 6.44, 246.0, 0.51]] 

378 [[378.0, 6.44, 246.0, 0.51], [378.0, 6.2, 246.0, 0.5]] 

379 [[379.0, 11.0, 170.0, 0.42]] 

In Table 6-3 and Table 6-4, the non-dominated results on each layer regarding different 

system cycle times are shown. However, each layer of individuals also has the structure of a 

Pareto front, and these layers are shown in Table 6-5. Different layers for the solutions with 

the same system cycle time show the effectiveness of the the modified NSGA II. The first 

layers for each system cycle time show the solutions that are the most scare and the best 

solution selected by Pareto optimality, while the second and following layers display 

dominated solutions. For the sake of brevity, only five sets of generation solutions are shown 

in the table. Thus it is clear that there are abundant individuals on each layer with the same 

system cycle time. The layers lead the evolution process to minimising the system cycle time 

while non-dominated solutions on each layer optimise for other objectives simultaneously. 
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Table 6-5. Pareto fronts of results with different system cycle times 

System cycle 

time 

Layer Fitness results 

(in the format of [system cycle time, utilisation deviation, 

stability index, MSF]) 

356 1 [[356.0, 2.28, 247.0, 0.52]] 

2 [[356.0, 2.28, 246.0, 0.51]] 

3 [[356.0, 2.28, 246.0, 0.49], [356.0, 2.48, 246.0, 0.55]] 

4 [[356.0, 2.32, 246.0, 0.49], [356.0, 2.52, 246.0, 0.55], [356.0, 

2.28, 247.0, 0.48], [356.0, 2.88, 247.0, 0.52]] 

357 1 [[357.0, 2.64, 246.0, 0.51]] 

358 1 [[358.0, 2.64, 246.0, 0.51]] 

2 [[358.0, 3.24, 246.0, 0.51], [358.0, 2.64, 246.0, 0.5], [358.0, 

2.64, 247.0, 0.48]] 

359 1 [[359.0, 2.6, 272.0, 0.5]] 

2 [[359.0, 3.4, 272.0, 0.62], [359.0, 2.84, 272.0, 0.53], [359.0, 

2.64, 272.0, 0.5], [359.0, 2.44, 246.0, 0.48]] 

3 [[359.0, 4.32, 224.0, 0.53], [359.0, 3.4, 241.0, 0.48]] 

360 1 [[360.0, 2.84, 272.0, 0.5]] 

2 [[360.0, 3.64, 252.0, 0.6], [360.0, 3.2, 272.0, 0.47], [360.0, 

3.24, 272.0, 0.51]] 

3 [[360.0, 2.6, 272.0, 0.44], [360.0, 4.04, 272.0, 0.46], [360.0, 

3.0, 252.0, 0.45], [360.0, 3.0, 246.0, 0.55], [360.0, 4.6, 252.0, 

0.54], [360.0, 3.24, 252.0, 0.47], [360.0, 4.2, 272.0, 0.52]] 

4 [[360.0, 3.16, 226.0, 0.42], [360.0, 4.0, 252.0, 0.49], [360.0, 

7.68, 272.0, 0.52], [360.0, 4.64, 272.0, 0.45], [360.0, 3.2, 

226.0, 0.45], [360.0, 4.76, 252.0, 0.52], [360.0, 5.16, 231.0, 

0.58], [360.0, 3.44, 252.0, 0.47], [360.0, 4.84, 272.0, 0.5]] 

 

6.3.2 Solution Adaptivity 

In order to demonstrate the significance of the stability index described in Section 6.2.2 a 

second subset of solutions are examined in detail. These solutions of the production line have 
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the same workstation configuration but different stability indices. The difference between the 

three solutions is that the manual tasks are assigned to different workstations. For solution 1 

the manual tasks are assigned to workstation 2, in solution 2 the manual tasks are assigned to 

workstation 5, and in solution 3 the manual tasks are assigned to workstation 6. The 

workstations with manual tasks are highlighted in Table 6-6. The stability indices for the 

three solutions are 53, 23, and 0 for solution 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Using the simulation 

models for the three solutions it is possible to adjust the manual tasks and quantify the line 

variation resulting from the task time variation. Three variation magnitudes are modelled, all 

less than 10% of the workstation workload, thus illustrating how each solution behaves with a 

series of small but consistent variations from expected task times.  

From Table 6-7 and Figure 6-2, it is clear that line variations resulting from task time 

variations are lower for solutions with larger stability indices. Three task time variations are 

applied to three solutions with additional 10, 20 and 30 units of time added to the original 

cycle time of workstation 6. Although the task time variations applied to each model are the 

same, the resultant line behaviours are significantly different. Solution 3, with the lowest 

stability index, experienced a 17% increase in the solution system cycle time over the original 

solution cycle time when the largest variation in task times was modelled. Whereas solution 

1, with the greatest stability index, experienced no notable change in solution cycle time for 

the same task times.  

Table 6-6. Task assignment of stability index variants 

Task assignments [1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 1, 1, 4, 

1, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 3, 6, 6, 6, 7, 6, 2, 5, 5, 6, 7, 7, 

7, 7, 9, 9, 9, 2, 9, 9, 8, 8, 8, 9, 7, 7, 10, 8, 8, 

7, 8, 10, 10, 5, 5, 5, 10, 8, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 

10, 10, 10] 

Manual work allocation Stability index 

2 53 

5 23 

6 0 

 

Table 6-7. Simulation results of three variants 

Assumed 

task time 

Variants  Stability 

index 

Realised 

system cycle 

Decrease from 

system cycle 

Average 

utilisation of 
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variation 

(unit time) 

time time with no 

added 

uncertainties 

workstations 

10 Solution 1 53 370.52 0 0.95 

Solution 2 23 370.52 0 0.95 

Solution 3 0 390.24 0.05 0.93 

20 Solution 1 53 370.52 0 0.96 

Solution 2 23 370.52 0 0.96 

Solution 3 0 410.73 0.11 0.91 

30 Solution 1 53 370.52 0 0.96 

Solution 2 23 385.96 0.04 0.94 

Solution 3 0 434.032 0.17 0.90 

 

 

Figure 6-2. Task time variation effects on system cycle time in three variants 

In order to show the effectiveness of the value of maximising the similarity of task 

assignments, MSF, another run of experiments are considered, in comparison to the results 

obtained in Table 6-4. In this experiment, the difference is that no consideration of the 

existing configuration is taken into account, and optimisation builds on as if designing for a 

new line. As can be seen in Table 6-8, optimisation picks a totally different set of solutions 

for the same system cycle time. When MSF and the existing configuration are ignored, the 

results for the same system cycle time usually have better fitness values in terms of utilisation 

deviation and stability index. However, when MSF is considered, it is not possible for the 

same results to keep non-dominated. It is more selective when one more objective is 

measuring the solutions, to balance the fitness values of four objectives, the non-dominated 

solutions found in the three-objective optimisation are sieved out.  
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Table 6-8. Optimisation results for the second period without MSF 

System cycle time Fitness results 

(in the format of [system cycle time, utilisation deviation, 

stability index]) 

355 [[355.0, 1.0, 272.0]] 

356 [[356.0, 1.24, 272.0]] 

357 [[357.0, 1.44, 272.0]] 

358 [[358.0, 1.8, 272.0]] 

359 [[359.0, 2.4, 272.0]] 

360 [[360.0, 2.44, 272.0]] 

361 [[361.0, 2.6, 272.0]] 

362 [[362.0, 2.44, 272.0]] 

363 [[363.0, 3.04, 272.0]] 

364 [[364.0, 3.24, 272.0]] 

365 [[365.0, 3.36, 272.0]] 

366 [[366.0, 3.0, 272.0]] 

367 [[367.0, 4.16, 272.0]] 

368 [[368.0, 4.04, 272.0]] 

369 [[369.0, 4.24, 272.0]] 

370 [[370.0, 4.2, 272.0]] 

371 [[371.0, 4.6, 272.0]] 

372 [[372.0, 5.08, 272.0]] 

373 [[373.0, 4.36, 272.0]] 

374 [[374.0, 4.76, 272.0]] 

375 [[375.0, 5.68, 272.0]] 

376 [[376.0, 5.64, 272.0]] 

377 [[377.0, 7.36, 241.0]] 

378 [[378.0, 7.16, 235.0], [378.0, 7.4, 246.0]] 

379 [[379.0, 6.64, 221.0]] 

 

6.4 Conclusions 

Adaptive solutions for production design and planning are highly necessary because of the 

variety of variations that can arise in different production periods. In this chapter, the self-

adaptivity of production solutions is developed in both short-term and long-term production 

periods. In the short term, the insensitivity of task time variations caused by human labour is 

maximised by introducing the stability index. Thus the generated production solutions are 

optimised to have certain stability and insensitivity when task time varies. In the long term, 

the cost of configuration transfer between different production periods is minimised by 

introducing the similarity factor, which minimises the difference of configurations in the re-

balancing process. A case study is used to demonstrate the GA developed for adaptive ALBP. 
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The modified NSGA-II is capable of generating a map of solutions with different objectives 

optimised. The results in the previous section show that the generated solutions can satisfy the 

required production rate and the customer demand while keeping adaptive in dealing with 

task time variations and configuration transfers. 

With the GA developed in this chapter, the aim and objectives are met in creating adaptive 

solutions for production design and planning in more realistic circumstances. In contrast to 

the previous work in the literature on similar topics, which is only capable of performing 

single-objective optimisations, multiple objectives are considered here and new objectives are 

introduced to identify and improve the performances of solutions in adapting to task time 

variations and configuration updates.  

In this chapter, the developed GA which is modified from NSGA II, allows production 

solutions the adaptivity in confronting the variations of task times and production system 

configurations for short-term and long-term production design and planning. With the case 

study and its results showcasing, the aimed adaptivity in the solutions for production design 

and planning residing in the Optimisation Module is preliminarily developed and 

demonstrated. In the following chapters, the developed adaptivity will be further tested for its 

breadth to be applied to more challenging problems. Up to this stage, one gap left in the 

literature regarding ALBPs is another generalisation and relaxation of assumptions, the 

consideration of different workforce groups with different skill and experience levels. This 

problem will be addressed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 7 Genetic Algorithm for ALWABP 

In this chapter, a GA is developed to study more realistic versions of ALBP, ALWABP, in 

particular for solving ALBP with more realistic and complex constraints. First the GA 

developments for ALWABP are explained. Following this, a proposed GA is validated with 

benchmark problems from the literature, and including additional workforce group 

information.  

7.1 Problem Statement 

As stated in Chapter 2, ALWABP has not been abundantly studied. This situation is 

especially obvious that no multi-objective GA for ALWABP exists in the literature. 

Furthermore, compared to previous work on ALWABP, this work further relaxes an 

assumption: operators may move between workstations. This means operators can travel on 

the shop floor between workstations, which increases the flexibility of the human workforce. 

As mentioned in [106], one significant advantage of this feature in comparison to fixed 

worker allocation is that, even though precedence constraints must hold for tasks assigned to 

workstations, they can be relaxed for operators. Operators can work on different tasks 

wherever required no matter how the precedence constraints map between these tasks. 

Additionally, the method to re-balance existing production lines in preceding chapters is 

further extended in this chapter. Finally, ALWABP is studied considering different 

production periods during a production line’s life cycle, to again assess the GA performance 

considering long-term changes. 
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7.2 GA for ALWABP 

The main difference of the GA for ALWABP and GAs developed in previous chapters is that 

there are two chromosomes involved in the optimisation procedure. In the case herein, these 

two chromosomes are individually responsible for task assignment and labour assignment. In 

this section, general procedures for the developed GA are introduced regarding the 

developments for ALWABP, while most aspects of the GA are kept the same as in previous 

chapters. 

7.2.1 Encoding 

The proposed GA has two chromosomes to represent the task assignments and labour 

assignments. The length of both chromosomes is equal to the number of tasks. The first 

chromosome has each gene representing the workstation that the task is assigned to, while the 

genes on the second chromosome represent the labour group that the task is assigned to.  

 
Figure 7-1. Structure of wo chromosomes 

7.2.2 Optimisation objectives 

There are multiple objectives to be optimised at the same time in the proposed GA. These 

objectives are consistent with those in ALBPs in previous chapters, as the goal of the 

production systems is consistent, but the line configuration is changed. The first two of them 

are minimising the system cycle time and utilisation deviations among workstations (see Eq  

(7.1)(7.2)).  
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The third one is maximising the index of relatedness in Eq (7.3), which is first defined in [71] 

measuring how close the adjacent tasks are allocated among workstations. Interrelated tasks 

allocated to the same workstation is preferable to splitting adjacent tasks to several 

workstations in the sense that work efficiency may be increased and the flexibility in locating 

facilities and workstations may be improved. It is noteworthy that this objective is not applied 

in literature after [71] for unexplained reasons although the idea behind it is reasonable in 

saving operational time/costs. 

The fourth objective is focusing on the adaptivity of the solutions. When an existing 

production system needs to be re-balanced catering to the changes such as new customer 

orders and task time variations, the difference between the existing production configuration 

and the new configuration is ideal to be minimised and thusly the cost of configuration 

transfers is minimised. The fourth objective is thereby minimising the differences in the 

existing and the new configurations. The measure is introduced and defined in [105], 

measuring the cost related to all possible task movements in Eq (7.4). This core logic 

quantifying the similarity between existing and new task assignments is scientific because 

most aspects of a line are related to the task assignment, such as labour assignment and other 

resource arrangements.  

Min (𝑓1) = 𝑐𝑡 (7.1) 

min (𝑓2) =
1

𝑛
∑ |𝑇𝑗 − �̅�|

𝑛

𝑗=1
 

(7.2) 

min (𝑓3) =
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𝑛
𝑗=1

 (7.3) 

max (𝑓4) = 𝑀𝑆𝐹 =
∑ 𝑆𝐹𝑖

𝑚
𝑖

𝑚
  

(7.4) 

where,  

𝑆𝐹𝑖 =
𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 {{𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖}  ∩  {𝑇𝑁𝐵𝑖}}

𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 {𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖}
 

(7.5) 
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𝑇𝐼𝐵𝑖 =  {𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝑘
0 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑘

0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖}, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚 (7.6) 

𝑇𝑁𝐵𝑖 =  {𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝑘
1 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑘

1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖}, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚 (7.7) 

7.2.3 Genetic operators 

To create the initial populations, the compound initialisation method developed in Chapter 5 

is applied for the task assignment chromosome, while random generation is applied for the 

labour assignment chromosome, which is the most common method to initialise 

chromosomes. The heuristic structural crossover (HSX) method proposed in [68] is used for 

crossover for the task assignment chromosome, at the same time, one-point crossover is 

applied for the labour assignment chromosome. For mutation operations, the creep mutation 

operator (CM) is used for both chromosomes. Furthermore, to keep the feasibility of task 

assignment chromosomes after genetic operations, a compound repair method is employed, 

which was developed and explained in detail in Chapter 5. 

7.2.4 The overall procedure 

The GA developed in this chapter is programmed with Python. The modified NSGA II for the 

overall procedure of a GA developed in Chapter 6 is applied in this chapter. The difference in 

the GA in this chapter is that two chromosomes are involved in the genetic procedures at the 

same time. The overall procedure of the GA is described based on individuals of generations, 

where each individual now contains two chromosomes instead of a single chromosome. The 

overall procedure of the developed GA is shown in Table 7-1. The operations regarding two 

chromosomes are shown in Figure 7-2. The genetic procedures apply different operators for 

the two chromosomes in the initialisation and genetic operations including crossover, 

mutation and repair. After these procedures, the two chromosomes are combined and 

considered as an individual to be evaluated regarding the optimisation objectives and selected 

to go through to the next generation. 
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Table 7-1. The overall procedure of the GA 

Step 1 Create random parent population with population size n. 

Step 2 Apply crossover and mutation operators to the parent population to create 

offspring population with population size n. Repair methods are employed 

after every crossover and mutation to keep the task assignment chromosome 

feasible. 

Step 3 Add up the offspring population with parent population to make a combined 

population of size 2n. 

Step 4 Obtain the fitness of the combined population. The fitness is calculated based 

on the information on both of the chromosomes of each individual.  

Step 5 The combined population is first divided into layers based on different cycle 

times. On a layer, non-dominated relations are identified, and dominated 

solutions are ruled out. 

Step 6 To form the new generation, individuals on the top layer first get selected, 

and so on and so forth until the new generation reaches the population size n. 

In the case that there is not enough individuals to form a generation, solutions 

in the combined population are randomly selected until a generation is 

fulfilled. 

Step 7 The procedure is terminated if generations reach a certain amount. Otherwise, 

go to step 2. 
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Figure 7-2. The overall procedure of the developed GA with two chromosomes 

7.3 Results 

The studied case has been taken from the literature, Tonge problem [102]. In the reference, 

there are a series of cases with specified precedence relations and task information. Among all 

the cases, the Tonge problem is selected for the work in this chapter because of its complexity 

regarding the precedence graph. In the reference, a measure, namely Order Strength, is 

defined to measure the complexity of a problem. The Tonge problem has an OS of 0.594, 

which is one of the highest OS index values in the literature.  

To demonstrate the GA developed in this chapter for ALWABP, the original Tonge problem 

was extended with additional production information. The precedence relations are kept the 

same as attached in Appendix A: Benchmark Cases. Compared to the original problem, tasks 

become more complex featuring two different labour groups. These two labour groups have 

different levels of performing tasks, so the task times vary between labour groups (see Table 

7-2). Thus the inputs required for optimisations are precedence relations and task times 

specified for labour groups. For the hypothetical problem, the productivity required by the 

customer demand is 1000 products in 380,000 units of time, which is 380 units of time to 

produce each product unit. 

To demonstrate the adaptivity of solutions generated by the developed GA in this chapter, two 

scenarios are designed for different production periods in the life cycle of a production line. 

In the first scenario, a new line requiring two labour groups is to be designed with no 

constraints from previous configurations. In the second scenario, the line has existing 

configurations (shown in Table 7-3) which does not require any labour. The existing 

configuration needs to adapt to a new configuration to match the same customer demand for 

1000 productions in 380,000 units of time, where two labour groups are involved. In 

summary, the precedence relations and task times for the two labour groups are the same for 

the two scenarios, while the only difference is there is an existing configuration for the 
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optimisation to take into account in the second scenario. Regarding the settings of the 

developed GA for the two scenarios, only the first three objectives are set for the optimisation 

in the first scenario. In the second scenario, the difference between the existing configuration 

and the new configuration is to be minimised and consequently the fourth objective is 

introduced in the experiments. 

Table 7-2. Task times for two labour groups 

Task Task time 

for Labour 

Group 1 

Task time 

for Labour 

Group 2 

Task Task time 

for Labour 

Group 1 

Task time 

for Labour 

Group 2 

1 17 17 36 60 40 

2 66 67 37 2 2 

3 64 54 38 1 1 

4 63 52 39 6 3 

5 6 6 40 13 13 

6 79 88 41 15 16 

7 9 21 42 20 25 

8 129 128 43 28 21 

9 52 68 44 46 43 

10 61 70 45 33 30 

11 91 87 46 69 83 

12 26 21 47 77 81 

13 133 134 48 61 61 

14 143 135 49 37 59 

15 92 94 50 35 43 

16 74 90 51 7 11 

17 49 50 52 43 26 

18 153 150 53 38 44 

19 12 19 54 122 121 

20 46 53 55 12 38 

21 40 55 56 60 68 

22 38 42 57 24 22 

23 75 73 58 7 7 

24 18 12 59 7 16 

25 148 161 60 32 32 

26 30 42 61 21 25 

27 39 45 62 28 27 

28 80 74 63 161 156 

29 17 26 64 32 28 

30 11 11 65 12 15 

31 16 31 66 10 26 

32 42 50 67 12 14 

33 92 102 68 58 72 

34 43 46 69 48 23 

35 23 35 70 35 27 
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Table 7-3. The configuration of the exiting production system 

Task assignments in the existing configuration 

[1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 5, 5, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 5, 5, 7, 7, 

8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 7, 7, 7, 8, 9, 9, 10, 9, 9, 8, 9, 10, 10, 4, 8, 10, 10, 8, 7, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 10, 

10, 5] 

 

The optimisation results for the two scenarios are shown in Table 7-4 to Table 7-9. It is clear 

that the developed two-chromosome GA works in both scenarios: designing for a new line 

and adapting an existing line. In the first scenario, there are three objectives for the 

optimisation, while there are four objectives in the second scenario. In Table 7-4 and Table 

7-7, the results listed are the ones picked by NSGA-II from all individual solutions according 

to the Pareto fronts. It is clear that in both scenarios, there are numerous solutions generated 

that satisfy the customer demand, which allows the maximum system cycle time as 380 units 

of time.  

In Table 7-4 and Table 7-7, both the minimum system cycle time and the minimum 

utilisation deviation happen to take place with the same solution. This is not a random 

coincidence because utilisation deviation describes how equally tasks are assigned among 

workstations. The more equally tasks are assigned, the less workload every workstation takes, 

and therefore the smaller system cycle time gets. If minimised system cycle times and 

balanced lines are the priority of the decision-making, then the solution with the minimum 

system cycle time and the minimum utilisation deviation is the best choice. But if the decision 

priority is different, then the solutions with the optimal values regarding other objectives are 

also provided as highlighted in Table 7-4 and Table 7-7. For example, if the similarity of the 

adapted line shares with the existing configuration is of the highest interest, then the solution 

with system cycle time of 378 is the best choice.  

In Table 7-5 and Table 7-8, a small fraction of the Pareto fronts of solutions with specified 

system cycle time are exhibited. These two tables show that there are numerous solutions 

generated in the optimisation even with the same system cycle time. The developed GA is 

capable of distinguishing different solutions according to Pareto fronts.  
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A fact that can be observed from Table 7-4, Table 7-5, Table 7-7 and Table 7-8 is that the 

objective, relatedness does not change as much as other objectives for various different 

solutions. Even when the fitness values vary, the differences are very small. This fact is 

consistent in both scenarios as shown in Table 7-4, Table 7-5, Table 7-7 and Table 7-8. It is 

clear that in this situation, this objective is not a good measure to differentiate solutions. This 

explains why there is no following work after [71] referring to this objective although the idea 

behind it is reasonable.  

Table 7-4. Results for the first scenario 

System cycle time Fitness results 

(in the format of [system cycle time, utilisation deviation, relatedness]) 

345 [[345.0, 0.6, 0.1695]] 

346 [[346.0, 1.04, 0.1695]] 

347 [[347.0, 1.5, 0.1695]] 

348 [[348.0, 1.76, 0.1695]] 

349 [[349.0, 1.6, 0.1695]] 

350 [[350.0, 1.4, 0.1695]] 

351 [[351.0, 1.44, 0.1695]] 

352 [[352.0, 2.28, 0.1695]] 

353 [[353.0, 2.38, 0.1695]] 

354 [[354.0, 1.8, 0.1695]] 

355 [[355.0, 3.16, 0.1695]] 

356 [[356.0, 3.68, 0.1695]] 

357 [[357.0, 3.52, 0.1695]] 

358 [[358.0, 2.96, 0.1695]] 

359 [[359.0, 2.0, 0.1695]] 

360 [[360.0, 2.9, 0.1695]] 

361 [[361.0, 3.12, 0.1695]] 

362 [[362.0, 3.34, 0.1695]] 

363 [[363.0, 5.14, 0.1695]] 

364 [[364.0, 5.28, 0.1695]] 

365 [[365.0, 4.38, 0.1695]] 

366 [[366.0, 2.84, 0.1695]] 

367 [[367.0, 5.12, 0.1695]] 

368 [[368.0, 4.96, 0.1695]] 

369 [[369.0, 3.24, 0.1695]] 

370 [[370.0, 4.84, 0.1695]] 

371 [[371.0, 4.08, 0.1695]] 

372 [[372.0, 3.6, 0.1695]] 

373 [[373.0, 2.7, 0.1695]] 

374 [[374.0, 3.2, 0.1695]] 

375 [[375.0, 3.62, 0.1695]] 

376 [[376.0, 4.08, 0.1695]] 

377 [[377.0, 2.1, 0.1695]] 

378 [[378.0, 2.9, 0.1695]] 

379 [[379.0, 3.72, 0.1695]] 
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Table 7-5. Pareto fronts of results for the first scenario 

System cycle time Fitness results 

(in the format of [system cycle time, utilisation deviation, 

relatedness]) 

345 [[345.0, 0.6, 0.1695]] 

[[345.0, 0.64, 0.1695]] 

[[345.0, 0.8, 0.1695]] 

350 [[350.0, 1.4, 0.1695]] 

[[350.0, 2.16, 0.1695]] 

[[350.0, 4.0, 0.1639], [350.0, 5.96, 0.1695], [350.0, 4.52, 0.1667]] 

355 [[355.0, 3.16, 0.1695]] 

[[355.0, 4.46, 0.1695], [355.0, 4.52, 0.1724]] 

[[355.0, 3.2, 0.1639], [355.0, 4.0, 0.1667], [355.0, 5.5, 0.1695]] 

360 [[360.0, 2.9, 0.1695]] 

[[360.0, 5.9, 0.1695], [360.0, 4.42, 0.1667]] 

[[360.0, 4.14, 0.1639], [360.0, 9.1, 0.1695], [360.0, 7.72, 0.1667]] 

365 [[365.0, 4.38, 0.1695]] 

[[365.0, 7.84, 0.1695], [365.0, 5.48, 0.1667]] 

[[365.0, 6.2, 0.1613], [365.0, 11.2, 0.1695], [365.0, 10.4, 0.1667]] 

 

Table 7-6. Individual solutions from the first scenario 

Fitness results 

(in the format of 

[system cycle time, 

utilisation deviation, 

relatedness]) 

Task assignment 

chromosome 

Workforce 

assignment 

chromosome 

Workforce 

occurrence 

[number of 

tasks assigned 

to group 1, 

number of 

tasks assigned 

to group 2] 

[345.0, 0.6, 0.1695] [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 

3, 10, 2, 6, 6, 9, 9, 3, 7, 

3, 5, 5, 8, 5, 1, 5, 4, 3, 

7, 4, 2, 4, 10, 2, 4, 7, 9, 

9, 4, 6, 10, 1, 10, 9, 8, 

4, 3, 9, 8, 8, 10, 9, 7, 3, 

8, 7, 2, 5, 6, 8, 4, 6, 7, 

4, 6, 10, 8, 9, 10, 1, 

[1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 

2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 

1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 

1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2] 

[38, 32] 
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10] 

[350.0, 4.0, 0.1639] [1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 

3, 10, 2, 6, 6, 9, 9, 3, 7, 

3, 5, 5, 7, 5, 1, 5, 4, 3, 

4, 7, 2, 7, 10, 1, 1, 1, 8, 

3, 4, 1, 9, 1, 2, 9, 8, 4, 

3, 9, 8, 8, 10, 7, 8, 3, 8, 

2, 7, 5, 6, 10, 4, 7, 6, 4, 

6, 10, 10, 10, 10, 9, 

10] 

[1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 

2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 

1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 

1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1] 

[42, 28] 

[364.0, 4.24, 0.1667] [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 

2, 2, 2, 7, 4, 4, 4, 7, 3, 

3, 3, 5, 9, 3, 3, 6, 6, 6, 

7, 6, 1, 5, 5, 5, 8, 7, 4, 

8, 5, 8, 10, 1, 6, 8, 8, 

10, 8, 5, 6, 5, 10, 7, 3, 

8, 8, 7, 10, 9, 1, 9, 9, 9, 

9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 

10, 10] 

[2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 

1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 

2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 

2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2] 

[33, 37] 

[374.0, 8.52, 0.1613] [2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 

1, 2, 3, 6, 3, 1, 1, 1, 5, 

6, 5, 5, 7, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 

4, 4, 4, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 2, 

1, 8, 2, 8, 2, 9, 6, 7, 7, 

7, 9, 7, 10, 9, 8, 8, 8, 8, 

8, 8, 8, 8, 5, 10, 8, 10, 

9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 

10] 

[2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 

2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 

1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 

2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 

1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 

1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 

1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2] 

[33, 37] 

 

Table 7-7. Results for the second scenario 

System cycle time Fitness results 

(in the format of [system cycle time, utilisation deviation, 

relatedness, MSF]) 

338 [[338.0, 0.6, 0.1587, 0.2482]] 

339 [[339.0, 1.3, 0.1562, 0.2474]] 

340 [[340.0, 1.2, 0.1562, 0.2515]] 

341 [[341.0, 1.44, 0.1562, 0.2483], [341.0, 1.96, 0.1587, 0.238]] 

342 [[342.0, 1.52, 0.1587, 0.238], [342.0, 2.4, 0.1587, 0.2672]] 

343 [[343.0, 1.68, 0.1587, 0.2711]] 

344 [[344.0, 2.28, 0.1587, 0.2748], [344.0, 2.2, 0.1587, 0.2548], [344.0, 

1.96, 0.1587, 0.2444]] 

345 [[345.0, 2.48, 0.1587, 0.2548]] 

346 [[346.0, 1.4, 0.1587, 0.2548]] 

347 [[347.0, 1.74, 0.1587, 0.263]] 

348 [[348.0, 1.6, 0.1587, 0.263], [348.0, 2.9, 0.1587, 0.2741]] 

349 [[349.0, 3.64, 0.1613, 0.2892], [349.0, 2.0, 0.1587, 0.2566], [349.0, 

3.2, 0.1587, 0.2652], [349.0, 3.48, 0.1587, 0.2744]] 

350 [[350.0, 2.32, 0.1587, 0.2711]] 

351 [[351.0, 2.96, 0.1587, 0.2784]] 

352 [[352.0, 4.16, 0.1587, 0.2598], [352.0, 3.12, 0.1587, 0.2582], [352.0, 

2.6, 0.1587, 0.2534]] 

353 [[353.0, 2.68, 0.1587, 0.2616]] 
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354 [[354.0, 3.0, 0.1562, 0.2566], [354.0, 3.88, 0.1613, 0.2639]] 

355 [[355.0, 2.72, 0.1587, 0.2711], [355.0, 2.68, 0.1587, 0.2548]] 

356 [[356.0, 3.5, 0.1587, 0.2437]] 

357 [[357.0, 4.48, 0.1587, 0.2743], [357.0, 4.7, 0.1639, 0.2837], [357.0, 

5.8, 0.1587, 0.2991]] 

358 [[358.0, 3.34, 0.1587, 0.2648]] 

359 [[359.0, 3.9, 0.1613, 0.3652], [359.0, 3.48, 0.1587, 0.2917]] 

360 [[360.0, 3.0, 0.1613, 0.2743]] 

361 [[361.0, 5.0, 0.1587, 0.2715], [361.0, 6.3, 0.1587, 0.3226], [361.0, 

6.1, 0.1587, 0.2878]] 

362 [[362.0, 3.68, 0.1587, 0.2917]] 

363 [[363.0, 4.4, 0.1587, 0.2832], [363.0, 2.88, 0.1613, 0.2744]] 

364 [[364.0, 3.24, 0.1613, 0.2847], [364.0, 3.6, 0.1639, 0.2579]] 

365 [[365.0, 4.8, 0.1639, 0.2835], [365.0, 3.84, 0.1613, 0.2766]] 

366 [[366.0, 4.8, 0.1587, 0.2773], [366.0, 4.12, 0.1587, 0.27]] 

367 [[367.0, 3.48, 0.1613, 0.3214]] 

368 [[368.0, 3.08, 0.1639, 0.2541]] 

369 [[369.0, 5.4, 0.1613, 0.2643], [369.0, 3.14, 0.1587, 0.2601]] 

370 [[370.0, 3.36, 0.1639, 0.3522]] 

371 [[371.0, 4.02, 0.1639, 0.2835], [371.0, 4.04, 0.1613, 0.3816]] 

372 [[372.0, 2.32, 0.1639, 0.3285]] 

373 [[373.0, 3.44, 0.1587, 0.2808]] 

374 [[374.0, 3.88, 0.1613, 0.3857]] 

375 [[375.0, 6.0, 0.1587, 0.2803], [375.0, 5.96, 0.1587, 0.2778], [375.0, 

4.6, 0.1639, 0.2662], [375.0, 6.5, 0.1587, 0.379]] 

376 [[376.0, 6.12, 0.1613, 0.3767], [376.0, 4.0, 0.1639, 0.3663]] 

377 [[377.0, 5.4, 0.1587, 0.2817], [377.0, 3.2, 0.1613, 0.2799]] 

378 [[378.0, 3.84, 0.1639, 0.4021]] 

379 [[379.0, 2.72, 0.1613, 0.3357]] 

 

Table 7-8. Pareto fronts of results for the second scenario 

System cycle time Fitness results 

(in the format of [system cycle time, utilisation deviation, 

relatedness]) 

338 [[338.0, 0.6, 0.1587, 0.2482]] 

[[338.0, 1.16, 0.1587, 0.2482]] 

[[338.0, 3.98, 0.1587, 0.2514], [338.0, 1.68, 0.1587, 0.2482], [338.0, 

1.3, 0.1587, 0.2387], [338.0, 0.42, 0.1587, 0.2378]] 

344 [[344.0, 2.28, 0.1587, 0.2748], [344.0, 2.2, 0.1587, 0.2548], [344.0, 

1.96, 0.1587, 0.2444]] 

[[344.0, 2.8, 0.1562, 0.2192], [344.0, 2.88, 0.1587, 0.2371], [344.0, 

3.28, 0.1587, 0.2412], [344.0, 4.12, 0.1562, 0.2499]] 

[[344.0, 4.9, 0.1562, 0.202], [344.0, 3.3, 0.1562, 0.1924], [344.0, 4.8, 

0.1587, 0.1957]] 

350 [[350.0, 2.32, 0.1587, 0.2711]] 

[[350.0, 3.52, 0.1587, 0.268], [350.0, 3.48, 0.1587, 0.2582], [350.0, 

4.1, 0.1613, 0.2757]] 

[[350.0, 3.1, 0.1587, 0.2033], [350.0, 3.6, 0.1587, 0.2134], [350.0, 
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4.2, 0.1587, 0.2251], [350.0, 4.16, 0.1587, 0.2212], [350.0, 4.36, 

0.1613, 0.2237], [350.0, 6.12, 0.1613, 0.2258], [350.0, 4.42, 0.1587, 

0.2388], [350.0, 7.1, 0.1587, 0.2444], [350.0, 7.42, 0.1587, 0.2664], 

[350.0, 5.88, 0.1587, 0.2435]] 

355 [[355.0, 2.72, 0.1587, 0.2711], [355.0, 2.68, 0.1587, 0.2548]] 

[[355.0, 4.72, 0.1587, 0.2389], [355.0, 4.56, 0.1613, 0.232], [355.0, 

4.58, 0.1587, 0.2355], [355.0, 4.5, 0.1587, 0.2294], [355.0, 3.02, 

0.1562, 0.2243], [355.0, 5.28, 0.1587, 0.2661], [355.0, 5.6, 0.1587, 

0.268], [355.0, 7.2, 0.1587, 0.2722]] 

[[355.0, 5.66, 0.1587, 0.2228], [355.0, 4.3, 0.1562, 0.1856], [355.0, 

4.6, 0.1587, 0.2048], [355.0, 5.6, 0.1613, 0.2169], [355.0, 4.9, 

0.1562, 0.2253], [355.0, 5.64, 0.1562, 0.2307], [355.0, 7.4, 0.1587, 

0.2353], [355.0, 9.2, 0.1587, 0.2596], [355.0, 7.64, 0.1587, 0.2473], 

[355.0, 6.08, 0.1587, 0.2305], [355.0, 6.28, 0.1613, 0.2236]] 

360 [[360.0, 3.0, 0.1613, 0.2743]] 

[[360.0, 6.4, 0.1613, 0.2428], [360.0, 6.34, 0.1587, 0.2349], [360.0, 

6.68, 0.1587, 0.297], [360.0, 6.5, 0.1587, 0.2607], [360.0, 3.2, 

0.1639, 0.2254], [360.0, 3.4, 0.1587, 0.2302], [360.0, 4.2, 0.1587, 

0.2317]] 

[[360.0, 8.1, 0.1613, 0.2416], [360.0, 9.04, 0.1613, 0.2688], [360.0, 

9.2, 0.1587, 0.2773], [360.0, 8.8, 0.1587, 0.2739], [360.0, 9.08, 

0.1587, 0.2753], [360.0, 6.44, 0.1587, 0.2313], [360.0, 7.0, 0.1587, 

0.2332], [360.0, 4.92, 0.1587, 0.2234], [360.0, 1.62, 0.1667, 0.2085], 

[360.0, 5.48, 0.1587, 0.2267], [360.0, 4.72, 0.1587, 0.2161]] 

365 [[365.0, 4.8, 0.1639, 0.2835], [365.0, 3.84, 0.1613, 0.2766]] 

[[365.0, 2.84, 0.1587, 0.2622], [365.0, 4.8, 0.1613, 0.2748], [365.0, 

4.48, 0.1587, 0.2767]] 

[[365.0, 2.74, 0.1587, 0.2413], [365.0, 4.6, 0.1613, 0.2389], [365.0, 

5.7, 0.1587, 0.2615], [365.0, 5.72, 0.1587, 0.2661]] 

 

Table 7-9. Individual solutions from the second scenario 

Fitness results 

(in the format of 

[system cycle time, 

utilisation deviation, 

relatedness]) 

Task assignment 

chromosome 

Workforce 

assignment 

chromosome 

Workforce 

occurrence 

[number of 

tasks assigned 

to group 1, 

number of 

tasks assigned 

to group 2] 

[338.0, 1.16, 0.1587, 

0.2482] 

[1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 

2, 6, 4, 4, 10, 5, 9, 1, 5, 

9, 3, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 6, 7, 

3, 5, 7, 5, 7, 9, 8, 7, 6, 

[2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 

2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 

2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 

[47, 23] 
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4, 1, 4, 8, 8, 8, 3, 6, 6, 

8, 1, 6, 5, 6, 8, 10, 8, 9, 

10, 8, 4, 8, 7, 10, 10, 7, 

7, 9, 8, 8, 2, 10, 8, 10] 

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1] 

[344.0, 3.3, 0.1562, 

0.1924] 

[1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 

8, 6, 4, 4, 10, 5, 9, 1, 5, 

9, 3, 4, 4, 4, 8, 3, 6, 7, 

3, 6, 4, 3, 7, 9, 2, 7, 6, 

8, 8, 2, 3, 8, 8, 6, 6, 10, 

8, 1, 5, 6, 5, 9, 7, 8, 9, 

10, 8, 4, 2, 9, 10, 10, 7, 

7, 6, 8, 8, 6, 10, 2, 10] 

[2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 

2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 

2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 

2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1] 

[44, 26] 

[349.0, 1.56, 0.1562, 

0.1619] 

[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 8, 

8, 6, 4, 4, 10, 5, 9, 1, 5, 

4, 3, 4, 4, 2, 9, 3, 6, 7, 

3, 6, 8, 4, 7, 9, 8, 7, 6, 

3, 4, 6, 4, 7, 3, 6, 6, 10, 

8, 1, 5, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

8, 8, 4, 10, 4, 10, 10, 7, 

7, 6, 9, 10, 9, 10, 2, 

10] 

[2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 

2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 

2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1] 

[47, 23] 

[354.0, 2.84, 0.1562, 

0.1671] 

[1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4, 

8, 6, 3, 6, 10, 4, 1, 1, 5, 

3, 3, 3, 3, 9, 4, 3, 4, 1, 

4, 7, 4, 4, 1, 5, 8, 7, 6, 

7, 9, 5, 8, 9, 9, 6, 7, 7, 

9, 9, 5, 4, 5, 7, 1, 7, 7, 

7, 8, 10, 4, 6, 10, 7, 10, 

8, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 9, 

10] 

[2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 

2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 

2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 

1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2] 

[46, 24] 

In Table 7-6 and Table 7-9, four examples of individual solutions generated in the process of 

optimisations are displayed. It is clear that in addition to each task assigned to specific 

workstations, a certain labour group is assigned to a specific task. With specific labour group 

assigned to tasks and those tasks assigned to workstations, the solutions generated for 

ALWABP in this chapter relaxes the assumption in the literature where operators cannot 

move between workstations on the shop floor.  

The workforce occurrence columns in Table 7-6 and Table 7-9 show the number of tasks 

assigned to different labour groups. For example, [47, 23] in the first row of Table 7-9 means 

47 of total 70 tasks are assigned to labour group 1, while 23 other tasks are assigned to labour 

group 2. It can be seen in the shown examples, workforce occurrence in labour group 1 is 

bigger in most cases. If labour group 1 is more often required, then it is more likely that more 

operators from this group are required. This information is important as workforce resources 
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in different labour groups need to be coordinated according to the availabilities and 

flexibilities in real-world production problems. 

Based on results shown above, it is clear that developed the GA in this chapter is able to 

generate a map of solutions. There are different perspectives to make the final choice, such as 

the minimum system cycle time, the least modification required to adapt existing 

configurations, and the requirements for different labour groups. The final choice to pick a 

solution from this map of solutions will depend on the customer assessing corresponding 

CAPEX and OPEX and other considerations.  

7.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a GA is developed for a more realistic version of ALBP, ALWABP, which 

was introduced very recently compared to other ALBPs. Compared to previous chapters, 

workforce assignment as a complexity from the real-world is included in the optimisation 

processes in line with the aim and objectives of this project. The complexity of assigning both 

tasks and labour groups to workstations arise from the realistic situations in line balancing, 

where workforce capabilities and efficiencies vary a lot and human operators cannot be 

assumed to be equivalently skilled and experienced.  

Compared to previous work on ALWABP in the literature, two differences lie in the work in 

this chapter. Firstly, an assumption is relaxed regarding the movement of operators. In this 

chapter, operators are free to travel among workstations on the shop floor, which in contrast, 

is not allowed in the literature. This relaxation adds more complexity to the problem, but as 

noted previous, it has a significant advantage and is meaningful in allowing the possibility 

that operators can perform tasks regardless of the precedence constraints. Secondly, 

ALWABP is for the first time considered in an adaptive manner. The measure, MSF, is 

introduced to minimise the configuration changes between different production periods. In the 

result section, the proposed approach is examined in two scenarios to provide production 
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designs with multiple candidate solutions available for both new line and adaptive line 

configuration based on an existing configuration.  

The developed approach in this chapter further complete the Optimisation Module as 

described in Chapter 3. The core design problem, ALBP is studied with more realistic 

constraints and ALWABP solutions are optimised to have adaptivity in minimising 

configuration changes between production periods, which achieves the desired self-adaptivity 

in generating adaptive solutions in the Optimisation Module. Up to this chapter, the 

Simulation Module and the Optimisation Module have been established as proposed in 

Chapter 3. In the next chapter, the two modules are combined to form the complete decision 

system and provide integrated solutions for production design and planning. 
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Chapter 8 Simulation-Optimisation 

Decision System for integrated production 

design and planning 

In this chapter, optimisation and simulation are integrated to form the desired decision system 

as proposed in Chapter 3. The GA and adaptive simulation modelling developed in previous 

chapters for the Optimisation Module and the Simulation Module are combined to constitute 

the structure of the Simulation-Optimisation (S-O) decision system. With the integrated S-O 

decision system, the decision-making for production design and planning develops from 

solving single decision problems to multiple decision problems in the single decision-making 

process. The decision problems covered in this chapter are ALBP, WAP and BAP. In this 

chapter, first the configurations of optimisation algorithm and simulation models are 

introduced. Then the integrated decision system is explained regarding its data flows and 

functionalities. Finally, the decision system is applied to provide production design and 

planning for literature benchmark problems. 

8.1 Problem Statement 

As stated in Chapter 2, simulation and optimisation have been traditionally used separately 

for decision-making in production design and planning. But these two methods have different 

advantages and disadvantages that can lead to a partnership and form an integrated decision-

support tool to provide adaptive and intelligent decision-making for production design and 

planning. With optimisation providing generations of candidate solutions, simulation can take 

over generated solutions and realise the potential to formulate viable production designs. In 

turn, with the aid of simulation, optimisation has a more realistic environment to validate 
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generated solutions, and these solutions can be enriched with more operational details 

provided by simulation methods. 

Because of the deficiency in the literature for the study of S-O combinations in the focused 

field, the potential of a S-O framework has not been realised in terms of considering multiple 

decision problems simultaneously. As noted earlier, ALBP and line layout design problems, 

specifically WAP and BAP herein, have not been studied together in existing literature 

despite the interactions exist in between them. In this chapter, the possibility of a S-O 

framework to work on multiple decision problems as required in real-world productions is 

explored.  

8.2 S-O Decision System 

As stated in Chapter 3, a decision system consisting of three modules is proposed to provide 

integrated solutions for production design and planning. The three modules are the 

Optimisation Module, the Simulation Module, and the Information Module as shown in 

Figure 3-1. 

Two modules, the Optimisation Module and the Simulation Module, take active parts in the 

decision-making process in comparing possible parameters and therefore defining different 

configuration variables. While the Information Module does not take part in the decision-

making process in terms of generating design solutions or candidates for design variables, it is 

important in realising the functionalities in the Optimisation Module and the Simulation 

Module by collecting and transferring data and achieving automatic data flows. The 

optimisation results are transferred into formats required by simulations in the Information 

Module. For example, the Simulation Module requires different structures of data to identify 

task information, and more specific designations of the path of a part in the production system 

at different production stages. Furthermore, simulation results are collected by the 

Information Module to give an overall picture of different design candidates. 
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In the decision-making process, optimisation and simulation techniques are combined to solve 

a single combined assembly line balancing problem (ALBP), workforce assignment problem 

(WAP) and buffer allocation problem (BAP). The decision-making process in the S-O system 

consists of two parts: the optimisation and the simulation (see Figure 8-1), which are located 

in the Optimisation Module and the Simulation Module in the decision system (see Figure 

3-1) separately. In the Optimisation Module, a genetic algorithm (GA) initially defines the 

optimum number of system workstations, the system cycle time and the task assignment. In 

the Simulation Module, adaptive modelling is used to define the number of system operators 

and individual system buffer sizes. The combined approach exploits existing capabilities 

within DES for factory planning but adds enhanced capability to account for uncertainties 

around work force capabilities and their influence on process times. 

 
Figure 8-1. The decision-making process in the decision system 

The whole decision-making process in the proposed S-O system has a hierarchical structure 

as noted in Chapter 3, where the main production resource, the workstations, is estimated and 

then other resources, workforce and buffers, are allocated. This hierarchical structure, from 

‘hard factors’ to ‘soft factors’, is designed because of the different flexibilities associated with 

the different resources. That is to say, modifications associated with human operators and 

buffers are assumed to be easier (in terms of required time and cost) than modifications 

associated with workstations. 

For a complete running of the S-O decision system, the overall dataflow is shown in Figure 

8-2. At the beginning of the decision-making process, the only inputs are customer 

requirements and task information which includes task precedence relationships, cycle times 

for tasks and information associated with manual tasks. The customer demand together with 
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necessary production information are first sent to the Optimisation Module. The outputs from 

the Optimisation Module are the number of workstations, the system cycle time, task 

assignments and possible range of the number of operators. Each solution is distinguished by 

the task assignment. The range of operator quantity is calculated using Eq (8.1), where 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑏 is 

the number of workstations requiring operators.: 

 
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 = [

∑ 𝑡𝑘
𝑙
𝑘=1

𝑐𝑡
, 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑏] 

(8.1) 

Note that solutions for the same problem can have different  𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑏s as the task assignments are 

different, so one solution can have more 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑏 then another.  

All optimisation results and other production information are interpreted and transferred into 

input files for simulations by the Information Module (in Appendix E: Python Code for the 

Link between the Optimisation Module and the Simulation Module). All of these input files 

are sent to the Simulation Module, where simulation experiments are set up with possible 

quantities of operators and other production information. The Simulation Module runs 

multiple simulation runs with the given input files for each solution in the optimisation results 

with every value in the range of operator quantity. After the Simulation Module finishes the 

simulation experiments, for each simulation the specific number of operators and buffer size 

for each workstation is available together with simulation results including utilisation rates of 

resources and realised system cycle time. Therefore, solutions covering multiple decision 

variables are generated at the end of the decision-making process with the decision system. 

Usually, instead of a single one solution, a map of parallel solutions can satisfy the customer 

demand. The final choice will then depend on the user assessing the range of options 

considering both CAPEX and OPEX using the developed solution details. 
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Figure 8-2. Dataflows in the decision-making process 

8.3 Decision-making in the Optimisation Module 

8.3.1 The modified NSGA II for multi-objective optimisation 

In order to solve ALBP, the GA developed in Chapter 6 is used in this chapter for the 

Optimisation Module. In a real environment more than one objective needs to be addressed 

and, in many situations, multiple objectives in real systems can be conflicting. The assembly 

line balancing problem, as with many other industrial problems, is a trade-off between 

performance metrices and costs. Performance metrices are mainly related to productivities 

while costs are related to the resources required to complete the production. Better 

performance may naturally require higher cost while the objectives in industrial problems are 

usually maximising performance and minimising cost. For these conflicting objectives, 

optimisation of one objective may result in unacceptable outcomes for one or more of the 

other objectives. Multi objective problems do not have a single solution but will have a set of 

feasible solutions. The goal of multi-objective optimisation algorithms is to investigate this 

set of solutions (called a Pareto set) and search out the best solutions from it. The modified 

NSGA II developed in Chapter 6 is applied in this chapter for the overall procedure of the 
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GA. For the details of the original NSGA II and the modified NSGA II, readers are referred 

back to Chapter 6. 

8.3.2 Optimisation objectives 

Three objectives are to be optimised in the modified NSGA II algorithm. Two of them are 

minimising system cycle time and minimising utilisation deviations among workstations. In 

addition, a new objective firstly introduced and explained in detail in Chapter 6, stability 

index, is considered, which aims to allow the solutions to have the adaptivity in facing short-

term production changes and increase the insensitivity of line performance with respect to the 

possible variations of task times between individual operators. The three objectives are 

calculated as shown in Eq (8.2) - (8.4):  

 min (𝑓1) = 𝑐𝑡 (8.2) 

 
min (𝑓2) =

1

𝑛
∑ |𝑇𝑗 − �̅�|

𝑛

𝑗=1
 

(8.3) 

 
min (𝑓3) = 𝜇 = ∑ (𝑐𝑡𝑐𝑑 − 𝑇𝑗)

𝑛

𝑗=1
  

(8.4) 

8.3.3 Encoding & decoding 

A workstation-oriented representation is used for chromosome encoding. Where the length of 

every chromosome equals to the number of tasks to be completed on the line and each 

chromosome. Gene represents the workstation the task is assigned to. This makes decoding 

very straightforward as the genes explicitly represent the task assignments and thus the 

construction of a production plan is a direct and single step. 

8.3.4 Genetic operators 

To create initial populations a compound initialisation method is applied to gather 

chromosomes generated by two different methods, structural mapping (SM) and seeding to 

generate initial populations. The heuristic structural crossover (HSX) method proposed in 
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[68] is used for crossover operations. Additionally, a Creep mutation operator (CM) and a 

compound repair method and self-calibration method are separately used for mutation and 

repair operations of chromosomes. For more details of the mentioned operators, the reader is 

referred back to chapter 5. 

8.4 Decision-making in the Simulation Module 

8.4.1 Simulation model generation and execution 

In order to examine BAP and WAP, the Simulation Module developed in Chapter 4 with the 

applications of the DES is used. The Simulation Module has two important characteristics: 

the ability to generate the simulation models quickly for complex production lines, (example 

model in Figure 8-3), and the ability to automatically execute simulation runs with variants of 

input variables and uncertainties. In the Simulation Module, macros have been developed to 

mimic the operations in the GUI to achieve adaptive modelling. These macros can read in 

information, generate simulation models, run simulations and output simulation results in an 

automatic and adaptive manner. For more details of the Simulation Module and the 

functionalities, readers are referred back to Chapter 4. 

8.4.2 Description of the simulation model 

In the simulation model, a production line consists of basic production elements: source, sink, 

workstations, buffers and human operators (see Figure 8-3). The line is asynchronous, that is 

blockage and starvation are possible in the progress of a production simulation. Simulations 

are created such that the source is never starved (assuming there is always raw material input 

available at the source), and the sink is never blocked (finished parts leave the production line 

and there is always storage space for the finish parts). The raw parts come into this PUSH 

system at a regular interval which is the theoretical system cycle time given by the 

Optimisation Module. For the workstations, a part only leaves the workstation when the 

required operator arrives and finishes a certain task time. Otherwise the part waits on the 
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workstation until any operator is available. Once the task is complete, a part leaves the 

workstation and is stored on the subsequent buffer. Parts are temporarily stored in the buffers 

awaiting their turn to be executed on the next workstation in the assigned procedure. At the 

beginning of simulation runs, buffer sizes are set to be infinite.  

 

Figure 8-3. Example of simulation model 

8.5 Results 

8.5.1 Case study 

The decision-making process performed by the proposed S-O system is demonstrated with a 

hypothetical problem. The benchmark problem used here is the Tonge problem, and 

precedence relations, task time information and operator-related information are the same as 

in Chapter 6.  

For the hypothetical problem, the productivity required by the customer demand is 1000 

products in 380,000 units of time, which is 380 units of time to produce each product unit. 

The desired S-O system output includes task assignments, operator assignments and buffer 

allocations. 

Initially the S-O system is provided with the precedence graph and the task time information. 

The Optimisation Module first gives a map of potential solutions (see Figure 8-4). The map 

of potential solutions comprises three metrics of fitness: system cycle time, utilisation 

deviation and stability index. The Optimisation Module generated a large number of potential 

solutions which appear to satisfy the demand. However, these solutions do not consider 

detailed labour assignments or buffer allocations. Thus these solutions are then further refined 

and completed in the Simulation Module.  
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Figure 8-4. A map of potential solutions 

The map of potential solutions is then transferred into the Simulation Module for models to be 

built and the simulation studies ran. The Simulation Module considers human operator 

movement (shuttling effects) and through the processes outlined in Chapter 4 simulations are 

used to define the labour quantity and buffer sizes required to meet the desired production 

rate.  

Table 8-1 presents a select output of solutions from the Simulation Module. The presented 

solutions are only as subset of the solutions generated by the Optimisation Module, and 

selected to demonstrate the range of viable solutions to the problem. Examining Table 8-1 it 

is clear that different solutions can satisfy the desired production rate with different resource 

combinations (labour quantities and buffer sizes). From Table 8-1, we can also clearly see 

that the theoretical system cycle time is usually smaller than the realised system cycle time 

defined by the simulation runs. This is a result of the inclusion of the greater process detail 

represented in the simulations (i.e. individual operator resources and their movement, and the 

use of individual part modelling and buffers between workstations). 
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Table 8-1. Simulation results of a few solutions 

Theoretical 

system cycle 

time 

Realised 

system cycle 

time 

Number of 

Operator 

Average 

labour 

utilisation 

Average 

workstation 

utilisation 

Buffer size 

352 365.52 9 0.29 0.98 130 

358 363.26 8 0.32 0.98 70 

363 366.67 7 0.36 0.97 70 

370 376.07 8 0.32 0.94 80 

In order to further examine the operation of the Simulation Module and the impact of the 

additional process detail (i.e. setup effects, labour resources) it is possible to extract and 

examine groups of simulation results which have led to the individual solutions proposed in 

Table 8-1. Thus Table 8-2 presents the output from the completed simulations undertaken by 

the Simulation Module considering the GA solution with a system cycle time of 352 units of 

time. This particular GA solution has a task assignment such that there is at least one manual 

task at each workstation. The Simulation Module has completed eight runs with the labour 

quantity ranging from 3 to 10. In Table 8-2, we can see that the configuration needs at least 7 

operators to satisfy the desired demand. When the model is run with fewer than 7 operators, 

the system cycle time increases and the productivity decreases dramatically, Figure 8-5. With 

7 or more operators, the system cycle time and workstation utilisation stabilise. Increasing the 

number of operators further decreases operator utilisation. Thus, although all then workstation 

is equipped with a dedicated operator, it is clear that with 9 operators there is appropriate time 

gaps between manual tasks for operator movement without effecting the overall productivity. 

It is also worth noting that the buffer at the beginning of the line is large for poor performing 

solutions. This is a result of the source simply pushing part materials into the system at a 

regular interval. The requirement for a large buffer at the beginning of the line indicates that 

the achieved production rate is below the desired production rate and thus below the input of 

part material to the line. 

Running to Table 8-1 it is worth noting that a number of the solutions achieve the desired 

production rate. The solutions have different workstation task assignments, buffer sizes and 

labour quantities. The differing details result in different resource utilisation. However, rather 

than only selecting a single solution the Simulation Module outputs all the viable solutions 
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which meet the production rate. The final choice will then depend on the user assessing the 

range of options considering both CAPEX and OPEX using the developed solution details.  

Table 8-2. Detailed simulation results of a solution 

Number 

of 

Operator 

Realised 

system cycle 

time 

Average 

workstation 

utilisation 

Average operator 

utilisation 

Buffer sizes 

3 619.71 0.66 0.90 [182, 149, 7, 5, 13, 

20, 23, 16, 28, 86] 

4 485.51 0.80 0.75 [118, 81, 11, 10, 

12, 14, 23, 16, 26, 

73] 

5 416.07 0.88 0.59 [65, 49, 8, 10, 12, 

14, 23, 16, 22, 37] 

6 390.67 0.94 0.48 [39, 20, 8, 10, 12, 

14, 16, 16, 22, 37] 

7 374.07 0.96 0.39 [15, 20, 9, 15, 17, 

14, 16, 16, 20, 19] 

8 370.13 0.97 0.33 [5, 9, 13, 18, 17, 

14, 16, 16, 20, 19] 

9 365.52 0.98 0.29 [5, 7, 5, 9, 12, 14, 

23, 16, 20, 19] 

10 365.52 0.98 0.26 [5, 7, 5, 9, 12, 14, 

16, 16, 20, 19] 
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Figure 8-5. Operator quantity effects on system cycle time 

 
Figure 8-6. Operator quantity effects on average workstation utilisation and labour utilisation 

 

It is also possible to use the simulation results to explore the ‘ramp-up’ or ‘warm-up’ time for 

individual solutions. In Figure 8-7, we can see for the same solution (cycle time of 352 units 

of time, Table 8-1) the achieved system cycle time versus the number of products produced. 

Obviously, the realised system cycle time at the beginning of production is much greater than 

achieved after reaching the stable production phase. It is clear that when producing for fewer 

than 600 products, the ‘ramp-up’ effect should not be ignored, and the realised system cycle 

time is far from the theoretical system cycle time proposed with the initial GA optimisation 

step. This fact indicates the production of 1000 parts is a reasonable production length, which 

is the selected production length in the simulations, where the production reaches the stable 

phase. 
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Figure 8-7. Ramp-up effects on productivity 

8.6 Conclusions 

Confronted with the ever-changing global market, intelligent and self-adapting methods for 

production planning are required for continuous adaption to evolving products and customer 

requirements. Despite the need for more intelligent methods, in operational research, 

simulation and optimisation have been traditionally considered as separate approaches. It has 

been found that assembly optimisations research using DES rarely perform optimisation 

simultaneously, while optimisation approaches commonly use simulation to study particular 

problems. The proposed approach clearly fills this gap in the literature. The proposed 

approach uses a simulation-optimisation combined structure, which solves the disadvantages 

of using either simulation or optimisation alone. The optimisation removes the need for 

contriving design solutions from analysts for simulation inputs. At the same time, more than 

validating design solutions, simulation enables the consideration of additional operational 

details to finalise designs. As demonstrated in section 8.5, the Simulation Module is able to 

give more realistic system cycle times and differentiate possible operator quantities. 

Additionally, to support the manufacturing enterprise with the required accuracy, ideally the 

gap between provided design solutions and realistic ones should be minimised. Thus methods 

for production planning are desirable to provide solutions considering several aspects of a 
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production line simultaneously and realistic operational details in a real environment. It is 

clear that, when considering line balancing for production lines where manual tasks are 

involved, ALBP, BAP and WAP are three fundamental challenges. However, these three 

fundamental problems are rarely studied simultaneously in the literature. This work therefore 

addresses the need for more effective provision for the uncertainties around ‘actual or 

assumed’ labour times, and the provision of a more realistic and integrated solution set for 

ALBP, WAP and BAP. 

The proposed approach covers the identified gap in the literature, and consequently shows it 

is critical to involve all of ALBP, BAP and WAP in the decision-making process. It is only 

when they are considered simultaneously, their interactions become obvious and 

underestimated or overestimated resource usage can be avoided. As shown in section 8.5, 

while the theoretical range of operator quantity is 3 to 10, 3 to 6 operators will lead to delayed 

production and missed customer’s demand. Also 10 operators are more than enough and lead 

to operator redundancy. Redundant operators adds on additional cost and lowers operator 

utilisations without increasing production rate. 

Up to the end of this chapter, the decision system as described in Chapter 3 is fully developed 

regarding both the individual module developments and the integrated system. In this chapter, 

the integrated system is demonstrated with a case problem to require minimum interventions 

of experts and inputs and output maximum outcomes with design candidates and their 

simulated performances. The adaptivity in modules, which is the adaptive modelling in the 

Simulation Module and adaptive solution generation in the Optimisation Module, is combined 

to form the integrated decision system. The adaptivity in different modules and therefore the 

integrated decision system minimises the effort required to generate and evaluate solutions for 

production design and planning.  
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Chapter 9 Industrial Case Study 

In addition to the literature-based validations which were used in the developmental stages of 

this work, a realistic case study was used to complete a final validatory exercise for the 

decision system. The complete decision-making process including optimisation and 

simulation was performed for the industrial case. Detailed solutions were provided at the end 

of the decision-making process, covering the number of workstations, task assignments and 

workforce assignments.  

9.1 Industrial case background 

The concept of a moving assembly line for aircraft wing subassembly was used for this 

industrial case. For confidentiality reasons, specific process descriptions were not disclosed 

here and process times were normalised. All other aspects/ features of this line are provided 

reflecting a realistic representation of an aerospace assembly line. For the running of the 

decision system, data inputs from the industrial case consisted of the task information as 

shown in Table 9-1. Examples of the tasks are preparing sub-assemblies for assembly, 

metrology and product functional checks pre and post assembly, assembly tasks. This is based 

on the output from the methods engineering function which takes a new wing design and 

defines the build order for each of the parts in the structure. The number of workstations or 

operators is not known or provided. 

An additional feature exists in this realistic industrial case in that the assembly line follows 

the ‘one-in-one-out’ policy. This represents a significant increase in the complexity of the 

simulation model relative to previous validatory cases for traditional ALBPs. This policy 

indicates that a new raw part only comes into the assembly line when an existing part is 

finished and leaves the system, and thusly the work-in-process (WIP) is kept the same. 
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With the given input information, the stakeholder in this industrial case needs support to make 

decisions for production configuration parameters. According to the customer demand, 1000 

parts should be produced within a period of 800,000 minutes, and the same demand continues 

over consecutive production periods. In the assembly line, there are 86 tasks to be assigned to 

different workstations. The column of ‘successors’ in Table 9-1 indicates that those tasks 

must be performed after the current task is finished. The precedence relations are illustrated in 

Figure 9-1. The operator information was not included in the original data set. Thus, labour 

requirements for tasks are randomly generated such that some tasks require labour 

involvement while others do not. Such random generation is realised by randomly assigning 

‘1’s and ‘2’s to a string with the length of the number of tasks, where ‘1’ and ‘2’ indicate null 

operator requirement and valid operator requirement. In this case, the problem that this 

chapter focuses on, is a labour-involved assembly line balancing problem. Workstations 

require human operators where labour-involved tasks are present. In addition, the task time 

information varies in two production periods as reflected in task time columns in Figure 9-1. 

In the first period, a new line is to be designed and executed. In the second period, the 

existing line has to be adapted where a number of task times are shortened because of 

equipment upgrades. 

Table 9-1. Task information for the industrial case 

Task Task time in 

period 1 (sec) 

Task time in 

period 2 (sec) 

Successors Human 

operator 

requirement 

1 4950 4950 [31, 34] Y 

2 8415 8415 

[33, 37, 53, 59, 

60, 66, 69, 71, 

72, 73, 76, 79] Y 

3 1350 1350 [38] N 

4 1414 1414 [35] N 

5 8550 8550 [36] N 

6 3600 3600 [39] Y 

7 6750 6750 [40, 43, 46, 56] Y 

8 10800 10800 [42] Y 

9 1235 1235 [30, 32] N 

10 11700 11700 [41, 47, 49, 51, Y 
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54] 

11 12330 12330 [45] Y 

12 9135 9135 [48] Y 

13 12015 12015 [52] Y 

14 1212 1212 [55] Y 

15 7650 7650 [57] N 

16 10350 10350 [50] N 

17 1289 1289 [61] Y 

18 6615 6615 [70] Y 

19 5850 5850 [63] N 

20 14366 14366 [58] N 

21 11250 11250 [65, 67] N 

22 9450 9450 [61] Y 

23 7650 7650 [68] N 

24 8550 8550 [75, 78] Y 

25 11250 11250 [44] Y 

26 5850 5850 [64] N 

27 4365 4365 [62] N 

28 13320 8880 [77] N 

29 7515 7515 [74] N 

30 1294 1294 [] N 

31 3150 2100 [] N 

32 1468 1468 [] Y 

33 7200 7200 [] Y 

34 1350 1350 [] N 

35 7200 7200 [] Y 

36 7200 7200 [] Y 

37 7200 7200 [] N 

38 10350 10350 [] Y 

39 1350 1350 [] Y 

40 7200 7200 [] N 

41 1464 1464 [] N 

42 11250 11250 [] Y 

43 9000 9000 [] Y 

44 9000 9000 [] N 

45 4950 4950 [] Y 

46 11115 11115 [] N 

47 11250 11250 [] N 

48 1800 1800 [] N 

49 1800 1800 [] Y 

50 4365 4365 [] N 

51 7200 7200 [] Y 

52 4500 4500 [] N 

53 11250 11250 [] N 

54 7200 7200 [] N 

55 11700 11700 [] N 

56 1449 1449 

[80, 81, 82, 83, 

84, 86] N 

57 1800 1800 [] N 

58 11700 11700 [] N 

59 4950 4950 [] Y 

60 3150 3150 [] N 

61 7200 7200 [] Y 
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62 14207 14207 [] N 

63 13500 13500 [] Y 

64 12600 12600 [85] N 

65 2700 2700 [] N 

66 4950 4950 [] N 

67 9000 9000 [] Y 

68 8100 8100 [] N 

69 9000 9000 [] N 

70 2700 2700 [] Y 

71 9000 9000 [] N 

72 8100 8100 [] N 

73 8100 8100 [] N 

74 7335 7335 [] Y 

75 7200 7200 [] Y 

76 13500 13500 [] Y 

77 7335 4890 [] N 

78 7200 7200 [] Y 

79 13500 13500 [] Y 

80 12600 12600 [] Y 

81 11700 11700 [] Y 

82 1312 1312 [] N 

83 11250 11250 [] N 

84 4950 4950 [] Y 

85 9900 6600 [] N 

86 11250 11250 [] Y 
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Figure 9-1. Precedence graph of the industrial case 

9.2 Results 

The decision system which has been run in this chapter applies the GA developed in Chapter 

6 for the Optimisation Module and the Simulation Module as well as key functionalities 

presented in Chapter 3. The integrated decision system running has been explained in Chapter 

8. At the beginning of the decision-making process, the task information in Table 9-1 was fed 

into the decision system. First the Optimisation Module ran and consequently optimisation 

results were provided for two production periods, a fraction of which are shown in Table 9-2 

and Table 9-3 separately. Each solution in the optimisation results covers the number of 
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workstations, system cycle time, and task assignments. Note that for the optimisation results, 

the system cycle time is the theoretical value, which is defined by the maximum workload 

among all workstations. Realised system cycle time, however, is directly affected by the 

control strategy, the labour quantities, and the ramp-up effects in running a manufacturing 

system. 

Solutions differ in terms of fitness values. As shown in Table 9-2, the solution with 42300 

seconds has the minimum system cycle time and also the minimum utilisation deviation. The 

coincidence that the minimum system cycle time and the minimum utilisation deviation 

happen to the same solution is reasonable. For the same amount of workload, the best way to 

minimise the system cycle time is to distribute workloads among workstations as equally as 

possible. The more equally workloads are distributed among workstations, the smaller the 

utilisation deviation will be. Thus there is a good chance that the two minimum values take 

place simultaneously. Another fitness value shown in the table, the stability index, takes 

maximum values with multiple solutions. It indicates that those few solutions are equally 

stable in facing variations of task times. However, the solution with a cycle time of 42300 

seconds (as shown in the last row in Table 9-2) is considered the best solution as it has the 

minimum system cycle time and the minimum utilisation deviation while its stability index is 

no worse than any other solutions. Therefore, this solution is selected from all parallel 

solutions and executed for the assembly line for the first period of the production.  

Then in the second period of the production, the existing configuration is adapted as results 

are shown in Table 9-3. The outcome with 43200 seconds has the highest MSF among all 

solutions, which means that this solution shares the biggest similarity with the existing 

configuration and thusly requires the minimum number of modifications to adapt. But this 

solution is not the optimal solution if the customer wants the most stable configuration. As 

shown in Table 9-3, the solution with a system cycle time of 45807 seconds has the biggest 

stability index. If the customer wants to minimise system cycle time and the most balanced 
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workloads among workstations, the solution with system cycle time of 41985 is the best 

option as it has the minimum system cycle time and the minimum utilisation deviation. 

Table 9-2. Optimisation results of the industry case for the first period 

Number of 

workstations 

Fitness 

(in the format of [system cycle time, 

utilisation deviation, stability index]) 

Task assignment 

Theoretical 

system 

cycle time 

(sec) 

Utilisation 

deviation 

Stability 

index 

15 

46350 2286 62195 

[1, 1, 1, 4, 3, 2, 6, 2, 2, 3, 1, 4, 6, 1, 

5, 5, 2, 3, 1, 3, 4, 4, 2, 1, 4, 5, 3, 2, 

5, 10, 10, 7, 14, 7, 15, 15, 7, 12, 8, 

12, 15, 15, 15, 9, 10, 13, 9, 15, 7, 

15, 8, 12, 14, 9, 8, 6, 7, 10, 8, 7, 11, 

12, 14, 5, 9, 12, 10, 8, 6, 6, 8, 13, 7, 

7, 13, 7, 13, 10, 11, 13, 11, 15, 14, 

11, 9, 6] 

45450 1602.667 72180 

[3, 4, 4, 1, 4, 2, 3, 1, 2, 2, 2, 5, 3, 2, 

4, 1, 5, 1, 2, 6, 6, 4, 5, 5, 5, 2, 3, 1, 

4, 8, 8, 12, 14, 10, 13, 12, 13, 9, 13, 

12, 8, 11, 15, 10, 13, 14, 12, 15, 12, 

15, 7, 8, 6, 7, 13, 3, 12, 7, 7, 13, 11, 

7, 10, 3, 15, 10, 15, 14, 9, 11, 11, 

15, 11, 15, 8, 8, 9, 11, 9, 14, 10, 12, 

8, 6, 13, 12] 

44791 1122 72180 

[6, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 5, 3, 11, 2, 5, 

1, 12, 3, 2, 4, 3, 8, 4, 11, 5, 5, 1, 5, 

6, 6, 6, 7, 6, 5, 9, 6, 7, 7, 14, 7, 14, 

8, 6, 8, 8, 10, 12, 9, 9, 11, 9, 9, 9, 6, 

14, 10, 2, 2, 12, 13, 5, 10, 15, 15, 3, 

11, 11, 11, 14, 12, 12, 12, 1, 13, 14, 

13, 12, 13, 10, 14, 7, 4, 10, 13, 4, 

10, 15, 15] 

43650 747.8667 72180 

[5, 2, 4, 3, 4, 4, 2, 3, 1, 3, 1, 4, 1, 1, 

1, 6, 2, 8, 1, 6, 5, 2, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 

5, 1, 7, 7, 14, 9, 8, 14, 13, 14, 7, 12, 

10, 13, 13, 11, 9, 9, 10, 8, 12, 15, 8, 

10, 9, 10, 14, 4, 10, 10, 3, 6, 12, 13, 

9, 4, 8, 7, 15, 12, 8, 10, 15, 12, 11, 

8, 14, 15, 7, 15, 6, 7, 11, 10, 7, 11, 

11, 12] 

43065 413.2 72180 [6, 1, 7, 5, 5, 7, 2, 2, 2, 1, 12, 6, 10, 
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2, 1, 3, 2, 4, 3, 8, 3, 15, 6, 1, 5, 1, 7, 

5, 2, 10, 13, 5, 9, 13, 7, 7, 14, 9, 15, 

8, 5, 8, 8, 11, 12, 11, 9, 10, 9, 9, 9, 

13, 14, 10, 2, 2, 11, 13, 5, 10, 15, 7, 

3, 4, 11, 7, 14, 12, 12, 6, 6, 13, 14, 

11, 12, 13, 6, 14, 15, 4, 10, 3, 4, 10, 

11, 15] 

42885 219.0667 72180 

[6, 6, 8, 5, 4, 11, 1, 2, 3, 5, 5, 6, 10, 

2, 1, 3, 6, 4, 3, 5, 3, 2, 11, 1, 7, 1, 7, 

1, 2, 15, 13, 4, 9, 13, 15, 7, 14, 9, 

11, 12, 10, 8, 8, 11, 13, 11, 9, 10, 

12, 9, 12, 13, 6, 10, 2, 2, 5, 12, 12, 

10, 6, 7, 3, 4, 11, 7, 14, 14, 9, 14, 

12, 13, 14, 11, 8, 13, 13, 14, 8, 4, 

10, 15, 15, 10, 15, 15] 

42300 100.1333 72180 

[6, 6, 6, 12, 4, 12, 1, 2, 5, 5, 5, 6, 

10, 2, 1, 3, 3, 4, 3, 5, 3, 2, 11, 1, 7, 

1, 7, 1, 2, 5, 12, 12, 9, 8, 15, 7, 14, 

9, 13, 11, 10, 8, 8, 11, 13, 11, 9, 10, 

13, 9, 12, 12, 6, 10, 2, 2, 4, 12, 13, 

10, 6, 7, 3, 4, 15, 7, 14, 14, 9, 14, 

12, 13, 14, 11, 8, 13, 13, 14, 8, 4, 

10, 5, 15, 10, 15, 15] 

 

Table 9-3. Optimisation results of the industry case for the second period 

Number of 

workstations 

Fitness 

(in the format of [system cycle time, utilisation 

deviation, stability index]) 

Task assignment 

Theoretical 

system 

cycle time 

(sec) 

Utilisation 

deviation 

Stability 

index 

MSF 

15 

46350 2569.733 73945 0.08278 

[3, 3, 6, 5, 1, 1, 5, 4, 4, 

2, 3, 1, 1, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 

1, 5, 2, 4, 2, 5, 2, 5, 1, 

3, 3, 9, 15, 15, 12, 8, 

14, 13, 12, 11, 9, 13, 9, 

8, 7, 14, 10, 6, 9, 15, 7, 

6, 11, 13, 8, 10, 14, 5, 

12, 12, 10, 7, 11, 12, 7, 

6, 15, 7, 9, 6, 8, 12, 10, 

13, 7, 9, 15, 9, 13, 14, 

10, 11, 15, 13, 14, 8, 

13, 15] 
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45807 2099.333 83415 0.09928 

[5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2, 6, 2, 3, 

1, 2, 4, 5, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 

4, 1, 2, 1, 6, 3, 6, 1, 4, 

3, 4, 13, 13, 12, 7, 13, 

8, 11, 12, 8, 7, 14, 13, 

6, 11, 13, 15, 13, 12, 

11, 7, 10, 9, 10, 15, 7, 

9, 7, 13, 9, 13, 7, 10, 

15, 15, 5, 10, 6, 12, 13, 

11, 11, 10, 14, 7, 14, 7, 

10, 9, 12, 11, 8, 14, 11, 

14, 9, 12, 8] 

44100 2266.667 77215 

0.07231

5 

[2, 1, 4, 3, 4, 1, 3, 6, 2, 

4, 3, 1, 5, 5, 2, 6, 2, 3, 

4, 1, 5, 6, 1, 4, 3, 4, 5, 

2, 2, 9, 13, 9, 7, 13, 9, 

13, 14, 14, 13, 15, 10, 

13, 10, 9, 13, 8, 11, 13, 

7, 6, 12, 15, 11, 7, 11, 

5, 12, 9, 13, 12, 7, 10, 

15, 5, 12, 10, 15, 12, 

15, 14, 6, 12, 9, 13, 8, 

7, 8, 7, 10, 8, 14, 12, 

12, 8, 11, 14] 

43200 889.7333 83415 

0.11478

4 

[2, 7, 2, 2, 5, 2, 2, 5, 

10, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 4, 1, 

5, 5, 1, 2, 4, 1, 4, 6, 1, 

3, 5, 3, 11, 12, 11, 8, 

12, 13, 14, 8, 8, 9, 12, 

9, 11, 6, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 

7, 12, 13, 13, 10, 14, 5, 

13, 6, 11, 13, 13, 11, 

10, 3, 12, 10, 12, 8, 7, 

6, 8, 13, 14, 15, 6, 14, 

11, 7, 12, 7, 10, 10, 15, 

15, 15, 15] 

42712 726.1333 77029 

0.10160

6 

[1, 6, 4, 1, 1, 8, 5, 5, 1, 

4, 1, 2, 5, 5, 1, 5, 2, 2, 

7, 3, 3, 4, 4, 3, 4, 1, 2, 

11, 2, 13, 13, 6, 6, 6, 6, 

6, 12, 13, 13, 14, 9, 7, 

7, 7, 12, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 

13, 9, 9, 9, 5, 10, 10, 

12, 10, 10, 10, 11, 2, 

12, 11, 12, 15, 6, 10, 9, 

14, 13, 13, 7, 14, 13, 3, 

11, 14, 15, 14, 12, 15, 

15, 15] 

42286 325.8667 77815 

0.09036

5 

[2, 2, 5, 4, 5, 14, 2, 1, 

3, 3, 6, 3, 4, 7, 5, 2, 6, 

2, 3, 3, 5, 13, 1, 6, 1, 4, 

2, 7, 6, 6, 14, 13, 12, 

10, 12, 7, 12, 14, 14, 9, 

13, 1, 8, 8, 8, 8, 14, 8, 
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8, 8, 10, 13, 11, 9, 10, 

6, 11, 15, 7, 13, 13, 7, 

10, 5, 11, 11, 11, 14, 6, 

11, 11, 10, 4, 13, 13, 9, 

7, 12, 4, 9, 15, 12, 12, 

14, 15, 15] 

41985 321.4667 78072 

0.07192

7 

[6, 5, 7, 4, 3, 2, 6, 2, 3, 

1, 3, 1, 1, 5, 4, 5, 5, 4, 

10, 9, 4, 3, 2, 1, 6, 7, 5, 

3, 2, 14, 9, 3, 8, 14, 4, 

4, 8, 8, 7, 9, 7, 7, 14, 7, 

9, 7, 2, 5, 15, 15, 12, 

12, 10, 10, 12, 9, 10, 

11, 9, 11, 10, 11, 13, 

11, 13, 9, 14, 8, 6, 6, 8, 

13, 10, 12, 6, 14, 13, 

14, 5, 13, 15, 9, 12, 15, 

15, 15] 

As stated in previous chapters, the developed decision system can provide more detailed 

solutions using both simulation and optimisation than an approach which involves only 

optimisation alone. The Simulation Module provides production performance including 

utilisations and buffer sizes. For this industrial case, the solution with a cycle time of 42300 

seconds in Table 9-2 is selected for the first period and therefore is taken to the Simulation 

Module to showcase the complete decision-making process for the decision system. 

Given the optimisation result, the next step in the decision-making process using the 

developed system is to interpret the task assignment strings into inputs that can be read and 

utilised by the Simulation Module. An example of the interpretation is shown in Figure 9-2. 

In the task assignment string, the position numbers indicate different tasks numbered from 1 

to 86, while the numbers on different positions clarify the workstation that a task is assigned 

to. For example, on the first position there is a ‘3’ on the task assignment string. This means 

task 1 is assigned to workstation 3. Other examples are highlighted with task 6, task 10, and 

task 86 in Figure 9-2. Usually there are multiple tasks that are assigned to the same 

workstation. For example, after task 1 is assigned to workstation 3, the next task assigned to 

workstation 3 is task 6 as indicated by the task assignment string. Now workstation 3 has got 

two tasks, and for workstation 3 itself, the first task is the original task 1, and the second task 

is the original task 6.  
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Figure 9-2. The interpretation of task assignments into simulation inputs 

For all simulation experiments run in this chapter, the one-in-one-out policy is applied. As 

shown in Figure 9-3, when a part is finished and the product leaves the line, its departure 

sends a signal to the source of the line to release a new part into the line. The line has a 

certain number of parts as initial stock at the beginning of the simulation, and because of the 

one-in-one-out policy, the WIP keeps the same as the initial stock for the whole time. 

Additionally, all workstations involved in simulations follows the same rule that only one 

operator is allowed to operate at it at a time. In simulations, different tasks on every 

workstation are performed in a sequential order which assures that no precedence constraint is 

violated not only among tasks on different workstations but also between tasks assigned onto 

the same workstation. For example, workstation 3 has two tasks assigned to it as shown in 

Figure 9-2, task 1 and task 6 specifically. In this case, task 6 must be performed only after 

task 1 is finished for a part. To fairly compare the performances of different solutions, 

simulation times for experiments are all set to continue for 800,000 minutes and start counting 

when the production reaches a stable status and the first part is finished and leaves the 

production system.  
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Figure 9-3. Process graph of the assembly line 

In simulation results, production performances are provided in terms of production outputs, 

utilisations of resources and buffer sizes. In Table 9-4, simulation results of the selected 

solution with different operator quantities are provided. The possible range of operator 

quantity for the selected solution is from 8 to 15. The results shown in Table 9-4 are 

situations where the output is maximised or equivalently the realised system cycle time is 

minimised with any required WIP level. It is noticeable that although the theoretical system 

cycle time is 42300 seconds / 705 minutes, the realised system cycle time is always bigger. 

This is the result of the fact that in simulation experiments, operational details like operator 

travelling on the shop floor are reflected and consequently will affect the realised production 

performances. Another conclusion can be drawn from Table 9-4 is that, although the possible 

range of operator quantity is from 8 to 15, 8 and 9 operators are not enough to satisfy the 

customer demand. The customer demand requires 1000 parts in 800,000 minutes, which 

means the maximum allowed system cycle time is 800 minutes. The minimum system cycle 

time that line configurations with 8 and 9 operators can realise is 956.94 minutes and 861.14 

minutes respectively, which are both greater than 800 minutes.  

Table 9-4. Simulation results 

Labour 

quantity 

WIP Output  Realised 

system 

cycle 

Average 

workstation 

utilisation  

Average 

labour 

utilisation 

Buffer size 
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time 

(min) 

8 17 837 956.94 0.7376 

 

0.8989 

 

146 

 

19 837 956.94 0.7377 

 

0.9042 

 

174 

 

9 21 930 861.14 0.8201 

 

0.8378 

 

190 

 

10 21 1006 796.02 0.8874 

 

0.7598 

 

182 

 

11 21 1055 759.01 0.9296 

 

0.6853 

 

179 

 

12 21 1078 742.80 0.9508 

 

0.6223 

 

187 

 

13 21 1091 733.94 0.9613 

 

0.5715 

 

186 

 

14 15 1103 725.95 0.9702 

 

0.5261 

 

138 

 

15 17 1115 718.13 0.9818 

 

0.4952 

 

146 

 

In Figure 9-4, Figure 9-5 and Figure 9-6, the effects that operator quantity has on production 

performances are investigated. It can be seen in Figure 9-4 that more operators lead to 

increased productivities and smaller realised system cycle times. This trend keeps the same 

when different WIP levels are applied in simulations as shown by different lines in Figure 

9-4. Increases in productivity and drops in system cycle time indicate that the same 

workstations are better utilised to produce more within the same time. This can be verified in 

Figure 9-5, where workstation utilisations go up as more operators are introduced into the 

configuration. While workstation utilisations increase, operator utilisations decrease as more 

operators are introduced. This trend is exhibited in Figure 9-6 where all three lines with 

different WIP levels drop as labour quantity increases. 
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Figure 9-4. Labour quantity effects on realised system cycle time 
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Figure 9-5. Labour quantity effects on workstation utilisation 

 

Figure 9-6. Labour quantity effects on labour utilisation 
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increase. This is because when WIP is more than ideal, parts start to pile up in front of 

workstations. When a workstation is fed with a quantity of parts, all parts require several tasks 

to be performed in order before they can move onto the next workstation. Instead of quickly 

finishing all tasks for one or a few parts and passing them through, the workstation has to 

complete every task assigned to it for every part in the pile. This workstation gets 

overwhelmed with so many outstanding tasks that workstations behind it need to wait for it to 

work through the allocated parts. The time that other workstations stay in waiting is not 

efficient and does not contribute to the productivity positively. This effect is not significant 

when WIP is not too high as shown in Figure 9-7 and Figure 9-9, but it accumulates as lines 

slowly go down when WIP continues to grow. 
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Figure 9-7. WIP effects on output I 

 

Figure 9-8. WIP effects on output II 

 
Figure 9-9. WIP effects on output III 
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the solution with 10 operators in Table 9-4 is the best option in this case, and the relevant 

utilisations for workstations and human operators are both acceptable. However, if this cost is 

not a problem and the system cycle time is the focus, then the solution with 15 operators in 

Table 9-4 is the one with the minimum realised system cycle time. But for the solution with 

15 operators, operator utilisation is comparatively low. If a balance between different factors 

is the goal then the map of possible solutions and corresponding production performances is 

essential for stakeholders to make final choices. It is obvious that any choice cannot be 

defined until a range of possible solutions are properly explored and compared. This, is 

ideally performed with the aid of a digital automated tool like the developed decision system, 

instead of human empirical knowledge and trial & error techniques. 

Compared to existing methods where both the literature and the commercial solutions do not 

provide an approach which is without engineering intervention, the decision system is 

digitalised to automate relevant functionalities and requires a minimum of inputs and 

minimum reliance on human expertise. However, the decision system still has limits 

regarding the size of problems that it can process. The ‘size’ here means not only the quantity 

of tasks involved, but also the complexity of the precedence relations of those tasks. 

Commonly, bigger numbers of tasks involve increased complexity in the precedence relations 

and therefore longer computational times. In this sense, the developed decision system can 

operate for problems with sizes up to 500 tasks. The maximum number of tasks that can be 

managed in the literature is 297 [84] while a single objective is applied for the optimisation. It 

is noteworthy that 500-task limit is an estimation based on the assumption that precedence 

relations are more complex than linear (tasks are performed one after another in a sequential 

order). When it comes to a specific problem, both the task quantity and the complexity of 

precedence relations contributes to how effectively the decision system performs. But it can 

be concluded here as has been demonstrated previously, the decision system is perfectly 

capable of dealing with problems with about 100 tasks. To improve the capability in terms of 

the limit of the number of tasks, better computational power is needed, as well as optimised 
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algorithm efficiencies, such that the time complexity and the space complexity of running the 

algorithm are reduced to minimise the requirement for computational resource. 

9.3 Summary 

In this chapter, an industrial case collected from an aircraft manufacturing industry is used to 

validate the developed decision-system. At the beginning of the decision-making process, the 

inputs into the decision system are limited to task information. After running optimisation and 

simulation configured in the decision system, detailed solutions, covering the number of 

workstations, task assignments and workforce assignments, are provided at the end of the 

decision-making process. The application of the developed decision system in the realistic 

production scenario for the industrial case has demonstrated its strength relative to existing 

approaches. The overall decision-making process is digitalised and automated, and thusly 

requires minimum input information and no reliance on human expertise and intervention. 

Such a decision system can be run along a manufacturing system adapting to changes and 

modifications. The combination of simulation and optimisation integrates the advantages of 

both methods and provides optimal solutions with operational details, which makes the 

decision-making more efficient and realistic. In this sense, the effort to generate and validate 

production solutions is largely minimised. As shown in the previous section, production 

scenarios can be too complex for manual design methods. Compared to that, the decision 

system provides abundant possible solutions and detailed production performance.  

At the end of running the decision system, a map of solutions with different production 

configuration parameters and simulated production performances are provided. The trade-offs 

between different production measures can be investigated with the aid of the decision 

system. Based on this, stakeholders in the industry can obtain a better understanding of 

possible configurations and resultant performances with minimum human effort and 

intervention. Intuitive and empirical conclusions can be more scientifically tested and 

clarified with the developed decision system. Final decisions in picking one specific solution 
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out of the map of solutions will depend on the stakeholder assessing the range of options 

considering both CAPEX and OPEX and other preferences in specific scenarios. 

Up to the end of this chapter, the aim and objectives of this project are fulfilled. The desired 

decision-support tool, the decision system, is fully developed and validated.   
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Chapter 10 Summary and Future Work 

10.1 Summary 

This project aims to develop a digitalised and automated decision-support tool that can 

provide adaptive and intelligent decision-making for complex decision problems in real-world 

productions. The main outcomes and conclusions are drawn in this section. Original 

algorithms and functionalities developed in this work are listed in Table 10-1. 

Table 10-1. Original developments in this thesis 

Chapter Aimed problem  Function 

regarding the 

aim of this 

project 

Originality  

Chapter 4 Targeted production 

design problem 

Simulation 

Module 

Automatic model generation 

and simulation run macros 

Chapter 5 SALBP Optimisation 

Module 

GENALSAS 

Chapter 6 Adaptive ALBP Modified NSGA-II for multi-

objective optimisation 

Chapter 7 ALWABP Two-chromosome NSGA-II 

for multi-objective 

optimisation 

Chapter 8 ALBP, WAP, BAP Information 

Module; 

integrated 

decision system 

S-O decision system 

Chapter 9 Integrated 

decision system 

 

In Chapter 2, a thorough literature review is performed investigating existing methods, which 

leads to the approaches in this project. Therefore, objective 1 in section 1.2 is achieved. 

In Chapter 3, the programming method and the simulation software are selected based on 

comparisons between available approaches. In addition, a fundamental framework of the 

decision system is generated. Thus, objective 2 in section 1.2 is achieved. 

In Chapter 4, simulation modelling has been digitalised to perform relevant functions 

automatically and remove the reliance on human expertise for DES simulation applications 
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which exist in current methods. Automatic model generation and simulation run macros have 

been developed to automatically intake data, generate simulation models, run simulations and 

output simulation results. Compared to the literature, the developed adaptive simulation 

modelling has successfully created simulations and obtained results for the same benchmark 

problems with no external interventions. In conclusion, objective 3 in section 1.2 is achieved. 

In Chapter 5, a GA, GENALSAS, has been developed for SALBP. In contrast to existing 

methods dealing with SALBP, GENALSAS is capable of providing solutions covering 

workstation quantities, system cycle times and task assignments with customer demand as the 

only input. In existing methods, the decision-making processes for these variables are usually 

discrete and separate. Either the workstation quantity or the system cycle time is required to 

be input at the beginning of optimisations, whereas in real-world productions the only 

available information is the customer demand. 

In Chapter 6, a more complex version of SALBP has been studied. Adaptive ALBP here aims 

to minimise the relevant cost introduced by variations happening in an existing production 

line. The variations considered are: in the short-term the task time fluctuations caused by 

human operator involvement; in the long-term, the re-balancing of existing lines and therefore 

task re-assignments between different production periods. For the short-term variation, the 

stability index has been created to minimise the sensitivity of task time variations caused by 

human labour. For the long-term variation, the similarity factor has been introduced to 

minimise configuration transfers. Modified NSGA-II has been developed to fit better for the 

multi-objective purposes of ALBP, which has demonstrated the capability to generate 

multiple solutions while satisfying required production rates and keeping adaptive in dealing 

with variations.  

In Chapter 7, another complexity in ALBP in real-world productions has been studied. 

Different operator groups with different work skills and efficiencies are introduced. 

ALWABP studied here simultaneously assigns operators to tasks and tasks to workstations. 

One assumption relaxed in this chapter compared to existing methods dealing with ALWABP 
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is that operators are allowed to travel among different workstations on the shop floor, which 

is not allowed in literature. The developed two-chromosome NSGA-II has been demonstrated 

to generate a map of candidate solutions with multiple objectives optimised. 

Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 cover more complexity in solving ALBPs by introducing 

more realistic constraints and information. Thus, objective 4 in section 1.2 is achieved. 

In Chapter 8, developments in previous chapters, adaptive simulation modelling in the 

Simulation Module and GAs for ALBP in the Optimisation Module have been assembled to 

form the integrated simulation-optimisation decision system. The combined simulation-

optimisation structure provides a partnership of simulation method and optimisation method 

by utilising the advantages and therefore resolving the disadvantages of each method. 

Optimisation removes the need for simulation to require candidate design solutions from 

analysts, while simulation provides a more realistic environment to validate and further 

complete the design solutions provided by optimisation. 

The S-O decision system has been demonstrated to consider several aspects/decision 

problems of a production system in a single workflow, and ultimately provide multiple 

candidate solutions with specified design variables and production performances. The 

decision problems considered here, ALBP, WAP and BAP which have not been studied 

simultaneously in literature, have been studied together in a single decision-making process 

for the first time in this chapter. Considering these decision problems all together in the 

decision-making process provides more applicable guidance for real-world production 

problems. In conclusion, objective 5 in section 1.2 is achieved. 

In Chapter 9, an industrial case is used to further validate the decision system. By running the 

decision system, it is possible to obtain a map of different solutions with defined production 

configuration parameters and simulated production performances with minimum manual 

efforts and interventions. This digitalised and automatic decision-support tool provides such a 

decision-making process that suits the trends of Industry 4.0. 
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In summary, the aim and objectives of this project have been fulfilled with the developments 

in sequential chapters. The contributions to knowledge of this project are: 

1. A new decision-support tool, the decision system, consisted of different modules with 

digitalised and automatic functionalities has been originally established.  

2. The decision system has been endowed with the desired features: intelligent and self-

adaptive.  

1) The intelligence lies in the original developed intelligent GAs which are the 

main element driving the decision-making processes.  

2) The adaptivity exists in both different modules and the integrated decision 

system in different forms. First the adaptivity lies in the fact that the 

generated solutions by the new decision system are adaptive to variations 

taking place in production systems. Secondly, the adaptivity captures that the 

functions of the new decision system have been digitalised to be automatic, 

which removes the reliance on human expertise and interventions. Those 

functions, especially the simulation usages demand for high external manual 

efforts in existing methods.  

3. Finally, it has been demonstrated with both a literature problem and an industrial 

case, that the developed decision system is capable of providing detailed production 

solutions covering configuration parameters and production performance. The details 

of the decision supports system match the needs of real-world production design 

problems, where the features and capabilities of the decision system has directly 

minimised the effort required to generate and evaluate solutions for production design 

and planning. These features and capabilities of the decision system enable this 

framework to have the adaptivity to run alongside a production system throughout the 

whole life cycle and adapt to both short- and long-term changes. In a word, objective 

6 in section 1.2 is achieved. 
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10.2 Future Work 

The successful developments in this thesis have led to a digitalised and automatic decision-

support tool that can provide adaptive and intelligent decision-making for complex decision 

problems in manufacturing and more applicable guidance for real-world production design 

problems. This now provides a new basis for the future establishments for production design 

and planning. Based on the developments of this project, a list of future research directions is 

recommended as follows. 

10.2.1 Extension development for a ‘digital twin’ 

The developed decision system proposes production solutions and simulate proposed 

solutions, which digitalises the manual decision-making process of human experts where they 

first design and initialise solutions, and then experiment and analyse. A potential of the 

current decision system is to extend functionalities and develop into a digital twin of the 

reality concern. The steps needed to achieve this potential are that more real-world details are 

required, and a digital twin should be a collection of digital data representing a physical 

production system. For example, the Simulation Module can be further expanded to 

accommodate operational details including the sizes of machines, the material transportation 

settings, and the operations to set up machines, etc. With all hardware and software 

information obtainable from the industry, it is possible to replicate both the configurations 

and operational details of real production systems. With the digital replicate of a production 

system, the effects of variations taking place on the shop floor and resultant production 

performances of different production solutions can be accurately examined. Thusly the 

decision system can be utilised as the core function in designing and experimenting for the 

real physical production system. 
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10.2.2 Extension development for decision-making for a supply chain 

In the developed decision system, customer information is provided as given inputs at the 

beginning of the decision-making process. It would be interesting to consider customer 

demands as variables. This means the decision-making process overarches onto a supply 

chain instead of a local factory. The decision-making process would start with the prediction 

for customer demands, which requires market history information and more AI techniques, 

such as machine learning algorithms, to mine the history data and make estimations. Then the 

decision-making process continues with the developed procedures in the current decision 

system, the estimated customer demands flow into the decision system and the configurations 

and production arrangements are calculated accordingly. With production design and 

planning based on dynamics in the external market, stakeholders in the industry could attain a 

broader vision on the trends and therefore better knowledge to determine the configurations 

and operational arrangements for a factory. 

10.2.3 Extension development for recursive decision-making for production design and 

planning 

The combination of simulation and optimisation in the developed S-O decision system has 

been proven to be successful. This mechanism can be further extended catering to the 

complexity in production design and planning. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are several 

main decision problems representing different stages and design variables in designing and 

planning for a manufacturing system. As demonstrated in Chapter 8, the combination of 

simulation and optimisation can be used to integrate more decision problems and design 

variables into a single workflow of decision-making. A possible further development of the 

current simulation-optimisation combination is to establish iterative dataflows between 

simulation and optimisation. In the current structure, optimisation results are fed into 

simulation module, and simulation module outputs complete solutions. In the future, when 

considered problems get more complicated and more information is available, the generation 
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of a complete solution could be progressive and iterative to match the complexity of problems 

and reach a balance between various factors.  
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Appendix A: Benchmark Cases 

Case 1: 12 tasks 
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Case 2: 45 tasks 

 

Case 3: 70 tasks 
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Case 4: 111 tasks 
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Appendix B: Python Code for Seeding 

Note: Python version 3.7.0, 64 bit 

Running Control 

    def test_benchmark1(self): 

        firstpopulation, recordofStations, recordofCycleT = genetic.Benchmark.run(lambda: self.test_basic()) 

        print(firstpopulation) 

        historicalMin = min(recordofStations) 

        historicalMax = max(recordofStations) 

        setofMaxStationCT = set() 

        print("The minimum number of stations generated is {0}".format(historicalMin)) 

        indice = [] 

        n = 0    # count the number of genes which satisfy the cycle and number of station rules 

        for i in range(200): 

            if recordofStations[i] == historicalMax: 

                setofMaxStationCT.add(recordofCycleT[i]) 

            if recordofStations[i] == historicalMin: 

                # print(recordofCycleT[i]) 

                # print(firstpopulation[i]) 

                indice.append(i) 

                n += 1 

        finalFirstpopulation = [[] for _ in indice] 

        finalRecordofCycT = [[] for _ in indice] 

        setofFinalCycT = set() 
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        for i in range(len(indice)): 

            finalFirstpopulation[i] = firstpopulation[indice[i]] 

            finalRecordofCycT[i] = recordofCycleT[indice[i]] 

            setofFinalCycT.add(recordofCycleT[indice[i]]) 

        print(finalRecordofCycT) 

        print(finalFirstpopulation) 

        # print(setofFinalCycT) 

        print("the cycle times for {0} workstations: {1}".format(historicalMin, setofFinalCycT)) 

        print("the cycle times for {0} workstations: {1}".format(historicalMax, setofMaxStationCT)) 

Generic Engine  

# the main function 

def get_best(repair, get_fitness, targetLen, optimalFitness, geneSet, 

            display, custom_mutate=None, custom_create=None, 

            maxAge=None, poolSize=1, crossover=None): 

 

 

    if custom_mutate is None: 

        def fnMutate(parent): 

            return _mutate(parent, geneSet, get_fitness) 

    else: 

        def fnMutate(parent): 

            return _mutate_custom(parent, custom_mutate, get_fitness) 

 

 

    if custom_create is None: 

        def fnGenerateParent(): 

            return _generate_parent(targetLen, geneSet, get_fitness) 
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    else: 

        def fnGenerateParent(): 

            genes = custom_create() 

            return Chromosome(genes, get_fitness(genes)) 

 

 

    if (crossover is not None): 

 

        def fnNewChild(parent, index, parents): 

            return _crossover(parent, index, parents, get_fitness, crossover, fnMutate, fnGenerateParent) 

 

    else: 

        def fnNewChild(parent, pindex, parents): 

            return fnMutate(parent) 

 

 

    numberofGenerations = 0 

    for improvement, giveUp in _get_improvement(repair, fnNewChild, fnMutate, fnGenerateParent, maxAge, poolSize, optimalFitness): 

 

        if giveUp == False: 

            numberofGenerations += 1 

            display(improvement) 

 

 

 

            if not optimalFitness > improvement.Fitness: 

                return Output(improvement, numberofGenerations) 

 

        else: 

            return Output(improvement, numberofGenerations) 
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def _give_up(parent, optimalFitness): 

 

    #print(parent.Fitness.NumberofStations) 

    if (parent.Fitness.NumberofStations == optimalFitness.NumberofStations and parent.Fitness.PreRulesPass == optimalFitness.PreRulesPass): 

        return (random.random() < exp(-10 * parent.Fitness.UtilisationDiv)) 

        # the first boolean value shows whether the current solution is chosen to be the final soltuion 

        # True = chosen to be final 

        # the second boolean value shows whether the current number of stations is judge to be a feasible value 

        # True = number of station needs to change 

    else: 

        return (random.random() < exp(-2 * optimalFitness.NumberofStations)) 

        # return False 

 

 

# new get improvement with tournament selection 

def _get_improvement(repair, new_child, mutate, generate_parent, maxAge, poolSize, optimalFitness): 

    # initialise the first generation of chromosomes 

 

    genePool = [] 

    bestParent = generate_parent() 

    bestParent = repair(bestParent) 

    yield bestParent, False 

    parents = [bestParent] 

    historicalFitnesses = [bestParent.Fitness] 

    genePool.append([bestParent, bestParent.Fitness]) 

    for _ in range(poolSize - 1): 

        parent = generate_parent() 

        parent = repair(parent) 

 

        if parent.Fitness > bestParent.Fitness: 

            yield parent, False 

            bestParent = parent 
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            historicalFitnesses.append(parent.Fitness) 

        parents.append(parent) 

        genePool.append([parent, parent.Fitness]) 

 

    # selection 

    while True: 

        # print([aaaparent.Genes for aaaparent in parents]) 

 

        genePool = sorted(genePool, key=lambda x: x[1], reverse=True) 

        population = [i for i in range(poolSize)] 

        weights = [1/2**(i + 1) for i in range(poolSize - 1)] 

        weights.append(1/2**(poolSize - 1)) 

        k = [random.choices(population, weights)[0] for _ in range(poolSize)] 

        parents = [genePool[index][0] for index in k] 

        genePool = [genePool[index] for index in k] 

 

        # operation: first step crossover 

        nX = int(0.5 * poolSize * 0.8) 

 

        crossoverIndexPool = random.sample(range(poolSize), 2 * nX) 

 

        for pindex in crossoverIndexPool: 

            parent = parents[pindex] 

            child = new_child(parent, pindex, parents) 

            child = repair(child) 

 

            if child.Fitness > bestParent.Fitness: 

                bestParent = child 

                yield child, False 

 

            parents[pindex] = child 

            genePool[pindex] = [child, child.Fitness] 
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        # operation: second step mutate 

        for pindex in range(poolSize): 

            child = mutate(parents[pindex]) 

            child = repair(child) 

            if child.Fitness > bestParent.Fitness: 

                bestParent = child 

                # print("Successful mutation!") 

                yield child, False 

            parents[pindex] = child 

            genePool[pindex] = [child, child.Fitness] 

 

        # giveUp = _give_up(bestParent, optimalFitness) 

        # if (giveUp): 

            # yield bestParent, giveUp 

 

        if bestParent.Fitness.NumberofStations <= optimalFitness.NumberofStations: 

            yield bestParent, True 

        else: 

            giveUp = _give_up(bestParent, optimalFitness) 

            if (giveUp): 

                yield bestParent, giveUp 

 

class Output: 

    ResultChromosome = None 

    NumberofGenerations = 0 

    # ChangeNumberofStations = False 

 

    def __init__(self, resultChromosome, numberofGenerations): 

        self.ResultChromosome = resultChromosome 

        self.NumberofGenerations = numberofGenerations 
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class Benchmark: 

    @staticmethod 

    def run(function): 

        # variables to collect calculation parameters 

 

        # variables to store the results 

        populationSize = 200 

        stationOriGene = [[] for i in range(populationSize)] 

        numberofStation = [0]*populationSize 

        cycleTime = [0]*populationSize 

        for i in range(populationSize): 

 

            output = function() 

            # print("this is the {0} time to run the optimisation".format(i)) 

 

            # if i < 10 or i % 10 == 9: 

            print("-------------------------------------------------------") 

            print("{0} \t {1}\t {2} \t {3} \t \n".format( 

                1 + i, 

                output.ResultChromosome.Fitness.UtilisationDiv, 

                output.ResultChromosome.Fitness.CycleTime, 

                output.ResultChromosome.Fitness.NumberofStations)) 

 

            # if output.ResultChromosome.Fitness.NumberofStations == 22: 

            stationOriGene[i] = output.ResultChromosome.Fitness.StationOriGene 

            numberofStation[i] = output.ResultChromosome.Fitness.NumberofStations 

            cycleTime[i] = output.ResultChromosome.Fitness.CycleTime 

        return stationOriGene, numberofStation, cycleTime 
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Appendix C: Python Code for the GA for SALBP 

Genetic Operators 

# this function is a compound: combines heritage generation and random generation 

def initialisationD(length, geneSet): 

    population = [1, 2, 3] 

    weights = [0, 1, 0] 

    k = choices(population, weights)[0] 

    genes = [] 

    heritage = [[1, 2, 2, 2, 4, 6, 3, 7, 1, 5, 6, 8, 8, 9, 1, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 4, 12, 13, 13, 13, 14, 5, 11, 11, 10, 11, 14, 15, 15, 15, 15, 16, 3, 16, 16, 14, 14, 15, 

16, 18, 18, 21, 14, 18, 15, 19, 20, 20, 5, 5, 5, 21, 19, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 19, 21, 20, 20], [4, 5, 5, 5, 1, 6, 6, 7, 1, 1, 2, 8, 9, 8, 2, 3, 3, 4, 6, 10, 10, 7, 10, 1, 11, 12, 

12, 12, 11, 1, 13, 14, 13, 13, 14, 15, 16, 16, 16, 16, 4, 16, 17, 14, 15, 15, 18, 16, 18, 20, 14, 16, 16, 19, 21, 21, 6, 19, 19, 20, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 20, 19, 21, 20, 

20], [2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 5, 5, 6, 1, 7, 7, 7, 9, 8, 1, 2, 2, 4, 4, 10, 10, 5, 10, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 12, 5, 13, 13, 12, 13, 14, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 2, 15, 17, 15, 16, 18, 18, 16, 

16, 20, 15, 16, 14, 19, 20, 21, 6, 6, 9, 21, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 19, 21, 20, 21, 20], [4, 5, 5, 5, 1, 6, 7, 7, 1, 1, 2, 8, 9, 8, 2, 3, 3, 4, 6, 10, 10, 6, 10, 7, 12, 14, 13, 13, 

12, 4, 11, 13, 11, 11, 14, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 16, 18, 19, 14, 15, 17, 17, 19, 19, 20, 15, 15, 15, 18, 19, 20, 6, 6, 7, 21, 14, 14, 16, 18, 20, 20, 21, 21, 21, 20], [1, 5, 

5, 6, 2, 6, 6, 7, 1, 3, 3, 7, 9, 8, 1, 2, 2, 4, 4, 5, 10, 10, 10, 2, 11, 12, 12, 12, 11, 10, 13, 14, 13, 13, 14, 14, 15, 15, 15, 15, 2, 15, 16, 14, 15, 18, 18, 19, 19, 20, 14, 

17, 15, 17, 19, 21, 9, 9, 9, 20, 15, 15, 16, 17, 21, 21, 19, 20, 20, 21], [1, 4, 4, 4, 2, 5, 5, 7, 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 8, 1, 2, 2, 3, 6, 6, 7, 9, 10, 3, 11, 12, 12, 12, 11, 3, 10, 10, 

13, 13, 14, 14, 19, 19, 19, 19, 2, 19, 19, 18, 18, 18, 19, 14, 16, 21, 16, 16, 17, 17, 20, 21, 6, 10, 10, 20, 16, 14, 15, 16, 20, 19, 20, 20, 21, 21], [2, 4, 4, 4, 1, 6, 6, 

7, 1, 5, 5, 7, 8, 9, 1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 10, 10, 6, 10, 2, 12, 13, 13, 13, 12, 1, 11, 14, 11, 11, 14, 17, 17, 17, 17, 17, 3, 17, 17, 14, 15, 18, 18, 15, 15, 21, 14, 14, 17, 19, 

20, 20, 6, 7, 7, 21, 19, 15, 16, 17, 21, 20, 20, 21, 20, 19]…] 

 

    if k == 1: 

        flag = 0 

        while flag ==  0: 

            genes = random.choice(heritage) 

            if genes != []: 
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                flag = 1 

        print("genes generated from heritage {0}".format(genes)) 

    if k ==2 : 

        while len(genes) < length: 

            genes.extend(random.sample(geneSet, 1)) 

        print("generated genes {0}".format(genes)) 

    if k ==3: 

        n = max(geneSet) 

        partition = [0] * n 

        for x in range(length): 

            partition[random.randrange(n)] += 1 

 

        for x in geneSet: 

            genes.extend([x] * partition[x - 1]) 

        print("generated genes {0}".format(genes)) 

 

return genes 

 

 

def repair_compoundD(individual, get_fitness, followingTasks, sysCycleTime, preRuleSet, cycletimeRules, numberofTasks, numberofStations): 

    population = [1, 2, 3] 

    weights = [5, 0, 0] 

    k = choices(population, weights)[0] 

 

    if k == 1: 

        return repair_StationOriF(individual, get_fitness, followingTasks, preRuleSet, cycletimeRules, numberofTasks, 

                                  numberofStations) 

 

    if k == 2: 

        return repair_smoothA(individual, get_fitness, followingTasks, preRuleSet, cycletimeRules, numberofTasks, 

                              numberofStations) 
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    if k == 3: 

        return repair_smoothE(individual, get_fitness, followingTasks, sysCycleTime, preRuleSet, cycletimeRules, numberofTasks, numberofStations) 

 

def repair_StationOriF(individual, get_fitness, followingTasks, preRuleSet, cycletimeRules, numberofTasks, numberofStations): 

    # indices here are the task numberings, it is the list index + 1 

    parent = individual.Genes 

    markedTasks = set() 

 

 

    # locate the 0 elements (tasks to be reassigned) in the genes and add these tasks to marked tasks 

    for i in range(numberofTasks): 

        if parent[i] == 0: 

            markedTasks.add(i+1) 

 

 

    # calculate average workload of workstations and mark random tasks on workstations exceeding average workload 

    totalWorkload = sum(cycletimeRules.values()) 

    aveStationWorkload = totalWorkload/numberofStations 

    stationAssignments = [[] for i in range(numberofStations)] 

    parentWorkloads = [0] * numberofStations 

    for i in range(numberofTasks): 

        parentWorkloads[parent[i] - 1] = parentWorkloads[parent[i] - 1] + cycletimeRules[ 

                "T" + str(i + 1)] 

        stationAssignments[parent[i] - 1].append(i)   # stationAssign collects string indices 

 

 

 

    # mark the tasks violating precedence constraints 

 

    for i in range(numberofTasks): 

        for x in followingTasks[i]: 

            if parent[i] > parent[x-1]: 
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                markedTasks.add(i+1) 

 

 

    # delete the marked genes for the second time 

    genetobeAdapted = parent 

    for i in markedTasks: 

        genetobeAdapted[i - 1] = 0 

 

 

    # transform the marked tasks set to a list 

    markedTasks = [x for x in markedTasks] 

 

 

    # here begins the adaption_StationOri function's main body 

    fullTasks = [i + 1 for i in range(numberofTasks)] 

    stationWorkloads = [0] * numberofStations 

    setofFixedTasks = [x for x in fullTasks if x not in markedTasks] 

    for i in range(numberofTasks): 

        if i + 1 in setofFixedTasks: 

            stationWorkloads[genetobeAdapted[i] - 1] = stationWorkloads[genetobeAdapted[i] - 1] + cycletimeRules[ 

                "T" + str(i + 1)] 

 

 

    while markedTasks != []: 

        # print(markedTasks) 

 

        setofFixedTasks = [x for x in fullTasks if x not in markedTasks] 

 

 

        # calculate the number of preceding tasks for all tasks to be reassigned 

        numberofPreTasks = {} 

        for i in markedTasks: 
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            precedingTasks = set() 

            for x in preRuleSet: 

                if x[1] == i: 

                    if x[0] in markedTasks: 

                        precedingTasks.add(x[0]) 

            numberofPreTasks['T{0}'.format(i)] = len(precedingTasks) 

        # print(numberofPreTasks) 

 

 

        # find the task with minimum preceding tasks, if a tie occurs, choose the task with the largest processing time 

        minPreTasks = numberofPreTasks[min(numberofPreTasks, key=lambda x: numberofPreTasks.get(x))] 

        taskwithMinPre = set() 

        for key, value in numberofPreTasks.items(): 

            if value == minPreTasks: 

                taskwithMinPre.add(key) 

        # print(taskwithMinPre) 

        if len(taskwithMinPre) == 1: 

            index = taskwithMinPre.pop() 

        else: 

            index = max(taskwithMinPre, key=lambda x: cycletimeRules[x])              # may contain some issues 

            # print('the task with largest process time is {0}'.format(index)) 

        index = int(index[1:]) 

        # print("----------------index is {0}-------------------".format(index)) 

 

 

        # collect immediately preceding tasks in set of fixed tasks 

        precedingTasks = set() 

        for x in preRuleSet: 

            if x[1] == index: 

                if x[0] in setofFixedTasks: 

                    precedingTasks.add(x[0]) 

        numberofPreTasks['T{0}'.format(index)] = len(precedingTasks)        # update the number of preceding tasks!!! 
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        # collect following tasks in set of fixed tasks (not only the immediately following ones) 

        followingTasksinFixedTasks = set() 

 

 

        for x in followingTasks[index-1]: 

            if x in setofFixedTasks: 

                followingTasksinFixedTasks.add(x) 

 

 

        # find the left range of suitable stations 

        if numberofPreTasks['T{0}'.format(index)] == 0: 

            earliestStation = 1 

        else: 

            earliestStation = max([genetobeAdapted[x - 1] for x in precedingTasks]) 

        # print(earliestStation) 

 

        # find the right range of sutiable stations 

        if len(followingTasksinFixedTasks) == 0: 

            latestStation = numberofStations 

        else: 

            latestStation = min([genetobeAdapted[x - 1] for x in followingTasksinFixedTasks]) 

        # print(latestStation) 

 

        suitableRange = [x for x in range(earliestStation, latestStation + 1)] 

        # print(suitableRange) 

 

 

 

        # find the final station to insert the task and update the gene and station workloads 

        resultedStationWorkloads = [stationWorkloads[x - 1] + cycletimeRules["T" + str(index)] for x in suitableRange] 
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        sortedStationWorkloads = list(reversed(sorted(x for x in resultedStationWorkloads if x <= aveStationWorkload))) 

 

        if len(sortedStationWorkloads) == 0: 

            # genetobeAdapted[index - 1] = smallestStation    this line does not take the suitable range into account 

            genetobeAdapted[index - 1] = suitableRange[resultedStationWorkloads.index(min(resultedStationWorkloads))] 

            # print("adapted gene {0}".format(genetobeAdapted)) 

        else: 

            genetobeAdapted[index - 1] = resultedStationWorkloads.index(sortedStationWorkloads[0]) + earliestStation 

            # print("adapted gene {0}".format(genetobeAdapted)) 

        stationWorkloads[genetobeAdapted[index - 1] - 1] += cycletimeRules["T" + str(index)] 

 

 

        # remove the current task from the set of tasks to be reassigned 

        markedTasks.remove(index) 

 

    fitness = get_fitness(genetobeAdapted) 

 

    return genetic.Chromosome(genetobeAdapted, fitness) 

 

 

def repair_smoothA(individual, get_fitness, followingTasks, preRuleSet, cycletimeRules, numberofTasks, numberofStations): 

    chromosome = repair_StationOriF(individual, get_fitness, followingTasks, preRuleSet, cycletimeRules, numberofTasks, numberofStations) 

    parent = chromosome.Genes 

    stationAssignments = [[] for i in range(numberofStations)] 

    forwardTasks = [[] for i in range(numberofStations)] 

    backwardTasks = [[] for i in range(numberofStations)] 

    parentWorkloads = [0] * numberofStations 

    for i in range(numberofTasks): 

        parentWorkloads[parent[i] - 1] = parentWorkloads[parent[i] - 1] + cycletimeRules[ 

                "T" + str(i + 1)] 

        stationAssignments[parent[i] - 1].append(i + 1)          # the stations ues indices, task use numbering 

        forwardTasks[parent[i] - 1].append(i + 1) 
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        backwardTasks[parent[i] - 1].append(i + 1) 

    smallestStation = parentWorkloads.index(min(parentWorkloads)) 

    biggestStation = parentWorkloads.index(max(parentWorkloads)) 

 

 

    # analyse the moveable tasks on each workstation 

    # forwardTasks = stationAssignments   this is a typical error, that stationAssignments will change with forwardTasks 

 

 

    for i in range(numberofStations): 

        for a in stationAssignments[i]: 

            for b in stationAssignments[i]: 

                if (a, b) in preRuleSet: 

                    backwardTasks[i].remove(a) 

                    break 

 

    for i in range(numberofStations): 

        for a in stationAssignments[i]: 

            for b in stationAssignments[i]: 

                if (b, a) in preRuleSet: 

                    forwardTasks[i].remove(a) 

                    break 

 

 

    # smooth the smallest workstation: move the smallest task on the neighbor stations to the smallest station 

    # specialise the cases the smallest station is at the either end of the line 

    if smallestStation == 0: 

        neighborTasks = forwardTasks[smallestStation + 1] 

    elif smallestStation == numberofStations - 1: 

        neighborTasks = backwardTasks[smallestStation - 1] 

    else: 

        neighborTasks = forwardTasks[smallestStation + 1] + backwardTasks[smallestStation - 1] 
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    # in case the movable task list is empty 

    if neighborTasks != []: 

        taskCycletimes = [cycletimeRules["T" + str(x)] for x in neighborTasks] 

        tasktoMove = neighborTasks[taskCycletimes.index(min(taskCycletimes))] 

        parent[tasktoMove - 1] = smallestStation + 1         # this +1 is the numbering of the smallest station 

 

 

    # smooth the biggest workstation: move the smallest task on the smallest stationthe to neighbor stations 

    # specialise the cases the biggest is at the either end of the line 

    if biggestStation == 0: 

        if backwardTasks[biggestStation] != []: 

            stationMoveTo = biggestStation + 1 

            taskCycletimes = [cycletimeRules["T" + str(x)] for x in backwardTasks[biggestStation]] 

            tasktoMove = backwardTasks[biggestStation][taskCycletimes.index(min(taskCycletimes))] 

            parent[tasktoMove - 1] = stationMoveTo + 1 

 

    elif biggestStation == numberofStations - 1: 

        if forwardTasks[biggestStation] != []: 

            stationMoveTo = biggestStation - 1 

            taskCycletimes = [cycletimeRules["T" + str(x)] for x in forwardTasks[biggestStation]] 

            tasktoMove = forwardTasks[biggestStation][taskCycletimes.index(min(taskCycletimes))] 

            parent[tasktoMove - 1] = stationMoveTo + 1 

 

    else: 

        if parentWorkloads[biggestStation - 1] <=  parentWorkloads[biggestStation + 1]: 

            if forwardTasks[biggestStation] != []: 

                stationMoveTo = biggestStation - 1 

                taskCycletimes = [cycletimeRules["T" + str(x)] for x in forwardTasks[biggestStation]] 

                tasktoMove = forwardTasks[biggestStation][taskCycletimes.index(min(taskCycletimes))] 

                parent[tasktoMove - 1] = stationMoveTo + 1       # this +1 is the numbering of the neighbor station the task moves to 

        else: 
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            if backwardTasks[biggestStation] != []: 

                stationMoveTo = biggestStation + 1 

                taskCycletimes = [cycletimeRules["T" + str(x)] for x in backwardTasks[biggestStation]] 

                tasktoMove = backwardTasks[biggestStation][taskCycletimes.index(min(taskCycletimes))] 

                parent[tasktoMove - 1] = stationMoveTo + 1 

    fitness = get_fitness(parent) 

 

    return genetic.Chromosome(parent, fitness) 

 

 

def repair_smoothE(individual, get_fitness, followingTasks, sysCycleTime, preRuleSet, cycletimeRules, numberofTasks, numberofStations): 

    chromosome = repair_StationOriF(individual, get_fitness, followingTasks, preRuleSet, cycletimeRules, numberofTasks, 

                                    numberofStations) 

    parent = chromosome.Genes 

    stationAssignments = [[] for i in range(numberofStations)] 

    forwardTasks = [[] for i in range(numberofStations)] 

    parentWorkloads = [0] * numberofStations 

 

    # this part is newly added to the original version 

    totalWorkload = sum(cycletimeRules.values()) 

    necessaryCycleTime = totalWorkload/numberofStations 

 

    # do smoothing from the first workstation to the last one unidirectionally 

    for ii in range(numberofStations - 1): 

        flag = 1 

        while flag == 1: 

            for i in range(numberofTasks): 

                parentWorkloads[parent[i] - 1] = parentWorkloads[parent[i] - 1] + cycletimeRules[ 

                    "T" + str(i + 1)] 

                stationAssignments[parent[i] - 1].append(i + 1)  # the stations ues indices, task use numbering 

                forwardTasks[parent[i] - 1].append(i + 1) 

                # backwardTasks[parent[i] - 1].append(i + 1) 
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            if parentWorkloads[ii] >= sysCycleTime: 

                flag = 0 

 

            else: 

                for i in range(numberofStations): 

                    for a in stationAssignments[i]: 

                        for b in stationAssignments[i]: 

                            if (b, a) in preRuleSet and a in forwardTasks[i]: 

                                forwardTasks[i].remove(a) 

                                break 

 

                # print(forwardTasks) 

                if len(forwardTasks[ii + 1]) == 0: 

                    flag = 0 

 

                else: 

                    if parentWorkloads[ii] + min(forwardTasks[ii+1]) > sysCycleTime: 

                        flag = 0 

                    else: 

                        taskCycletimes = [cycletimeRules["T" + str(x)] for x in forwardTasks[ii+1]] 

                        taskTimeGap = [abs(x - sysCycleTime) for x in taskCycletimes] 

                        tasktoMove = forwardTasks[ii+1][taskTimeGap.index(min(taskTimeGap))] 

                        # if parentWorkloads[ii] + min(forwardTasks[ii+1]) <= sysCycleTime: 

                        parent[tasktoMove - 1] = ii + 1 

                        flag =0 

 

 

    fitness = get_fitness(parent) 

    # print(parent) 

    # print(fitness) 
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    return genetic.Chromosome(parent, fitness) 
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Appendix D: Python Code for Modified NSGA II 

Modified Genetic Engine 

def fast_sort(valueMain, value1, value2, value3): 

    """be careful with the indices in this function, some indices represent the ones in input, some represent ones in local lists""" 

    # initialise variables and make clear the different layers with the value of each main value 

    layerValue = set() 

    for x in valueMain: 

        layerValue.add(x) 

    mainValueList = sorted([x for x in layerValue]) 

    front = [[] for i in range(0, len(mainValueList))] 

    group = [[] for i in range(0, len(mainValueList))] 

    ##group = {} 

    ##print(valueMain) 

    ##print(mainValueList) 

 

    # sort individuals (represented by indices) into groups based on main fitness values 

    for i in range(len(valueMain)): 

        group[mainValueList.index(valueMain[i])].append(i) 

    ##print(group) 

 

    # build non-dominated relations in each group 

    for ii in range(len(group)): 

        value1ofGroup = [value1[i] for i in group[ii]] 

        value2ofGroup = [value2[i] for i in group[ii]] 

        value3ofGroup = [value3[i] for i in group[ii]] 
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        S = [[] for i in 

             range(len(value1ofGroup))]  # stores the indice of chromosomes that are better than each chromosome in order 

        frontofGroup = [[]] 

        n = [0 for i in 

             range(len(value1ofGroup))]  # store the number of chromosomes that are worse than each chromosome in order 

        rank = [0 for i in range(len(value1ofGroup))] 

 

        for p in range(0, len(value1ofGroup)): 

            S[p] = [] 

            n[p] = 0 

            for q in range(0, len(value1ofGroup)): 

                ##if (value1ofGroup[q] < value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] > value2ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        ##value1ofGroup[q] <= value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] > value2ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        ##value1ofGroup[q] < value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] >= value2ofGroup[p]): 

                if (value1ofGroup[q] < value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] > value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] > value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] <= value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] > value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] > value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] < value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] >= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] > value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] < value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] >= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] >= value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] < value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] >= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] >= value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] <= value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] >= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] > value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] <= value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] > value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] >= value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] <= value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] >= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] >= value3ofGroup[p]): 

                    if q not in S[p]: 

                        S[p].append(q) 

 

                ##elif (value1ofGroup[p] < value1ofGroup[q] and value2ofGroup[p] > value2ofGroup[q]) or ( 

                        ##value1ofGroup[p] <= value1ofGroup[q] and value2ofGroup[p] > value2ofGroup[q]) or ( 

                        ##value1ofGroup[p] < value1ofGroup[q] and value2ofGroup[p] >= value2ofGroup[q]): 

                elif (value1ofGroup[q] > value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] < value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] < value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] >= value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] < value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] < value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] > value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] <= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] < value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] > value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] <= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] <= value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 
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                        value1ofGroup[q] > value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] <= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] <= value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] >= value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] <= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] < value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] >= value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] < value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] <= value3ofGroup[p]) or ( 

                        value1ofGroup[q] >= value1ofGroup[p] and value2ofGroup[q] <= value2ofGroup[p] and value3ofGroup[q] <= value3ofGroup[p]): 

                    n[p] = n[p] + 1 

 

            if n[p] == 0: 

                rank[p] = 0 

                if p not in frontofGroup[0]: 

                    frontofGroup[0].append(p) 

 

        i = 0 

        while (frontofGroup[i] != []): 

            Q = [] 

            for p in frontofGroup[i]: 

                for q in S[p]: 

                    n[q] = n[q] - 1 

 

                    if (n[q] == 0): 

                        rank[q] = i + 1 

                        if q not in Q: 

                            Q.append(q) 

            i = i + 1 

            frontofGroup.append(Q) 

 

        del frontofGroup[len(frontofGroup) - 1] 

 

        front[ii] = [group[ii][iii] for iii in frontofGroup[-1]] 

        ##print(group[ii]) 

        ##print(frontofGroup) 

 

    # build the front 
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    ##print(front) 

 

    return front 
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Appendix E: Python Code for the Link between the Optimisation Module 

and the Simulation Module 

 

import csv 

import math 

import random 

import unittest 

 

 

 

# this function read in relevant information from csv file and store the information with local variables 

def read_in_data_csv(inputFileAddress, inputFileName): 

    # be careful with the input data type, the read-in data is not a list, it is a string 

 

    # initialise the variables to store useful information 

    assignmentString = [] 

    cycleTime = 0 

    assignments = [] 

    numberofWorkstations = 0 

 

    # read in the information 

    with open(inputFileAddress + inputFileName + '.csv', 'r') as infile: 

        reader = csv.reader(infile) 

        for row in reader: 

            if row: 
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                assignmentString = row[0][1:-1].split(',') 

                for i in range(len(assignmentString)): 

                    assignmentString[i] = int(assignmentString[i]) 

                cycleTime = int(row[3]) 

                assignments = row[4] 

                numberofWorkstations = len(row[5][1:-1].split(',')) 

    print(cycleTime) 

    print(numberofWorkstations) 

 

 

 

    return numberofWorkstations, assignmentString, cycleTime, assignments 

 

 

 

# this function read in relevant information from txt file and store the information with local variables 

def read_in_data_txt(inputFileAddress, inputFileName): 

 

    # initialise the variables to store useful information 

    # numberofTasks = 0 

    cycleTimes = {} 

    labourInfo = {} 

 

    # open the txt file 

    text_file = open(inputFileAddress + inputFileName + '.txt', 'r') 

    originalData = text_file.readlines() 

 

    # translate the read-in data into useful information: number of tasks, task times and labour requirements 

    numberofTasks = int(originalData[0]) 

 

    for i in range(numberofTasks): 

        cycleTimes[i + 1] = int(originalData[i + 1]) 
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    for i in range(numberofTasks): 

        labourInfo[i + 1] = int( 

            originalData[len(originalData) - 2 * numberofTasks - 2 + 1 + numberofTasks + i]) 

 

    text_file.close() 

 

    return numberofTasks, cycleTimes, labourInfo 

 

 

 

# this function analyse the data read in from input files 

def analyse_data(numberofTasks, cycleTimes, assignmentString, labourInfo): 

 

    # initialise the variables 

    processOrder = [] 

    processTimes = [] 

    #numberofStations = 0 

    tasksonStations = [] 

    labourOrder = [] 

 

 

    # get the number of workstation 

    numberofStations = max(assignmentString) 

    # print(assignmentString) 

    # print(numberofStations) 

 

    # define the list of processes in order 

    for i in range(numberofStations): 

        # print(i) 

        for ii in range(numberofTasks): 

            # print(ii) 
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            if assignmentString[ii] == i+1 : 

                # print(ii + 1) 

                processOrder.append(ii + 1) 

 

    # define the list of task times in order 

    for ii in processOrder: 

        processTimes.append(cycleTimes[ii]) 

 

    # print(processOrder) 

    # print(processTimes) 

 

    # calculate the tasks assigned to each workstation 

    for i in range(numberofStations): 

        tasksonStations.append(['station{}'.format(i + 1)]) 

    for i in range(numberofTasks): 

        tasksonStations[assignmentString[i] - 1].append(i + 1) 

 

    # calculate the list of labor information in output files 

    for i in range(numberofTasks): 

        labourOrder.append(labourInfo[processOrder[i]]) 

 

    return processOrder, processTimes, tasksonStations, labourOrder 

 

 

 

# this function analyses the range of possible numbers of laborers 

def estimate_labor(cycleTime, labourInfo, cycleTimes, tasksonStations): 

    #initialise variables 

    taskswithLab = [] 

    laborTime = 0 

    stationwithLab = [] 

    possibleNumLab = [] 
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    for task, labor in labourInfo.items(): 

        if labor == 2: 

            taskswithLab.append(task) 

    #print('!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!') 

    #print(tasksonStations) 

    #print(taskswithLab) 

 

    for i in taskswithLab: 

        laborTime += cycleTimes[i] 

        for ii in range(len(tasksonStations)): 

            # print(assignments[ii]) 

            for k in tasksonStations[ii]: 

                if i == k: 

                    if ii+1 not in stationwithLab: 

                        stationwithLab.append(ii + 1) 

    minLabor = math.ceil(laborTime/cycleTime) 

    maxLabor = len(stationwithLab) 

    for i in range(minLabor, maxLabor+1): 

        possibleNumLab.append(i) 

    #print('!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!') 

    #print(possibleNumLab) 

    #print(minLabor) 

    #print(stationwithLab) 

    #print(maxLabor) 

    #print('!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!') 

    return taskswithLab, minLabor, maxLabor 

 

 

 

# this function changes task times for uncertainty with desireable changes 

def generate_uncertain_task_times(processOrder, processTimes, tasksonStations, taskswithLab, cycleTime, cycleTimes, taskTimeChange): 
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    # initialise variables 

    uncertainProcessTimes = [] 

 

    # initialise the list of uncertain process time with original times 

    for i in range(len(processTimes)): 

        uncertainProcessTimes.append(processTimes[i]) 

 

    # change the task times where labourer involved 

    for i in range(len(processTimes)): 

        if i in taskswithLab: 

            uncertainProcessTimes[processOrder.index(i)] += taskTimeChange 

            print(processTimes[processOrder.index(i)], uncertainProcessTimes[processOrder.index(i)]) 

 

 

    return uncertainProcessTimes 

 

 

 

# this function creates uncertain task times for labor-involved tasks 

def generate_uncertain_task_times1(processOrder, processTimes, tasksonStations, taskswithLab, cycleTime, cycleTimes): 

    # initialise variables 

    uncertainProcessTimes = [] 

 

    # initialise the list of uncertain process time with original times 

    for i in range(len(processTimes)): 

        uncertainProcessTimes.append(processTimes[i]) 

 

    # randomly divide the gap between assigned workstation time and the cycle time to labor-involved tasks 

    # do this station by station 

    for i in range(len(tasksonStations)): 

        if cycleTime - sum([cycleTimes[m] for m in tasksonStations[i][1:]]) == 0: 

            continue 
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        numberofUncertainTasks = 0 

        localTaskswithLab = [] 

        for k in tasksonStations[i]: 

            if k in taskswithLab: 

                numberofUncertainTasks += 1 

                localTaskswithLab.append(k) 

 

        if numberofUncertainTasks == 0: 

            continue 

 

        #gapUncertainDivision = [0] * numberofUncertainTasks 

        gapDivisionTime = [0] * numberofUncertainTasks 

        #numberofUncertainTasks = int(numberofUncertainTasks) 

        #for ii in range(numberofUncertainTasks): 

            #gapUncertainDivision[ii] = random.randint(0, 10) 

            #gapUncertainDivision[ii] = 1 / numberofUncertainTasks 

        gapUncertainDivision = [1 / numberofUncertainTasks] * numberofUncertainTasks # this variable stores the proportion of uncertainties among uncertain 

tasks on a station 

        for ii in range(numberofUncertainTasks): 

            #gapDivisionTime[ii] = (cycleTime-sum([cycleTimes[m] for m in tasksonStations[i][1:]])) * (gapUncertainDivision[ii]/sum(gapUncertainDivision)) 

            gapDivisionTime[ii] = random.random() * (cycleTime-sum([cycleTimes[m] for m in tasksonStations[i][1:]])) * gapUncertainDivision[ii] 

        for ii in range(len(localTaskswithLab)): 

            uncertainProcessTimes[processOrder.index(localTaskswithLab[ii])] += round(gapDivisionTime[ii], 2) 

         

 

    return uncertainProcessTimes 

 

 

 

# this function write the information into LL file 

def write_data_LL(outputFileName, outputFileAddress, assignmentString, tasksonStations, numberofLaborers): 
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    # initialise the variables 

    # numberofLaborers = 0 

    bufferCoordinate = [] 

    elementCoordinate = [] 

 

    numberofStations = max(assignmentString) 

 

    for i in range(numberofStations + 1): 

        bufferCoordinate.append(-2 * (math.ceil((numberofStations + 1)/2) - i) + 1) 

    # print(bufferCoordinate) 

 

    # calculate the coordinate of elements 

    for i in range(numberofStations + 2): 

        elementCoordinate.append(-2 * (math.ceil((numberofStations + 1)/2) - i)) 

    # print(elementCoordinate) 

 

    # create and open a new file in the assigned folder with assigned name 

    with open(outputFileAddress + outputFileName + '.csv', "a", newline='') as outFile: 

        output_writer = csv.writer(outFile) 

 

        # define the file content row by row 

        # define the labor row 

        row = ['LABOR', numberofLaborers, 'Labor1'] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        # define the buffer rows 

        row = ['BUFFER', 1, 'Buffer_Source1', 'BUFFER', -1, bufferCoordinate[0], 0] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

        for i in range(numberofStations): 

            row = ['BUFFER', len(tasksonStations[i]) - 1, 'Buffer_Machine{0}'.format(i + 1), 'BUFFER', -1, bufferCoordinate[i + 1], 0] 

            output_writer.writerow(row) 
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        # define the element rows 

        row = ['ELEMENT', 1, 'Source1', 'SOURCE', -1, elementCoordinate[0], 0] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        for i in range(numberofStations): 

            row = ['ELEMENT', 1, 'Machine{0}'.format(i + 1), 'MACHINE', -1, elementCoordinate[i + 1], 0] 

            output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        row = ['ELEMENT', 1, 'Sink1', 'SINK', -1, elementCoordinate[numberofStations + 1], 0] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        # define the end of LL file 

        row = ['EOF'] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

    outFile.close() 

 

 

 

# this function writes data to the PP file 

def write_data_PP(outputFileName, outputFileAddress, processTimes, cycleTime, labourInfo, tasksonStations, labourOrder): 

    #print('====================================================') 

    with open(outputFileAddress + outputFileName + '.csv', "a", newline='') as outFile: 

        output_writer = csv.writer(outFile) 

 

        # define the part row and IAT row in the PP file 

        row = ['PART', 1000000, 'Part1'] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        row = ['IAT', cycleTime, 1000000] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 
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        # define the process rows in the PP file 

        outputOrder = [] 

        stationOrder = [] 

        for ii in range(len(tasksonStations)): 

            for i in range(len(tasksonStations[ii]) - 1): 

                outputOrder.append(i + 1) 

                stationOrder.append(ii + 1) 

 

        for i in range(len(processTimes)): 

            #print(labourInfo[i+1]) 

            if labourOrder[i] == 1: 

                localLabInfo = 'Labor1' 

            else: 

                localLabInfo = '0' 

            row = ['Part1', processTimes[i], 'Machine{0}'.format(stationOrder[i]), 'Part1_{0}'.format(i + 1), localLabInfo, outputOrder[i]] 

            output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        # define the end of PP file 

        row = ['EOF'] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

    outFile.close() 

 

 

 

# this function writes data to the C1 file 

def write_data_C1(outputFileName, outputFileAddress, tasksonStations): 

    with open(outputFileAddress + outputFileName + '.csv', "a", newline='') as outFile: 

        output_writer = csv.writer(outFile) 

 

        row = ['Source1', 1, 'Machine1', 1] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 
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        for ii in range(len(tasksonStations)): 

            for i in range(len(tasksonStations[ii]) - 1): 

                if i == len(tasksonStations[ii]) - 2: 

                    if ii == len(tasksonStations) - 1: 

                        row = ['Machine{0}'.format(ii + 1), i + 1, 'Sink1', 1] 

                    else: 

                        row = ['Machine{0}'.format(ii + 1), i + 1, 'Machine{0}'.format(ii + 2), 1] 

                else: 

                    row = ['Machine{0}'.format(ii + 1), i + 1, 'Machine{0}'.format(ii + 1), 1] 

                output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        # define the end of PP file 

        row = ['EOF'] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

    outFile.close() 

 

 

 

# this function writes data to the C2 file 

def write_data_C2(outputFileName, outputFileAddress, tasksonStations): 

    with open(outputFileAddress + outputFileName + '.csv', "a", newline='') as outFile: 

        output_writer = csv.writer(outFile) 

 

        row = ['Source1', 1, 100000, 1] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        for i in range(len(tasksonStations)): 

            row = ['Machine{0}'.format(i + 1), 1, 100000, len(tasksonStations[i]) - 1] 

            output_writer.writerow(row) 
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        # define the end of PP file 

        row = ['EOF'] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

    outFile.close() 

 

 

 

# this function writes data to the NP file 

def write_data_NP(outputFileName, outputFileAddress, tasksonStations): 

    with open(outputFileAddress + outputFileName + '.csv', "a", newline='') as outFile: 

        output_writer = csv.writer(outFile) 

 

        for i in range(len(tasksonStations)): 

            row = ['Machine{0}'.format(i + 1), len(tasksonStations[i]) - 1] 

            output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        # define the end of PP file 

        row = ['EOF'] 

        output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

    outFile.close() 

 

 

 

# this function writes data to the OUTPUT file 

def write_data_OUTPUT(outputFileName, outputFileAddress, tasksonStations, processTimes): 

    with open(outputFileAddress + outputFileName + '.csv', "a", newline='') as outFile: 

        output_writer = csv.writer(outFile) 

 

        # define the content rows in the OUTPUT file 

        outputOrder = [] 
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        for ii in range(len(tasksonStations)): 

            for i in range(len(tasksonStations[ii]) - 1): 

                outputOrder.append(i + 1) 

 

        for i in range(len(processTimes)): 

            row = ['Part1_{0}'.format(i + 1), outputOrder[i]] 

            output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

        #define the end of PP file 

        #row = ['EOF'] 

        #output_writer.writerow(row) 

 

    outFile.close() 

 

 

 

class writeFiles(unittest.TestCase): 

 

    def read_and_basic_analyse(self): 

        print('----------------------!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-------------------') 

        inputFileAddress = 'C:/Users/Sydney/PycharmProjects/S-OPlatform/MALBP2/pseudoData/' 

        inputFileNameCsv = 'TONGE70_12_OR' 

        inputFileNameTxt = 'TONGE70withLabour' 

 

        numberofTasks, cycleTimes, labourInfo = read_in_data_txt(inputFileAddress, inputFileNameTxt) 

        numberofWorkstations, assignmentString, cycleTime, assignments = read_in_data_csv(inputFileAddress, inputFileNameCsv) 

        processOrder, processTimes, tasksonStations, labourOrder = analyse_data(numberofTasks, cycleTimes, assignmentString, labourInfo) 

 

        return numberofWorkstations, numberofTasks, cycleTimes, labourInfo, assignmentString, cycleTime, assignments, processOrder, processTimes, 

tasksonStations, labourOrder 

 

    def test_write_deterministic_data(self): 
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        # this function writes out all files for Quest 

 

        # run the read-in functions and perform basic calculations 

        numberofWorkstations, numberofTasks, cycleTimes, labourInfo, assignmentString, cycleTime, assignments, processOrder, processTimes, 

tasksonStations, labourOrder = self.read_and_basic_analyse() 

        taskswithLab, minLabor, maxLabor = estimate_labor(cycleTime, labourInfo, cycleTimes, tasksonStations) 

 

        # define write-out locations and file names 

        outputFileAddress = 'C:/Users/Sydney/PycharmProjects/S-OPlatform/MALBP2/QuestInput/TONGE_12/' 

        #systemCycleTime = 359 

        #numberofWorkstation = 10 

        #outputFileName = 'TONGE359_10_Labour2_LL' 

        #outputFileName_PP = 'TONGE359_10_Labour2_PP' 

        #outputFileName_C1 = 'TONGE359_10_Labour2_C1' 

        #outputFileName_C2 = 'TONGE359_10_Labour2_C2' 

        #outputFileName_NP = 'TONGE359_10_Labour2_NP' 

        #outputFileName_OUTPUT = 'TONGE359_10_Labour2_OUTPUT' 

        outputFileName = 'Tonge{0}_{1}_Labour2'.format(cycleTime, numberofWorkstations) 

        outputFileNameLL = outputFileName + '_LL' 

        outputFileName_PP = outputFileName + '_PP' 

        outputFileName_C1 = outputFileName + '_C1' 

        outputFileName_C2 = outputFileName + '_C2' 

        outputFileName_NP = outputFileName + '_NP' 

        outputFileName_OUTPUT = outputFileName + '_OUTPUT' 

 

        #  write out files 

 

        write_data_LL(outputFileNameLL, outputFileAddress, assignmentString, tasksonStations, maxLabor) 

 

        write_data_PP(outputFileName_PP, outputFileAddress, processTimes, cycleTime, labourInfo, tasksonStations, labourOrder) 

 

        write_data_C1(outputFileName_C1, outputFileAddress, tasksonStations) 
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        write_data_C2(outputFileName_C2, outputFileAddress, tasksonStations) 

 

        write_data_NP(outputFileName_NP, outputFileAddress, tasksonStations) 

 

        write_data_OUTPUT(outputFileName_OUTPUT, outputFileAddress, tasksonStations, processTimes) 

 

 

 

    def test_write_labour_variants(self): 

        # this function writes out LL files with different number of labourers 

 

        numberofWorkstations, numberofTasks, cycleTimes, labourInfo, assignmentString, cycleTime, assignments, processOrder, processTimes, 

tasksonStations, labourOrder = self.read_and_basic_analyse() 

        taskswithLab, minLabor, maxLabor = estimate_labor(cycleTime, labourInfo, cycleTimes, tasksonStations) 

        print('The estimated labour quantity range is {0} to {1}'.format(minLabor, maxLabor)) 

 

        # define write-out locations and file names, and write out in iterative manner 

        outputFileAddress = 'C:/Users/Sydney/PycharmProjects/S-OPlatform/MALBP2/QuestInput/TONGE_12/' 

 

        for i in range(minLabor, maxLabor + 1): 

            outputFileName = 'Tonge{0}_{1}_Labour2_LL_{2}Labourer'.format(cycleTime, numberofWorkstations, i) 

            #outputFileName = 'TONGE359_10_Labour2_LL_{0}Labourer'.format(i) 

 

            write_data_LL(outputFileName, outputFileAddress, assignmentString, tasksonStations, i) 

 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    unittest.main() 
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